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LIBERALISM, NATIONALISM AND lifE MIDDLE-CLASS INTERIOR

THE LITERATURE ON DOMESTIC DECORATION IN ENGLAND, 1870-1914

by Judith Ann Neiswander

In the 1870s and 80s, the interior decoration of the middle-class
home was the focus of a great deal of attention, as reflected in a
dramatic increase in the literature on this subject in the form of
handbooks 'for those about to furnish', articles in women's magazines,
trade Journals and publications for artists and architects This
literature expressed the most advanced ideas of the day and actively
promoted such progressive concepts as individual freedom of expres-
sion, cosmopolitan internationalism, the need for improvement in the
position of women, and the application of new scientific theories
This thesis traces these ideas to the political ideology of modern
British liberalism which was at its most influential during this
period Liberal writers, in particular John Stuart Mill, wrote
persuasively about the primacy of the private sphere of life In
their view, it was only in private life that man could develop true
individuality through freedom of choice, this concept had important
implications for the appearance of the home Many of those who wrote
on interior decoration had read Mill, or were involved with reform
movements or political activities inspired by liberal theories As a
result, they tried to bring about social change through the appli-
cation. of liberal principles to the decoration of the middle-class
home

There were also, however, sharp disagreements expressed in the
decorating literature about what constituted the optimal middle-class
interior These conflicts reflected areas of unresolvable tension
within the ideological framework of liberalism; their impact on
interior decoration is explored as well

As the influence of liberalism waned, the values expressed in the
literature on decoration changed correspondingly The importance of
the home in the formation of national character was given greater
emphasis and a return to 'correct' and traditional national styles was
seen as a necessary protection against both internal weakness and the
'foreign contagion' of European styles such as Art Nouveau
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INTRODUCTION

If these details seem to some such minor points in drawing-
room decoration that they urge against us an inclination to
waste words on trifles, let them reflect that life's joys
are nde up of trifles. We look for sympathy from the
earnest - from those upon whom the dull routine and tame
reality of ordinary every-day life weigh heavily We place
before them the idea of progress towards the beautiful, with
its unceasing, if faltering, efforts after realization,
giving happiness and interest, even when centred in nothing
more important than windows, doors, and draperies.

Mrs., Orrinsmith,
The Drawl ng Room, 18771

In recent years, Victorian decorative art has enjoyed a rebirth of

popular appreciation. In London, two important exhibitions in the

early 1970s, one at the Victoria & Albert Museum and another at the

Royal Academy, ushered in a period of intense interest in collecting,

exhibiting and publishing the decorative art of the nineteenth cen-

tury. 2 Monographic exhibitions on important designers such as Voysey,

Burges and Lutyens have drawn enthusiastic audiences, as have coin-

prehensive exhibitions including most recently 'In Pursuit of Beauty:

Americans and the Aesthetic Movement', held at the Metropolitan Museum

of Art in Jew York in 1986 Prices in the salerooms for Victorian

objects have skyrocketed correspondingly. Exhausted by the rigorous

austerity of the Modern Movement, iny of us seek relief in the richly

imaginative and playfully diverse decorative traditions of the nine-

teenth century.
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Despite this recent resurgence of interest in the decorative arts1

however, our understanding of the Victorian interior remains limited.

Xost research has focused on specific objects attributable to known

designers, while the principles underlying the coordination of the

interior as a whole have been relatively unexplored 	 The faded

photographs, the crumbling sepia-toned drawings of hail and drawing

room still seem to depict roome that are cluttered, overwrought and

without any intelligible system of organization.' To many, they seem

to suggest only the banality of middle-class domestic life, trivial in

comparison with, for example, the greatly admired neo-classical

interiors of the eighteenth century in which both form and structure

seem to evoke so clearly the moral virtues of the Antique. Compare,

for example, these two descriptions of interiors, one from the period

when Victorian decoration was despised and the second from the more

recent period of its rehabilitation.

Yes, certainly the room was overcrowded There were too
many chairs, too many hassocks, too many small tables, too
much pampas grass in crane necked vases, too many blinds and
curtains looped and festooned about the windows. The whole
effect was fusty, musty, and dusty. It needed destruction,
it needed air... (l93O)

The break up of a room into different areas with groups of
chairs. . . led to an effect that strikes us as typically Vic-
torian in its atmosphere of chaos and claustrophobia.
(1974)

The rooma that still appear chaotic to many were created with the

help of a copious literature on decorating and furnishing Although

the occasional book on interior decoration was published earlier in

the century, after 1870 the number of decorating handbooks increased

dramatically, and countless articles appeared in women's periodicals,
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trade journals and magazines for artists and architects on the subject

of the decoration of the middle-class home Furthermore, these publi-

cations were aimed at a new audience. While most earlier books had

been written by architects and craftsmen for the members of their own

professions, this new literature was intended to aid middle-class

householders in decorating their homes themselves. Suddenly, home

decoration was a subject of tremendous popular interest.

This literature on interior decoration has never before been sys-

tematically examined. It has not, however, been unknown to experts in

the field, indeed, it has frequently been 'raided' by scholars with

varying methodological approaches to the study of the interior.

The approach most frequently employed has been to describe the suc-

cessive developments in the practice of interior decoration without

attempting to explain their meaning This method has produced admir-

ably detailed and informative studies of room arrangements, architec-

tural features, wall coverings, movable and loose furnishings, which

have often been enriched with quotations on specific topics from the

decorating literature. 7 These studies have immeasurably increased our

knowledge of what Victorian homes looked like, but have not addressed

the issue of why they looked that way, and why they changed. A less

successful variation of this descriptive approach has been the pre-

sentation of a series of photographs of Victorian interiors, often

highly evocative but with minimal explanatory text, in which the

images have been left to speak for themselves in a visual language we

no longer understand

Another methodological approach has been to include interior decor-

ation in the exploration of social and architectural movements of the
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period. This task has been skilfully accomplished by scholars of the

'Queen Anne' or 'Aesthetic' movement who, again with the help of se-

lected quotations from the literature on decoration, have drawn a rich

and complex picture of the interrelationship between attitudes and art

during the 1870s and 80s among a limited group of enthusiasts	 These

scholars have illuminated an area of social history in which interior

decoration played a highly significant role However, the wide range

of opinion expressed in the decorating literature indicates that in-

terior decoration was far from being the preoccupation of a tiny cult

of like-minded cognoscenti. Indeed, the decoration of the middle-

class home was a subject of vigorous public debate by many who would

now be horrified to learn that in retrospect they are considered to be

'Aesthetic'.

It may therefore be more fruitful to start with the literature on

decoration itself, to explore the values its authors wanted to express

in the interior and then to look at the ways they tried to implement

their ideas in their recommendations. For behind these seemingly

chaotic roome is a coherent body of ideas that animated the enrichment

of Victorian homes These ideas were derived from the political ideo-

logy of liberalism, the dominant system of beliefs and attitudes of

the middle class at the beginning of the 1870s. Liberalism, as I will

discuss later, generated many principles on which there was widespread

agreement, such as the importance of cultivating individuality and a

cosmopolitan world view. These principles had important implications

for home decoration which will be explored in greater detail in the

chapters to follow.
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The social and financial position of the middle class will also be

assessed, for the whole issue of display was a charged one for middle-

class people during this period Should they, for instance, parade

the wealth produced by their hard work or should they reject osten-

tation as vulgar and materialistic? Should they keep a limited amount

of their income for themeelves and give the rest away to the needy or

should they celebrate their success by imitating the life style of the

upper class? Did they want to make an impression on oters' If so,

what kind, and upon whom? Within liberalism there were parallel is-

sues that produced unresolvable tensions These tensions, played out

in 'nothing more important than windows, doors, and draperies', ac-

count for much of the diversity in home decoration and will be explor-

ed as well. We have lost our understanding of the essentially ideo-

logical character of the Victorian interior; this thesis will, I hope,

help to recapture it.

As this work will focus less on what Victorian homes looked like

than why, it may be useful to begin with a comparison of two interiors

that display the kinds of decoration with which much of the literature

concerned itself.

'The Awakening Conscience' by William Holman Hunt is a rare docu-

ment of the kind of decoration that the new writers wanted to reform

(Fig. 1). The painting was researched with typical Pre-Raphaelite

thoroughness. Searching for a setting that would be as 'true to life'

as possible, Hunt hired a room at Voodbine Villa, 7 Alpha Place in St.

John's Wood where a show of Victorian respectability in the decora-

tions disguised the function of the house as a 'maison de
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convenance' 10 Some details of the room, such as the pattern of the

wallpaper, were altered to becme symbolic references to the theme of

the 'fallen woman', references which were recognised and thoroughly

analyzed at the time. Nevertheless, 'The Awakening Conscience' is

also a depiction of a specific interior of the early 1850s. As such,

it predates the use of photography, especially colour photography, to

record domestic surroundings with greater accuracy.

The room has been decorated in a version of the Rococo Revival

style The kept woman and her lover seem trapped by the heavily car-

ved furniture, its 'fatal newness', to use Ruskin's phrase, reinforced

by the shine of the varnish on the highly figured veneer. The chair

in which the young man sits appears to be upholstered in crimean

velvet, deeply buttoned. Behind the figures is the corner of a huge

mirror with a gilded frame above a console table In the mirror is

reflected an open French window with large panes of plate glass.

Above, an elaborately carved and gilded window cornice surmounts a

shallow, red fringed pelmet; the heavy red velvet draperies have been

pulled aside to expose the sheer white sub-curtains. At the side of

the window is another elaborately framed and gilded mirror, in which

can be glimpsed the top of a white marble fireplace beneath yet a

third huge mirror. A glaring white ceiling reflects additional light

and the floor has a fitted carpet in a hot shade of red

The heat and flashing brightness of this interior, doubtlessly

heightened by the artist, is in sharp contrast to the cool dimness of

the dining room of 18 Stafford Terrace, the home of the artist Linley

Sambourne during the 1870s and 80s that has been preserved intact from

that period (Fig. 2). In this room the wall has been divided into
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three separate areas an olive green skirting and dado, highly var-

nished, a filling of Morris's Pomegranate wallpaper on a black ground

nearly covered by framed photographs of Old Master and ixdern paint-

ings, and a frieze of imitation gilt leather before which pieces of

blue-and-white porcelain are displayed on a shelf that encircles the

room. More porcelain fills the shelves of the overmantel, while the

marble fireplace beneath has been painted and varnished to match the

skirting The mantel shelf has a velvet cover with ball fringe and

the brass of the fireplace tongs and other fittings shines brightly.

The stamped gilt paper on the ceiling surrounds an elaborate ceiling

rose that incorporates a ventilator to remove the fumes from the

hanging gas lamp. The floor has been covered with loose rugs in

Oriental patterns.

The furniture represents an eclectic mixture of styles. The side-

board with its gilt painted panels is in the manner of B J. Talbert,

as are the chairs with small turned spindles. The round table in the

centre of the room reflects the influence c' A. V. Pugin in its com-

plex Gothic base and bears a close resemblence to a table in C. & R.

Light's catalogue of 1881." The other furniture, however, including

the windsor chairs, the three round convex mirrors, and the two desks

in late eighteenth-century style represent the Georgian Rivival taste

of the inhabitants. A portière on a brass rod covers the door to the

morning room and, on the door to the hall, painted panels depict palme

in blue-and-white vases. In the window hang stained-glass roundels of

Titania and Arid; nearby is a terracotta bust of Gladstone by Sir

Bdgar Boehm.
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A copious literature on Interior decoration separates these roo,

it Is the backound to this sudden growth of interest In decoration

that we must first explore.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE MIDDLE-CLASS INTERIOR BEFORE 1870

There are few branches of knowledge which have been more
neglected than the origin, character, and adaptation of the
different styles of Interior Decoration

H V and A Arrowsmith
The House Decorators and Painters Guide

1840'

During the first half of the nineteenth century, the interior

decoration of the non-aristocratic interior did not attract a great

deal of interest. Only a few publications dealt with the subject, and

those prescribed interior ornament consistent with the architectural

style of the building Books for architects and builders focused

primarily upon the external appearance of the house and gave little

consideration to the the interior For example, J. C Loudon's

inexhaustible Encyclopedia of Cottage, Farm and Villa Architecture,

reprinted numerous times between 1836 and 1846, devoted over 1300

pages to architectural projects as diverse as bailiff's cottages,

parsonages and alnhouses, nit kilas and aviaries, but dismissed the

interior decoration of villas with a single sentence 'The archi-

tectural Style of an Interior, it is sufficiently obvious, should

correspond with the external appearance of the building, and the
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degree of decoration should be great, in the former case, in pro-

portion as it is in the latter.'2

Other books were Intended for the use of those in the trade of

house painting and decorating rather than for the general public. In

The House Decorator and Painters Guide published in 1840 by H V and

A. ArrowsmIth, the authors, 'Decorators to her Naiesty', expressed

surprise at the scarcity of popular publications on house decoration,

despite the surge of interest in the history of style that had been

stimulated by recent studies of ancient monuments. 3 They noted that

architects who could design decorative schemes worked only in the

larger towns, and even then their expertise was usually limited to the

enrichment of public buildings As a result, the decoration of the

middle class domestic interior had been relegated to those who lacked,

in their view, adequate training for the task.

The decoration of roome in which the wealthy tradesman, the
merchant, the man of Independent fortune, and other classes
of society, in easy circumetances, and indulging in even
luxurious habits of life, spend their hours of relaxation
and entertain their friends, are, for the most part, the
designs of a person who, although generally supposed to be
accurately acquainted with his business as a house painter,
and, perhaps, a good workman, has never prepared his mind by
the study of the remains of antiquity, by a consideration of
the principles of taste, and by an acquaintance with the
best modern works, for the task he has undertaken.'

The authors undertook to educate this workmen by a review of the

historic styles, 'Greek, Roman, Arabesque, Pompeian, Gothic, Cinque

Cento, François Premier, Elizabethan, and the more modern French',

with the adnItion that 'no alteration should be allowed which does

not accord with the general feature of the order... ' 	 The plates
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reveal, however, that variety was less acceptable, or the Arrowsmiths'

knowledge more limited, than this generous range of historical styles

might suggest, for each illustration is virtually the same as all the

others They each depict a wall elevation divided into three panels,

the central one consisting of a pier glass over a console table or

fireplace. The panels on either side are empty, and all three are

surrounded by a thin outline of gilded ornament that varies only

slightly according to the style indicated. Thus the curl of a rococo

tendril described as 'Louis Quatorze' (Fig. 3) is nearly interchange-

able with a twist of acanthus leaf labelled 'Greek' (Fig. 4) 	 If The

House Decorator and Painters Guide is typical of the taste of the

time, then even within the canons of architectural accuracy the

acceptable degree of variation was not great.

In contrast to the Arrowsmiths' emphasis on historic ornament, The

Economic Library published around 1851 a slim volume that provided

more practical advice on decoration for the general reader with modest

resources. How to Furnish a House and Make it a Home purported to be

'a guide-book to home comforts for all classes' 6 but its low price of

two shillings suggests that it was intended primarily for a middle-

class audience. Instead of supplying information on historic styles,

the book stressed the importance of health in the home, with special

reference to light and ventilation; the first eight chapters were

devoted to the arrangement of the bedroom. There were, however, two

chapters on taste The first dealt with the development of taste as a

rational exercise: 'Anyone may cultivate or acquire a taste in the

same way as he acquires a knowledge of arithmetic or geography.''

Taste could be learned, it was suggested, by the study of articles in
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shop windows, but more importantly by the observation of nature, In-

cluding the formetion of trees and flowers and the habits and songs of

birds. The second chapter on taste stated that decoration should be

determined by scientific laws, such as those which stipulated that

rooms lit from the north and east must have walls painted in warm

colours, and that drawing rooms should have 'vivacity, gaiety and

light cheerfulness', while dining rooms should be 'warm, rich and

substantial'. 9 There was more than a hint of dogmatism in the advice

on offer: 'It is the old story of the right and the wrong. the right

is always the best; the wrong the worst.'9

The now well-known publications by the architects and designers of

the Gothic Revival movement had, of course, a powerful effect on house

decoration, but they did not address a general audience A. V. N.

Pugin's Gothic Furniture in the style of the 15th century (1835) and

Designs for Iron and Brass Vork (1836), as well as Bruce Talbert's

Gothic Form applied to Furniture, Metalwork and Decoration for Domes-

tic Purposes (1867), contained little text but many illustrations for

furnishings that were meant to be medieval in spirit, if not always in

exact form. Intended for the use of other architects and professional

cabinetmakers, these were pattern books from which Individual designs

might be selected as models for imitation. The Influence of the

Gothic Revival on decoration evolved, for the most part, through the

architectural profession, and these books were not meant to help the

average householder with the problem of coordinating the interior as a

whole.

The only Gothic Revival architect to write about house decoration

for the middle class was Charles Lock Eastlake In his Hints on
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Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery and Other Details, published

in 1868, he advocated a simplified Gothic style for furnishing every

room of the house. In America his designs became very popular for

commercial furniture, but in England their appeal was more limited, in

part because they were seen as archaic and primItive. 10 Furthermore,

furnishings in this style were not easy to obtain Eastlake admitted

that furniture and fittings such as he suggested could not be pur-

chased ready made." He therefore instructed the reader to employ an

architect to design the interior in the style he recommended: 'Just as

no man of real taste would entrust the design of his house to a build-

er, so no one should allow an upholsterer to provide its internal ap-

pointments except under the advice of an architect '' 	 Even if they

could have afforded it, most middle-class people were unsure how to go

about finding an architect and were unfamiliar with the process of

working with one, so Eastlake's influence was limited.

In the late 1870s, however, the literature on interior decoraUon

changed dramatically Suddenly, a flood of books and articles appear-

ed to assist middle-class householders with decorating their homes

themselves or with directing more knowledgeably the activities of the

painter, upholsterer or architect if they could obtain one New books

on the subject appeared at the rate of five or six per year, and

ladies' magazines, trade and professional journals carried innumerable

articles that emphasised the importance of 'Art at Home'. These new

publications targeted their audience quite specifically. In one of

the earliest books, Su,gestions for House Decoration published by

Rhoda and Agnes Garrett in	 the authors stressed both the

innovative and class-directed aspects of their undertaking:

p
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...this small handbook is addressed only to the decoration
and furnishing of middle-class houses, and is therefore
suited more especially to those people of moderate means,
who, while wishing to live in an atmosphere of refinement
and cultivation, are neither willing nor able to spend large
sums upon their rooms... To those therefore of the wealthier
classes who have been able to get all they have ever wanted
in the way of decorative work and beauty, who have lived in
houses built by Inigo Jones, and whose walls are rich in
paintings by the old masters, this handbook will appear
rudimentary and perhaps uncalled for. But we believe the
audience now addressed - the cultivated middle class, able
to enjoy leisure, refinement and luxury in moderation - has
been too long overlooked'3

In order to understand this sudden interest in the appearance of

the home, one must consider the social and financial position of the

middle class for whem the books were intended. The Garrette may have

assumed that the middle class was made up entirely of people like

themselves, but in 1887 the statistician R. Dudley Baxter attempted to

calculate the size and composition of the various British classes with

more precision. He determined that over 77% of the 24 1 million in-

habitants of Great Britain belonged to the 'manual labour class'. At

the other end of the social spectrum, the upper class and the aristo-

cracy were comprised of a few thousand families associated primarily

with the ownership of land. In between was the middle class, whose

income derived from salaried employment in white-collar and 'clean-

handed' occupations, primarily professional or 'trade'.' 	 But class

boundaries were by no means distinct, and while these catagories had a

broad validity, the impact of industrialisation, urbanisation and

rapid population growth resulted in a great deal of social mobility.

It was primarily within the middle ranks that this mobility was con-

centrated. Abrupt changes in family fortunes brought about by causes
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ranging from inheritance to bankruptcy were not uncommon and made the

middle class especially vulnerable to anxiety about its place in the

social hierarchy. '

Many historians have stressed the heterogeneity of those who

claimed middle-class status and have included within this catagory

wealthy merchants and industrialists with incomes from £500 to £5000 a

year as well as aspiring clerks and shopkeepers with starting salaries

of £50 per annum	 WM1e some members of this latter group could

afford a few of the material possessions associated with a middle-

class life style, they were certainly not able to enjoy 'leisure,

refinement and luxury' even in moderation Only at the end of the

century was this lower-middle class group able to afford a somewhat

more comfortable standard of living.

Other historians have emphasised how smell the middle class really

was, at least in number if not in influence The economic historian

E. J. llobsbawm has estimated the size of the middle class on the basis

of the number of incomes over £300 derived from business profits, pro-

fessional fees and investments that were assessed for taxes. In 1865-

66 this catagory included only 200,000 families in England and Wales,

of which 42,000 had incomes of £1000-5000, while 7500 enjoyed incomes

of over £5000."

Fortunately, the literature on decoration provides a fairly clear

picture of the substantial resources that were assumed to be available

for enhancing the home, an indication that only the highest level of

the middle class could take advantage of m.ich of the advice offered.

For example, in The Decoration and Furniture of Town House5 of 1881,

the architect Robert V. Edis suggested hiring an artist to design and
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paint a dining room frieze for a cost of around £100, 'the price of a

small picture or piece of really good china'. i	 Clearly, the number

of people with sufficent disposable income to spend £100 on a single

decorative item must have been relatively small Similarly, in an

article published seven years later entitled 'Art for the Villa',

George Moore complained about the high prices charged for paintings in

terms that revealed how few people were affected. ' the majority of

the people we know spend from a thousand to two thousand a year, and

how can he whose Income is two thousand a year spend four hundred

pounds on a picture?''9

Not all the literature was Intended for the very wealthy, although

the range of Incomes for which decorating advice was provided did not

extend very far downwards The books written on decoration and house-

hold management by Mrs Panton were meant for a wider audience and her

advice was carefully tailored to fit the financial limitations of her

readers 'Could we afford it, of course, I would employ Morris, or

Smee's people, or Collinson and Lock, with their delicious arrangement

of wflttingsu, but we cannot	 ', she wrote In From Kitchen to Garret

of 1887 20 Nevertheless, she was emphatic that her hero and heroine,

Edwin and Angelina, must not marry until they could be assured of an

income of from £300 to £500 per year ' By 1890, in Homes of Taste,

she had revised her figures upwards Five hundred pounds became 'the

very, very lowest sum any lady and gentleman should marry on', and

then only 'If they can can do things for tbemselves.'

In reality, therefore, the literature written on interior decora-

tion during the 1870s and '80s addressed itself only to the highest

level of the middle class and was written by members of this narrow
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sub-group Yet to stress the small numbers involved is not to under-

estimate their influence	 While few could obtain the most costly

furnishings recommended by some writers, many of the new decorating

materials - such as paper Japanese fans or the new moulded wall-

covering, Lincrusta Walton - were very in ,expensive and well within

the financial resources of many who aspired to the appearance of

middle-class status without the most elaborate trappings But in

appearance and behaviour, ideas and values, philosophy and politics,

the upper middle class determined the Victorian middle-class life

style and set the tone for the larger society.

Two components of this life style were preconditions for the emer-

gence of widespread interest in interior decoration the importance

of domestic privacy and the employment of servants. Well before the

lB7Os the Victorian upper middle class had been decidedly home-

centred. For the most part, they lived in towns, the headquarters of

commerce and industry, or in the growing suburbs made possible by the

expansion of the railways or, in the case of London, the underground

transport network. In these congested areas privacy, or 'selfcontain-

edness' as described by the architect J. 3. Stevenson in 1880, was a

crucial means of class differentiation

Working class houses were small and extremely crowded; communal

life focused on the court or back alley where everyone knew everyone

else's business. With the possession of a house, however, either

owned or rented, a family could demonstrate its distance from the

lower class by its isolation from the local community An attitude of

detachment, of 'keeping yourself to yourself', was reinforced by the

fences, hedges and substantial walls that separated the narrowest row
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house from its neighbor Working class children might play in the

street, but middle class children played inside	 'The possession of

an entire house is strongly desired by every Englishman,' observed the

Registrar General of the 1851. Census, 'for It throws a sharp, well-

defined circle around his family and hearth - the shrine of his

sorrows, joys and ineditatIons.'2

Within the house as well there was a trend towards increased pri-

vacy and separation of functions While a lower middle-class family

might inhabit a standardised 'two up and two down' terraced house in

which each room was used for many purposes, the wealthiest lived in

architect-designed mansions with a variety of specialised rooms - a

smoking room, conservatory, billiard room, day and night nursery, and

schoolroom were among the possibilities To run such a complex re-

quired a great deal of help

The employment of domestic servants made possible the maintenance

of a home that could be elaborate in its decorative scheme as well as

its functioning As wages averaged around £20 a year for each member

of staff, wealthy households could afford a number of specialised

live-in servants, including several maids with detailed schedules for

daily cleaning routines Families with incomes over £300 a year

frequently had three servants, a cook, parlourmaid and housemaid or

nursemaid	 As the employment of servants was a crucial determinant

of middle-class status, even families earning from £100 to £300 per

year hired household help, typically' a maid-of-all-work. 2 As the

historian Janet Roebuck has aptly summarised,

The presence of a servant was a constant reassurance to the
ambitious middle-class family that they were important, that
they were respectable, that people would do their bidding,
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that others were lower on the social scale than they, and
that others would pay them the compliment of imitation by
aping their manners and wearing their cast-off clothing A
servant was a living symbol of success and social attain-
ment, a reassurance of the social position of the master,
and evidence that the class system continued to operate

While these conditions were essential, they are insufficent In

themeelves to explain the sudden enthusiasm for interior decoration

that developed in the 1870s among members of the upper middle class

Among the additional determinants must be included the rapid expansion

of the middle-class standard of living, the waning influence of both

evangelical religion and the philosophy of Utilitarianism, and major

changes In the role of women. This last topic will be treated separ-

ately in Chapter Two.

For many members of the upper middle class, the experience of

wealth, and the conspicuous consumption it made available, was not of

long duration. The upper middle class had done disproportionately

well from the mid-Victorian economic boom and for the first time began

to spend a large percentage of its income on luxury goods rather than

necessities By 1870, this section of society was spending about 50%

more on food, drink and household requirements than it had twenty

years previously In the meantime, prices had risen by only about 5%,

and the price of household goods alone fell by about 25%	 In addi-

tion, after 1870 the birth rate began to fall and families with ten or

twelve children to support became less common. As a result of these

factors, the upper middle class began to enjoy a much more elaborate

life style in which display could play an important part

This life style came Increasingly to Include dining out and giving

formal dinner parties at home which meant that houses were more often
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on view Many upper middle-class wives developed a taste for expen-

sive dress and Jewellery, and for the theatre, opera and other forms

of entertainment at which they could see, and be seen by, their peers

Keeping, instead of occasionally renting, a horse and carriage for

social calls or professional appointments became another important

indication of status, and money was increasingly invested in the

education of the children at the newly founded public schools and at

the universities The seaside holiday could become an annual event,

and even travel abroad was no longer exceptional 	 'In sum, as the

members of the middle classes acquired larger incomes, they attached

increasing importance to the whole paraphernalia of gentility, which

they came to regard as a necessary condition for a civilised

existence..

The effect of the rising standard of living was not limited to the

home but affected the work environment as well In 1865 The English-

woman's Domastic Xagazine described the new demands for a greater show

of affluence in the workplace.

The accommodation, the fitting up, and the decorations of
the shop, offices, or counting-house, are now all after a
style necessitating the expenditure of as much capital as
would, a few years back, have purchased half a tradesman's
stock-in-trade, and men say, and very truly, that they have
no chance of succeeding if they do not, in these things,
keep pace with their neighbors . The young solicitor cannot
receive his clients in a dingy den festooned with cobwebs,
its bare boards fouled with ink; there must be tapestry,
carpeted floors, morocco-topped writing-tables, and well-
stuf fed velvet-covered arm-chairs In other professions the
same necessity obtains, and all struggling in the race, echo
the tradesmen's assertion of the absolute necessity of show,
appearance, style °
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It is important to note that this increase in material display was

seen as a symbol of success and not as an expression of individual

creativity or sophisticated ideals of beauty But more had changed

than simply the amount of money available to spend on decoration By

the 1870s it had become more acceptable to devote energy and thought

to appearances, to enjoy new opportunities for visual pleasure and to

indulge in the merely frivolous Earlier in the century an apparant

interest in the attractiveness of one's surroundings might have invok-

ed strong social disapproval, for the pervasive influence of the Evan-

gelical movement discouraged the appreciation of sensory experience

The Evangelical movement resulted from a revival of religious feel-

ing within the Anglican church at the end of the eighteenth century

and continued with great vigour until Just after the middle of the

nineteenth This period witnessed the most disruptive effects of the

Industrial Revolution, including a rapid rise in population, the de-

velopment of the factory system, the shift from rural to urban ways of

life, and the emergence of class conflicts and popular movements of

protest and unrest, all of these factors combined to produce wide-

spread feelings of anxiety and fear. 3' The Evangelicals responded to

these concerns with a promise of security in the Life Hereafter and a

regime for the present based upon duty, hard work, self-denial and a

moral seriousness that left its mark on the Victorian era as a whole

Fired by an intense sense of mission and aided by the example of an

earnest young queen who had been raised in Evangelical household,

the proponents of this movement worked tirelessly to convert the rest

of the middle class and were to a considerable extent successful
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Nor was the aristocracy completely free to experiment with fashion

and generate new decorative styles without censure The Evangelicals

were relentless in their criticism of aristocratic attributes such as

frivolousness and ostentatious display, as a consequence, many of the

aristocracy became more discreet, if not more self-controlled Walter

Bagehot, a Liberal X P. and authority on the constitution, noted in

1867 that 'The aristocracy live in fear of the middle classes - of the

grocer and the merchant They dare not frame a society of enjoyment,

as the French aristocracy once formed it 132

Although the sanctity of the home was central to the Evangelical

creed, It was valued as a centre of spiritual life where moral virtues

and exemplary behavior might be cultivated, rather than as a focus for

pleasure and enjoyment, especially of a materialistic kind Outside

the Church, the Nonconformists preached a similar message of sobriety

and plain living	 In the realm of philosophy, these reductionistic

tendencies were further supported by Utilitarianism Derived origin-

ally from the ideas of Jeremy Bentham, Utilitarianism urged that human

affairs be governed by strict standards of rationality and efficency,

in the crude mechanical calculations of 'the greatest happiness for

the greatest number' there was no place for the imagination, the

emotions, or the senses.

By the 1870s, however, these religious and philosophic seventies

had begun to soften, and it was no longer considered unseemly to

devote some attention to the purely decorative aspects of life In

some circles, it even became fashionable. In part this occurred

because the upper middle class had been so successful. Fortunes had

been made, political recognition and power achieved, and the younger
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generation coining of age could afford to relax. 33 The contemplation

of Art and Beauty also had the advantage of seeming abstract and high-

minded, and as such did not depart too strongly from established

standards of spiritual aspiration and moral seriousness.

Nevertheless, the earliest writers of books on decoration felt a

need to justify what might have been seen at the time as a superficial

and meretricious subject. One of the earliest writers on the subject

was a minister, the Rev. V. J. Loftie, who introduced the Art at Home

series with his book A Plea for Art in the Home. Loftie concluded

with a chapter entitled 'Art and Xorals' in which he defended his

interest in beautiful surroundings.

There seema to be something paradoxical in talking of the
cultivation of taste as a moral duty. Yet a little re-
flection may perhaps convince us, not only that it may be a
moral but even a religious duty. Strangely enough, in the
minds of most of us, music enters largely into the idea we
form of the happiness of heaven. But why do we exclude all
other kinds of art? And if we look on the home here as the
prototype of the home hereafter, we may see reasons for
making it as a sacred thing, beautiful and pleasant, as,
indeed, we have no hesitation about making our churches.3'

Reviews of Loftie's book recognized that it was still necessary to

justify the importance of beauty in everyday life. For example, The

British Architect discussed the book at length on its editorial page

and noted with approval the passing of earlier attitudes of austerity.

A weak side of Puritanism is its tendency to regard pleasure
per se as a sinful indulgence, a weakness of the flesh to be
struggled against and overthrown. We have a partial sur-
vival of this feeling even in our own days. There are men
afraid of their own inborn delight in the beautiful, and who
sorrow over it as a lust of the eye This feeling is, how-
ever, losing its intensity.3
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In a survey written at the end of the century, May Morris described

this move away from purely pragmatic considerations as the most impor-

tant achievement of the decorative arts between 1850 and 1885: ' the

representative English house of 1885 differed completely from the

dreary and hopeless residence of 1850 Persian rugs, blue china, and

fresh chintzes had taken the place of horsehair and mahogany and

moreen curtains; some form of decoration had succeeded to a mere blind

contempt of anything outside strict utility

This is not to say that the mid-Victorian interior itself had been

austere or ascetic. On the contrary, the early decorators reacted

strongly against the glare of the customary white and gold paper in

the drawing room and the glitter of the typical chandelier. But what

they objected to most of all was that the domestic interior had become

standardised. In their view, the houses of most middle-class people

displayed a dull conformity devoid of imagination or individual

expression.

Frequently this conformity was attributed to the efforts of the up-

holeterer, a tradesman who coordinated the efforts of the painter and

paperer as well as providing soft furnishings such as curtains and

drapes The new writers on decoration had nothing but scorn for the

upholsterer, who was universally condemned for perpetuating prevailing

conventions that were neither original nor personal. These conven-

tions were similar to the 'scientific laws' cited above from the book

published by The Economic Library, and among them was the assignment

of either a 'masculine' or a 'feminine' character to the various roome

of the house	 Thus the dining room, study, smoking and billiard

rooma were designated 'men's roome' and were decorated with the sober
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and monumental heaviness of a gentlemen's club. The ladies' realm In-

cluded the morning room, drawing room and boudoir which were therefore

embellished in a lighter and more frivolous style, often a variation

of the rococo. This formula, repeated ad nauseum from house to house,

was a major target of reform for the new decorators.

In addition, the home suffered from a lack of coordination among

the various producers of household goods These had to be purchased

from different firms with different specialty products, such as wall-

paper, china or metalwork, that had been designed without reference to

the other elements of interior decoration. As a consequence, the

interior as a whole lacked integration. Rhoda and Agnes Garrett

sketched a clear picture of this problem:

Until lately a house-decorator (to all except the extremely
wealthy) has meant simply a man who hangs paper and knows
mechanically how to paint wood....But a decorator should
mean someone who can do more than this; he should be able to
design and arrange all the fittings of a house, the chimney-
pieces, grates, and door-heads, as well as the wall-
hangings, curtains, carpets, and furniture. All these it
has hitherto been customary to entrust to different people,
none of whom has had any part in the deliberations of the
other. The consequence of such a disjointed arrangement has
been that in modern houses one seldom finds a room which
makes a harmonious whole

The writers on decoration blamed this state of affairs on the

indifference of the average householder to his surroundings People

who believed, or felt they should believe, that the mind was meant for

higher things had relied on decorating conventions to avoid seeming to

be too involved with appearances. To combat this tendency, the

authors of the earliest books on decoration argued that the domestic

environment should become the object of earnest thought and weighty
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deliberation The same high seriousness that the Evangelicals had

brought to the regulation of everyday life, the early writers on

decoration brought to bear on the surroundings of everyday life In

Art, and the Formation of Taste, Lucy Crane urged her readers to

reflect on the decoration of their homes by invoking comparisons with

other areas of domestic life in which mental cultivation was already

the norm:

We are accustomed to recognise the necessity for intelli-
gence and knowledge in every other department of life but
that which belongs to Beauty of Decoration, of form and
colour; taste in these things is left to take care of it-
self. We all readily allow that education and study go to
form the literary taste, the musical taste, and even taste
in food and wine; but the artistic taste is left to form
itself. Choice in form or colour is usually quite unguided
by any principle, and is by many supposed to be unworthy of
serious thought. We do not ask the bookseller to guide our
taste in reading, or the music-seller to form our taste in
music, still less do we allow the cook and the wine merchant
the uncontrolled management of our tables. Yet the furnish-
ing of a house in many, if not all, important particulars is
commonly left to the upholsterer, or decorator as he prefers
to be called.. . and the result of this is likely to be a nxDst
unhappy one, still, people are content with it - educated
and refined people too ..

The new decorators had already absorbed the lessons of design

reformers such as Henry Cole, Owen Jones and Christopher Dresser and

consequently condemned the garish colours and three-dimensional ef-

fects of mid-Victorian carpets and wallpapers, as well as the extra-

vagances of machine carved furniture. According to Robert Edis, the

carpets were 'covered with sprawling festoons of flowers, or with

impossible grotesques of birds, beasts and reptiles in utterly un-

natural treatment and senseless repetition','° and Rhoda and Agnes

Garrett derided the 'round centre table whose legs bristle with leaves
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and flowers and twining snakes, all glued together in one shapeless

mass'.' 1 The French styles were frequently criticised as excessively

contorted; Louis Quinze, in particular, was 'the most debased period

of the Renaissance ."

The decorators were also thoroughly familiar with the theories of

Pugin and Ruskin Pugin's principle of truth in materials, later

elaborated by Ruskin in his Seven Lamps of Architecture, was often

debated in the decorating literature. To many of the writers, the

mechanical ingenuity that had promised luxury for the masses through

the simulation of costly materials had also been a disappointment.

'. doors painted in bronze, sham Jewellery, paper flowers, glass

coloured to look like china, plaster to look like iron and bronze

It seems a strange thing, when one reflects', mused Lucy Crane, 'that

it should be supposed that we all take pleasure in a thing that pre-

tends to be something else than it appears, and that the deception

should be pointed out to us as a recommendation.''3

But the new decorators had their own ideas as well In their view

the interior was ripe f or reform and they were ready with a new set of

principles to guide its regeneration. But before discussing in great-

er depth the principles they advocated, one should consider the other

developments within the home that made change in this area possible.

Xany of the publications about interior decoration were written by,

and for, women. The new movement for domestic decoration, with its

earnest, intellectual approach to the home, reflected an important

shift in the aspirations and responsibilities of upper middle-class

women, an evolution which will be explored in more detail in the

following chapter
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CHAPTER TWO

INTERIOR DECORATION AND THE PROGRESSIVE ROLE OF WOXEN

Among amateur furnishers and decorators (and their name is
legion), you will find few to equal, in daring, the young
married lady of the upper, or upper-middle, section of
society.	 . . As we pass the threshold we pause instinctive-
ly, and glance round suspiciously. Something suggests that
we are trenching on the domain of a person of power; I mean
of will and resource.

H. J Cooper, 'Outline Sketches for Furnishing',
The Artist, 1880'

The hone decoration movement appealed strongly to women because it

offered to all women, regardless of their position on women's rights,

a greater sense of control over their environment. Although the

earliest literature indicated that the ultimate responsibility for

decoration lay with the male head of house, the books and articles

written during the 1870s and 80s urged women to express their own

taste and preferences in the enrichment of their domestic surround-

ings As a result, women who were content to remain in the home found

one aspect of their traditional role elevated to a higher status.

They also discovered that they could exercise a degree of autonomy in

the area of home decoration without fear that their femininity would

be criticised	 Other women who longed for a larger role in the coin-

zunity used the skills they practiced at home to forge the profession
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of interior decorator and to achieve thereby greater economic and

social independence As we shall see in Chapter Six, this latter

development was cut short at the end of the century when growing

nationalistic sentiment reasserted woman's subordinate role in the

family Many of the books on decoration were again addressed to men,

and it was not until after the First World War that interior decor-

ation re-emerged as a profession for women

In the literature written during the 1870s and 80s, the appearance

of the home was seen as an important expression of personal taste that

represented to the world the character of its creator. The responsi-

bility for interior decoration became reassigned to the lady of the

house, and the increase in the significance of this task represented

an enlargement of women's power within the home This change was due

to two distinct but related developments The first was the shift of

the middle-class woman's economic role within the home from producer

to consumer, a transformation that took place throughout the nine-

teenth century but which accelerated during the period in which the

literature on decoration began to be published. The second was the

influence of reformers who worked for greater opportunities for women

in education, in the workplace and in public life.

Historians of the nineteenth century have frequently stated that

one result of industrialisation was the creation of 'separate spheres'

of activity for men and women of the middle class. 2 According to a

theory of 'natural' differences between the sexes, man's proper role

was to be in the public arena of politics, commerce and industry,

while woman was responsible for the snooth operation of the household

and the enotional and spiritual well-being of the family. While this
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division was undoubtedly accurate, insufficent attention has been paid

to shifting patterns of power within the home and the degree to which

women could order their environment to suit their own needs and

preferences.

During the early Victorian period, when the influence of Evangel-

icalism was at its height, middle-class men exerted a great deal of

control over the home which was perceived as a refuge from the

pressures of the outside world This control extended to its appear-

ance as well In her autobiography, Leaves from a Garden, Mrs Panton

described the close supervision of household affairs by the

'paterfamilias' of an earlier generation.

Women may not be the housekeepers, the home-stayers their
mothers were, and for that one can give a measured meed of
thanks, but men are no longer the arbitrary bullies they
once thought it their duty to be when they doled out a few
pence for spending-money, superintended every household
detail, grumbled at their food while they did not allow
enough to be spent to ensure a decent meal, and allowed
nothing done in the house until they were called in con-
sultation, or about the white washing of a ceiling 1 the
renewing of a carpet, or even the price and material of the
girls' frocks and the boys' clothes

Because of this tradition of male dominance in the domestic sphere,

the earliest literature on decoration addressed itself to men and

emphasised the enrichment of the home as a masculine obligation. The

'Art at Home' series was introduced in 1876 by A Plea for Art in the

Home by the Reverend V J. Loftie, a book written specifically for men

to remind them of their role in house decoration: '... It Is the duty

of everyone who's so fortunate as to possess a home and to be head of

a family, to endeavour, so far as he can, to make his family happy by

making his home beautiful.'
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Furthermore, a large number of books and articles had appeared

during the 1830s and 40s that sought to delineate the duties of wife

and mother, these indicate that women, even in the decoration of the

home, were constrained to follow the wishes of others rather than to

explore their own ideas • One of the most popular writers on this

subject was Ni-s. Sarah Ellis, the supervisor of a school for young

ladies and the wife of an Evangelical missionary. Her books urged

women to conform, or to appear to conform, to an ideal type character-

ised by submission and self-effacement 'Taste', which she felt was a

natural endowment of women, was defined by Xrs. Ellis as 'the majority

of opinion amongst those who are best able to judge' " Similarly,

when she described home decoration as one of the responsibilities of a

good wife, she stressed subordination to the will of others

Not only must the house be neat and clean, but it must be so
ordered as to suit the tastes of all, as far as maybe, with-
out annoyance or offence to any. Not only must a constant
system of activity be established, but peace must be preser-
ved, or happiness will be destroyed. Not only must elegance
be called in, to adorn and beautify the whole, but strict
integrity must be maintained by the minutest calculation as
to lawful means, and self, and self-gratification, must be
made the yielding point in every disputed case.

The literature on interior decoration that began to be published in

the 1&70s departed from this prescriptive tradition and reflected in-

stead a strongly favourable view of women as independent agents in the

adornment of the home Jot only did this new literature depict women

as capable, it urged women to take over and control home decoration

This departure is especially striking in comparison with other self-

help books of the period on subjects such as on household management,
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child care and home health, in which women were frequently portrayed

as inadequate and incompetent.9

lost of the books and articles on decoration in the period, 1870 -

1900, were written by women for a largely female audience, but male

writers as well asserted the primacy of women in beautifying the home.

Among the earliest was the Art at Home series, which included A Plea

for Art in the Noise by Will lam J Loftie (1876), Suggestions for House

Decoration by Rhoda and Agnes Garrett (1876), The Drawing Room by Lucy

Orrinsmith (1877), The Dining Room by lartha Jane Loftie (1878), and

The Bedroom and Boudoir by lary Anne Stewart Broome, Lady Barker

(1878). This series of handbooks 'for those about to furnish' was

written almost entirely by women and specifically addressed ladies of

the middle class. In Suggestions for House Decoration the Garretts

stated explicitly their view that women should be in charge of the

appearance of the home.

...every one will agree that when a woman undertakes to
guide a household.. . the refinement and beauty of a house
will, in the main, depend upon the trouble which she is
willing to bestow upon small and comparatively insignificant
details. 10

Other writers also promoted a positive image of women. In The

Decoration and Furniture of Town Houses (1881), the architect Robert

Edis made numerous references to 'the usual good taste of the ladies

of the house' and their ability to add to 'the general home feeling of

rest and comfort.'" Books on decorating written by lary Eliza Haweis

and Jane Ellen Panton were full of praise for feminine expertise and

urged women to master not only interior decoration but the engineering

of the home as well, especially as applied to cleanliness and hygiene.
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For example, in The Art of Decoration (1881), Mrs Iawe1s included

chapters on 'Anti-Smuts', 'Drain Ventilation', and 'Pumps and Pipes'

as areas she considered women capable of overseeing Handbooks by

these writers went through numerous editions to feed the appetites of

middle-class women hungry for advice and information on the home

Enthusiasm about women as decorators appeared in the periodical

press even earlier than the publication of books on the subject By

1872 The Art Journal encouraged women to take a role of leadership in

this area.

To whom should we so confidently apply for all that concerns
the beautifying of home-life as to the presiding spirit of
the home? Why should not the instinctive taste and natural
grace of women be reflected in the hues and harmonies of
colour and form on the walls of her rooms, on the curtains
arranged by her deft fingers, on the soft carpet beneath her
feet, and in the thousand forms of comfort, convenience, or
elegance which surround her'1

Women' s magazines such as The Queen, The Ladies' Gazette of Fash-

ion, and The Lady's Vorid, began to feature a great deal of infor-

mation about decorating in the form of editorials on theoretical

issues as well as advice columns for individual problems In addi-

tion, periodicals written primarily for men, such as professional

journals for artists and architects and magazines for the furnishing

trades, not only asserted that women were taking charge of interior

decoration but affirmed that this was a suitable, even desirable,

development. Even the most elite publications such as The Nagazine of

Art and The Art Journal promoted the abilibes of women. In a lengthy

article entitled 'The Woman's Part in Domestic Decoration', the
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designer Lewis F Day affirmed the basic principle of female control

over the interior.

There is unlimited scope for the exercise of womanly tact in
the arrangement and furnishing of every room The lady of
the house might be within doors what the architect assumes
to be - the director and controller of everything, selecting
all furniture and fittings with a view to effect as well as
fitness, combining all colours harmoniously, and seeing that
all is executed with nicety and refinement. The fitting and
furnishing of a room is to a very great extent a matter of
detail, into which a busy man has seldom time to enter, and
ladies, whose domain is the home, have every opportunity and
many qualifications for the introduction of art into it

These exhortations appear to have been heeded, for by the end of

the century the control of women over interior decoration was so com-

plete that the master of the house could be chided for interference.

Xrs. Panton, In Suburban Residences and How to Circumvent Them (1896),

warned that decisions about the embellishment of the home were def in-

itely 'off limits' to men:

I cannot understand the firm and pugnacious way In which the
ordinary householder clings to bare and undraped doors, and
will not avail hImeelf of the shelter and warmth (of a por-
tIère] which can be obtained In no other way As it cannot
be the cost, I can but come to the conclusion that as usual
paterfamilias has Interfered, a thing which no man should do
In a house on the matter of decoration and management. He
may give an opinion if asked for one though he Is most
judicious who takes care that that opinion coincides with
that of his wife...

Clearly, interior decoration had emerged as an area of fiercely

defended Independence for women But why bad It become so Important,

and how had It acquired such an emotional charge? If examined within

the context of women's evolving role in the nineteenth century, it

will be seen that decorating the home was one expression of the
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transformation of women into consumers who were responsible for

deploying their family's wealth to best social advantage.'

Vomen as Consumers

In preindustrial economies, many women from the labouring classes

and the lower levels of the middle class had worked side by side with

the male members of their families, often performing different tasks

but nevertheless making an essential contribution to the productivity

of a farm or small business. ' But as the economy became more indus-

trialised during the first half of the nineteenth century, the new

factories relied heavily upon the labour of women and children; wives

and mothers often worked outside the home twelve hours a day Social

reformers struggled to remove women from the mills and mines in the

hope that men would fill their jobs. Men would be paid higher wages,

families would be properly cared for and the 'natural order of

society' would be restored To this end, reformers extolled the

importance of women's role within the home and in the middle class,

women were encouraged to set an example by remaining in the home and

undertaking charity work A man's ability to support his wife and

daughters at home became an essential indicator of his success The

ideal of women at home was held up as a goal for all classes to emu-

late and was perceived as evidence of both the high status accorded to

women and the superior evolution of English society.' 7 'Women labour-

ers are a proof of a barbarous and imperfect civilisation', asserted

the Satuz-d.y Review in 1859 s
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But as middle-class affluence increased, there was less and less

productive labour for women to do in the home Traditional responsi-

bilities, such as cooking and sewing, were re-assigned to the growing

number of servants, or were rendered obsolete by the ready availabLity

of machine-made goods. The day-to-day operation of many wealthy

households was supervised by a housekeeper, and between 1851 and 1871

the number of housekeepers multiplied six times faster than the number

of home occupiers." As the birth rate declined, childcare became the

task of specialised servants such as nursemaids and governesses Once

a public school education had become an important means of integration

with the younger generation of the upper class, middle-class boys were

often removed from the home entirely at an early age and sent away to

school, decreasing even further a mother's involvement with her chil-

dren. Moreover, women who distanced themselves from domestic tasks

were not seen as shirking, but as blamelessly upholding their rank In

'the natural order of society' and serving as models of homelife for

the lower class. By the 1870s, 'the non-productiveness which had for

a long time been the hall-mark of the lady was spreading down into all

but the lowest ranks of the middle class ..'°

As a result of these developments, many women of the upper and

upper-middle classes had a great deal of time on their hands and

little meaningful activity with which to fill it. The Queen outlined

the consequences of this situation in an article on nervous diseases

in 1876:

Nervousness and nervous complaints are encouraged as much by
having too little to do, as by having too much; and the con-
dition of having too little to do is one which, for many
women of our time, co-exists and is even caused by the life
of constant toil and excitement which their male relations
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and belongings lead len feel the strain upon themeelves,
and they think that by keeping women as free from occupation
as possible, they are shutting them away from an excitement,
the evil effects of which they themselves feel too much So
that it comes about, sometimes, that women spend hours of
each day, if not in absolute idleness, yet in occupations of
so frivolous and unsatisfying a character that they become
wearied with a weariness greater even than that which is the
result of too much work.2'

The socialist writer Edward Carpenter recalled that, once he went to

school, he hated to return home because he found his sisters' pre-

dicament so depressing. They had nothing to do 'except dabble in

paints and music . . and wander aimlessly from room to room to see if by

any chance "anything was going on".' 22 For women such as these, the

new role of interior decorator must have been very appealing, for it

provided an outlet for their energies and gave them an important new

function in their own home without challenging the traditional limit-

ations of their sphere

But for many women, interior decoration was not just a recreational

activity but an important adjunct to their role as social impresarios

For just as middle-class men were motivated to achieve at work by a

belief in the positive value of upward social mobility, so, too, were

women expected to improve their family's status by engineering advan-

tageous social contacts. 	 Morning and afternoon calls, teas and 'At

Homes' were social rituals enacted primarily by women, in which the

display of elegant and tasteful furnishings was an important means of

impressing guests with one's gentility. During the 1870s and 80s, in

what has been called the 'feiiinisation' of social life, women took the

lead in status-determining activities, activities which, at the high-

est level, opened new possibilities for advancement as the number of
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peerages bestowed on those with commercial and industrial backgrounds

increased substantially 2* In 1904 Hermann Xuthesius noted the com-

plete domination of women in English social life, especially when

compared to their German counterparts

The Englishwoman is the absolute mistress of the house, the
pole round which its life revolves. The social side of life
is entirely in her hands, she keeps an eye on all exchanges
with the outside world, issues invitations and receives and
entertains guests. The man of the house, who is assumed to
be engrossed in his daily work, is biielf to some extent
her guest when at home.

By the time that books and articles on interior decoration began to

be published in earnest, middle-class women had not only the means and

the motivation to become consumers of household goods, they had addi-

tional opportunities as well. For both the bored and the ambitious,

one activity changed dramatically during this period - shopping.

Until the 1870s retailing continued much as it had a hundred years

earlier, despite major innovations in the production of household

goods. Furnishings were purchased in separate, small-scale specialty

shops, and shopping meant sitting down inside a store and having goods

brought out and displayed by an assistant. These face-to-face en-

counters could be intimidating for those inexperienced in purchasing

luxury goods, especially as prices were not displayed but had to be

asked for.

The opening in 1872 of the Ban Xarché Department Store in Paris,

however, heralded a revolution in retailing and was quickly followed

in London by the establishment of Debenham' s, Swan & Edgar, Dickens &

Jones, Warshall & Snelgrove, Shoolbred's and Whiteley's, the 'univer-

sal provider' The north was not far behind with Lewis' of Liverpool
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and Kendal Mime's in Manchester Many of these large, multi-storied

department stores were founded by drapers, but the retailing break-

through was the inclusion under one roof of an enormous variety of

wares which could be inspected at leisure with no pressure to buy

Goods bought in bulk by these giant enterprises could be sold at lower

cost which earned theni a reputation for providing good value for

money, and prices were clearly marked so that embarrassment could be

avoided Dorothy Davis has summarised this transformation.

Suppose a newly promoted railway clerk and his wife wanted
to celebrate their fresh prosperity by moving for the first
time to a house with a drawing-room. They could go to a
cabinet-maker and expose their ignorance and their strictly
limited means, and to an upholsterer and do the same, and
perhaps to a print-seller and a china-shop and an ironmonger
and so forth, and wrestle with the unfamiliar problems of
furnishing for themselves. Or they could walk round a de-
partment store and inspect the displays of many grades of
chairs, carpets, curtains, find out what was the stylish
thing, all clearly labelled and priced, while at the same
time the sight of all sorts of other items, ornaments, pic-
tures, mirrors, aspidistras, would suggest ideas they had
never thought of, tempt them to a diversity of semi-
luxuries, educate them in the pleasantest manner imaginable
into wanting a higher standard of living

The new stores realised the potential of women as their primary

customers, and provided services and surroundings that were designed

to appeal to leisured ladies of the newly-affluent middle class

Department store restaurants and teashops were the first places where

respectable women might meet their friends without being chaparoned by

a husband or father 27 Soft carpets and music (often a ladies' string

quartet), dainty waitresses and pretty china in restaurants where one

could meet for gossip over luncheon or tea, even ladies cloakroom

were attractions that lured women into the stores to buy.	 These
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department stores also featured what was fashionable, 'up-to-date' and

'the latest thing', thereby pioneering the concept of obsolescence

Before this, retailers had stressed stout quality and long wear as

Important selling points, but the new stores urged customers to re-

place not only what was outworn, but what was outdated as well.

As a result of the growing Importance of domestic display as a

means of social mobility, as well as an increase in opportunities for

the purchase of luxury goods, the role of middle-class women evolved

from one of production to one of conspicuous consumption. 30 It Is

therefore not surprising that interior decoration became an important

way of displaying one's ability to consume luxury goods. In her

chapter on drawing room ornaments, Lucy Orrinsmlth celebrated the

pleasures of pure acquisition even for those who had a limited amount

to spend 'Slow acquirers have time to dwell upon qualities of

colour, to examine details of workmanship; they are not distracted by

another thing until they have this one by heart, and the pleasures of

anticipation and possession must surpass those of the latter alone.'3'

Display alone, however, was Insufficient as a sign of gentility; it

was also essential for a lady to be skilled In the tasteful and ef-

fective deployment of furnishing materials. The literature on decor-

atlon aided women in managing more elaborate and expensive interiors.

It also encouraged a style of home decoration based, as we shall see

In the following chapters, on the acts of choosing, combining and

arranging a wide variety of disparate objects which the new system of

retailing made available.
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The Influence of the Women's Movement

As we have seen, the literature on interior decoration reflected a

new confidence in women as decorators. In this new role women could

act as independent agents and were encouraged to value their own ideas

and opinions in deciding how they wanted their homes to look. This

perception of women as individuals, with their own separate identities

to express in the home, was one result of the growing feminist move-

]nent.

During the 1860s and 7Os there were a number of attempts to modify

the restrictions that had been placed on women in education, in em-

ployment and before the law. These efforts were motivated in part by

the desire of some middle-class women to play a larger role in the

community; many of them had absorbed the same work ethic that inspired

their brothers to work hard in their professions. These attempts to

improve the position of women were often successful, such as the pas-

sage of the Married Women's Property Act in 1870 and the legislation

that enabled women to vote in local elections and to work as Poor Law

Guardians But the opposition to such changes was formidable, and the

arguments used by opponents focused on the importance of a norm of

behaviour that should be the same for all women. 'They perceived all

women to be members of a scientific class or group called womn. Thus

they sought to define women's role in the home, and they spoke of

woman's intellectual capacity as being inferior to men's' .	 Feminist

reformers challenged this way of thinking For them, individual

choice was paramount, and their success, especially in the area of
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women's education, contributed to a fundamental change in the way

women perceived thenEelves.

Educational opportunities for girls and women grew rapidly during

the 1870s, although they still lagged far behind opportunities for

boys and men By 1881, forty-six public schools had been established

f or girls as well as numerous private academies, and women had gained

entrance to the universities for tuition if not for degrees This

recognition of the intellectual ability of women by the most pres-

tigious educational institutions in the land had a powerful effect,

for it supported the idea that men and women could share a common

ground of intellectual inquiry as equals. If some women had minds

worth developing, then others must have individual attributes as well.

This connection between higher education and the evolution of a more

individual identity for women was described in an article in The

Woman's World entitled 'Life at Girton':

At college, no one expects, or takes it for granted, that a
woman will speak or act In such-and-such a manner, and to
such-and-such purpose; every one Is free it develop her own
point of view, and is judged on her own merits without fear
or favour or previous expectations This not only leaves us
free to develop our own individuality, but also lends us a
pleasant sense of Importance. . .'

Furthermore, in a similar article about Oxford, this exploration of

individuality by women was seen as specifically reflected in the

Interior decoration of their roome at college

Every girl at college has her own room, which, with the aid
of screens and pretty hangings, Is by day converted into a
quite charming sitting room - so successfully in many cases,
that visitors might very well go away with the impression
that it is put to no other use With regard to furniture,
only the bare necessaries of life are supplied; the rest is
left to individual means and taste, and, indeed, so
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variously Is this exercised that a survey of the roome af-
fords a most amusing field for guesses as to the characters
and pursuits of their respective Inmates One room was
chiefly remarkable for the enormous amount of flowers which
Its owner contrived to get Into it, making It appear as If
she perpetually inhabited a conservatory Two girls with a
taste for natural history used to fill their roome with all
kinds of live pets, a white rat and a slow-worm being
amongst the number. . . The chief adornment of another room
consisted in a large collection of fur rugs, thrown over
every conceivable article of furniture. Some are so full of
knick-knacks that It seeme doubtful whether their inmates
can really have room to do anything serious, whilst a few
affect a severe simplicity, which they fondly Imagine is in
keeping with serious literary and studious tastes.3'

Only a very few women attended university and most would not have

wanted to But the note had been struck, and its echo could be heard

at a distance. The Queen, 'The Lady's Newspaper', noted its impact

upon the traditional Ideal of femininity

The standard set up at Girton is definite, and is higher
than any for women which anywhere else exists. Already its
influence is felt throughout the best shcools of the coun-
try, both public and private, and it spreads into families,
showing what may be done by the conscientious work of women
who may love study without sacrificing one whit of their
womanliness.

This new educated ideal of womanhood effected the interior

decoration movement as well, for the decorating literature took on a

decidedly intellectual tone as women were exhorted to make the in-

terior an object of serlou8 study. Although artistic sensitivity was

considered by some to be the natural gift of women, taste could also

be learned, and an elegant Interior became a significant expression of

self-Improvement. Women were encouraged to disdain the wax flowers

and crocheted antimacassars with which their mothers, who were merely

'accomplished', had bedecked their parlours, and to master instead the
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ancient styles of ornament, 	 and the scientific properties of colour

As women began to move more freely outside the home they were also en-

couraged by the writers on decoration to attend lectures, art exhibl-

tions or art classes so they could acquire the cultivation to beautify

their homes in a tasteful manner that expressed their individuality

An article in the trade journal Decoration specifically linked the

growing involvement of women with greater diversity in decoration

(Ladies] are busy writing books to teach their sisters who
have not been lucky enough to see the books on, and works of
decoration they have seen, what decoration ought to be Art
at Home is really commanding earnest attention, and. we hope
the new style will be less limited in scope than the mode
which it displaces, for there are a thousand ways of dec-
orating a drawing room, and every one may be right

At times, a woman's right to express herself in decoration was in-

sisted upon with an anxious stridancy that betrayed a lack of experi-

ence with this new aspect of self-definition 	 'What are we to do?'

wrote Mrs. Haweis in this vein, 'In dress, in home-adornment, and

every department of art - regardless of derision, censure, and

'advice" - WE MUST DO AS WE LIKE.'3°

As well as encouraging women to think of thenEelves, and to express

theEelves,as individuals, some feminists sought to make interior

decoration into a new profession that would offer paid employment for

women. This was part of a larger movement to find careers for un-

married middle-class women who had no male relation to support them

As there were virtually no professions that were open to them, their

biggest complaint 'was that they were forced to take low-paying, low-

status jobs when their families' positions should have entitled them,

as it entitled their brothers, to jobs demanding skill and good
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manners '	 Their fears were not unfounded, for the loss of status

involved in taking a lower-class job could be compounded by illness or

death caused by appalling working conditions or by a slide into

prostitution

The profession of 'lady decorator' was one attempt to meet this

need for a refined, remunerative occupation for women The necessary

training for this role, or its exact reponsibilities, were never

defined, however, and the resulting fluidity allowed women to exploit

their talents in decoration in a variety of ways Rhoda and Agnes

Garrett set up their own design firm that provided a wide range of

decorative services, and Mrs. Panton was paid for her advice as a

consultant. Mrs. Horsfall wrote articles on decoration for The

European Nail newpaper, and her book, Pretty Homes, included a notice

advertising 'Visits by appointment as to the Arrangement of Furniture

and the Redecoration of Rooma. Terme: £1. is plus Expenses.' 4° The

author of Furnishing and Fittings for Every Home, Florence Mary

Gardiner, offered a course of lectures on 'House and Home' illustrated

by a limelight lantern 'This course of lectures can be delivered in

Schools, & c , by special arrangement '41 The profession received

the royal stamp of approval with the appointment of Miss Charlotte

Robinson as 'Home Art Decorator to Her Majesty'.'2 These women were

undoubtedly exceptional, but they played an influential part in

establishing a new career for their middle-class sisters.

This new profession attracted many women who were committed to

social change. A number of the women who wrote about decoration, who

designed interiors or who acted as advisors to others were involved in

reform movements to promote greater opportunities for women in other
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areas They often chose to become interior decorators because the

flexible hour8 allowed them to combine their work with active cam-

paigns for women's suffrage, legal reforms, education and employment

Furthermore, some used their writing on the subject to promote their

progressive views In addition to providing practical advice on dados

and floor coverings, their books and articles advocated greater free-

dom of choice for women and helped to gain more widespread acceptance

of feminist principles

A brief exploration of the life and work of four 'lady decorators'

- Agnes and Rhoda Garrett, Nary Eliza Haweis and Jane Ellen Panton -

will demonstrate some of the complexities of the intertwining strands

of feminism and interior decoration. These women are known to us now

almost exclusively from their writing, for the environments they

created have long since been bssnr superseded by changing styles The

four were of similar ages, and were acquainted with each other al-

though it is doubtful that they were friends.' Beyond these connec-

tions, however, there was little that united them, for they differed

markedly in their preparation for their profession, in their family

commitments and in their views on how the status of women might be

improved.

Rhoda Garrett (1841-1882) and Agnes Garrett (1845-1935) (Figs 5 & C)

Rhoda and Agnes Garrett were the most radical of the early femin-

ist decorators and had the most ambitious professional goals. Agnes

was born into one of the most progressive families of the period: one

sister, Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, became the first woman physician
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to qualify in Britain, while another, )tillicent Garrett Fawcett, be-

came a political economist and the president of the National union for

Women's Suffrage Societies As children, Agnes and )(illicent had read

the work of John Stuart Mill and the family had been active In Mill's

campaign for Parliament. Their cousin Rhoda, the daughter of a

clergyman, was evidently a young woman of exceptional ability and per-

sonal charm f or, according to the composer and conductor Ethel Smyth,

'No one had a more subtle hold on the Imagination of her friends .'

In the early 1870s, Rhoda and Agnes decided to go into business for

themaelves as house decorators, a nearly unprecedented move for ladies

of their class. Convinced that unimpeachable professional credentials

would be essential to gain credibility, they searched for an architect

who would take them on as apprentices They studied glass painting

with Daniel Cottier until becoming articled to the architect J. It

Brydon for eighteen months At the conclusion of their apprenticeship

they set up their own firm for interior design, undertaking wall

decorations, upholstery, furniture and embroidery Some of their

furniture is at Standen, the house In Sussex designed by Philip Webb

for James and Margaret Beale, relatives of Dorothea Beale who was the

Principal of Cheltenham Ladies' College and would have known the

Garretts through feminist circles. The firm must have prospered, for

in 1882 Itoncure Conway, In Travels in South Kensington, stated that

the Garretts had 'extensive business, and have gained fame, not only

by their successful decoration of many private houses, but by their

admirable treatment of the new female colleges connected with the

English Universities " But little now remains that can be iden-

tified as their work '
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By 1876, the Garretts were successful enough to move their business

into larger offices at No. 2, Gower Street, and to take on a warehouse

nearby They also began to train women apprentices in a three-year

course that cost £300 '' But in addition to their professional re-

sponsibilities Rhoda and Agnes continued to work for feminist causes

Rhoda, especially, became an accomplished and eloquent speaker on

issues ranging from the Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts to

Women's Suffrage In 1874 the Graphic published a steel-engraving of

Rhoda addressing a meeting in support of the Women's Disabilities

Removal Bill. (Fig 7) Attired In the tailored costume of a strong-

minded 'platform woman', she shared the stage with her cousin Xii-

licent and with Lydia Becker, the first editor of the Women's Suffrage

Journal '

Despite the advantages of a supportive family, Influential friends,

financial resources and personal ability, Rhoda and Agnes Garrett met

with considerable hostility in the pursuit of their profession, espec-

ially from male architects and designers who felt threatened by the

entry of women into their field. Employment in the professions during

the later Victorian period was highly competitive for men, and it was

widely feared that, if admitted, unmarried women would take over a

profession entirely by driving down wages for men with families to

support.9 In a speech on 'The Electoral Disabilities of Women',

Rhoda described the emotional impact of the hostility she had encoun-

tered:

It is often urged against admitting women to a share in the
real work of life that they are neither physically nor men-
tally strong enough to compete with men; but no amount of
hard work, with the hope of success at the end, would break
down a women's health in comparison with the struggle with
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anxiety, disappointment and contempt, which she now has so
often to endure, and which truly makes 'the whole head sick,
the whole heart faint.' I do not believe that men mean de-
liberately to be unjust to women, but they think they are
the best Judges of what nature intended women to be, and to
do. . .

In 1876, Rhoda and Agnes were invited to contribute to the Art at

Home series by the Rev. V. J. Loftie, to whom they were related by

marriage." Suggestions for House Decoration in Painting, Woodwork

and Furniture is a concise, well-written overview that began with an

introductory chapter that praised the new 'Queen Anne' style f or its

modesty and lack of pretension. The authors suggested three basic

principles for decoration, the first two derived from Pugin and

Ruskin 'Never go out of your way to make a thing or material look

like what it is not"2 and 'Do not go out of your way to hide the

construction of your home or of any part of your furniture '	 Their

third principle concerned colour. 'Always secure a considerable anunt

of plain neutral colour In your rooma ...As a general rule, therefore,

It Is well not to cover the wall entirely with pattern, but to leave

some space whereon the eye can rest ''

Practical applications of these principles were illustrated in the

fIrst two chapters, 'Houses As They Are,' and 'Houses As They Xight

Be,' In which they recommended a 'simpler style In which every mater-

ial used can be the best of its kind ' Instead of the grandeur of

marble, for example, they proposed a simple wooden chimney-piece with

tiled fireplace and hearth, In which an hospitable fire 'makes a

cheerful glow which both looks and feels warii." A third chapter em-

phasised the importance of draperies, and in the final one the ques-

tion 'What Will It Cost?' was succinctly discussed. The Illustrations
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show rooms with Morris paper and simple furniture in the Chippendale

style (Figs 8 - 13) Other Georgian features are the Adam fireplace

and plasterwork, but an Anglo-Japanese sidetable Inspired by B V

Godwin and one carefully placed Japanese fan have been Included as

well. The manual must have been popular, for It ran through six

editions

Throughout the book, the Garrette never revealed their underlying

feminist convictions beyond simply raising the Issue of women's re-

stricted role by wondering 'Whether the arrangements of an ordinary

household be sufficient, even If ordered with the greatest nicety, to

occupy the whole of the housewife's time and thought ..'. 	 But de-

spite the non-polemical character of the volume many of the critics

were, at best, condescending, and at worst, contemptuous, and It was

the fact that they were women that drew the most fire '

The Garretts exhIbIted a bedroom decorated with their furnishings

at the Paris Exhibition of 1878, and the critics were again dis-

dainful. In his review of the exhibition for The British Architect,

the designer Lewis F. Day could barely contain his scorn:

The Misses Garrett exemplify, in the ample space allotted to
them, how little is enough to satisfy the ambition of lady-
decorators. The bedroom which they have fitted up is on the
whole inoffensive. The chairs, indeed, and the sofa, are
clumsy and tasteless, and it is difficult to imagine on what
grounds such a candlestick should be thought worthy of its
prominent position; but the mentlepiece is plain and good -
the little wastebasket (copied from an old ChIppendaleM
example) is very light and pretty.. . . The utmost that can be
said of the decoration is, that It has the merit of looking
fresh and clean . . There is no trace of art in it and no
particular evidence of taste. Everything is plain and un-
pretending, so plain and unpretending that one wonders at
its temerity in venturing so far from home. Seriously, as a
room it is passable - as an exhibition It is rather ridic-
ulous. °
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Clearly, Day perceived that the Garretts had achieved their aim of

being 'plain and unpretending', but he did not approve of the modesty

of their goal in the context of an exhibition of 'high art', nor of

their aspirations to professional equality

Tragically, Rhoda died of typhoid fever in 1882 at the age of

forty-one. Her obituary in The Cabinet Naker and Art Furnisher

described her as 'a leader in the reformation of domestic decoration

and furnishings' and noted that the cousins' firm was the first and

only one to be registered in London as 'house-furnishers'." Agnes

continued the business under their joint names until her retirement

around the turn of the century, but she lacked Rhoda's fighting spirit

for feminist causes She exhibited a model lady's boudoir at the

Bristol Exhibition of Women's Industries of 1885 in which all the

contents, including the rug and wallpaper, were designed and made by

women'2, but she never again braved the difficulties of competing

directly with men in international exhibitions.'3 Agnes died in 1935

at the age of ninety, having lived long enough to see the realisation

of the principle goal of feminists of her generation, the passage of

the Women's Suffrage Act in 1918

Wary Eliza Haweis (1848-1898) (Pig 14)

A woman of prodigious energy Wi-s Haweis combined the roles of

wife, mother and society hostess with a career as a writer and worker

for feminist causes. She wrote extensively about interior decoration

and, during the last ten years of her life, became an outspoken ad-
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vocate of women's suffrage	 Intensely ambitious for both personal

recognition and upward social mobility but continually short of money,

she became an expert in manipulating appearances

Wary Eliza was the daughter of an artist, the portrait painter

Thomas Musgrave Joy Unlike the Garretts, who had both attended the

Blackheath School, she received no formal education but spent her

childhood in her father's studio learning to draw and paint. At age

twenty she married a fashionable preacher, the Rev. H R. Haweis, who

became the incumbent of St. James', J(arylebone After her marriage

she set out to establish herself as a scholar of historic dress and

decoration. Completely self-taught, she was tireless in her antiquar-

ian research, spending hours at the British Museum and the College of

Arms and in consultation with scholars in both Europe and America

Her first book, Chaucer for Children, was published in 1877 and

Chaucer for Schools became a standard textbook In both England and

America A series of essays on women's dress and house decoration was

Incorporated Into The Art of Beauty (1878) and The Art of Dress

(1879).

Mrs. Hawels' most important books on interior decoration were The

Art of Decoration (1881) and Beautiful Houses (1882), and in both she

set out her frankly dogmatic views Originally a high Tory and fer-

vant royalist', she spurned the middle-class aspirations of the

'Queen Anne' movement in favour of the princely style of the Renais-

sance and the feudal associations of the late Middle Ages.

In the section of The Art of Decoration entitled 'A Retrospect of

Rooms', she displayed her knowledge of historical furnishing by de-

scribing a series of rooms - 'A Pompelian Room', 'A Louis Quatorze
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Room', etc - while vividly recreating the style of life she felt they

represented Her preference for Gothic and early Renaissance is re-

vealed by her romantic vision of life In 'A Fourteenth-Century Roam':

Presently the 'storied wall& are lighted only by the flar-
ing torches stuck in brackets and the great yellow candles,
and on the table-dormant the chess-boards of malachite and
crystal, of gold and ivory, are set for the eager players.
This sobers all, it Is well if 'check' and 'mate, ' spoken by
bearded or by rosy lips, lead to no mischief as the night
wears on, and the white moon sends a beam through the rich
panes across the murky atmosphere.

The final section, 'General Applications', provided over two

hundred pages of specific suggestions for room decoration Mrs

Raweis conceived of three different types of eclectic roo -

Renascence, Eighteenth-Century, and Modern - and gave advice on the

kind of old and new furnishings that could be combined In each 	 In

her view, Boulle work and pietra dui-a should only be mixed with

antique and never with Gothic furniture, lest the result be a 're-

volting medley' of objects from incongruous periods.' 7 She then

described the various public rooma of the house and suggested treat-

ments for walls, windows, mirrors, movables, carpets and draperies,

plate and cutlery, doors, fireplaces, lighting and ventilation. Many

of her examples are picturesque In the extreme, but are exceedingly

elaborate and expensive. She recommended Inlaying furniture with

malachite, lapis lazuli or ivory, and for wall coverings she discussed

embroidery, leather, silk and tapestry before briefly referring to

paper and paint:

Panels down the whole wall, or small panels let into frames,
of embroidery on velvet, in either silk or wool, would be a
really beautiful ornament and occupation Gradually the
furniture might match the walls In soft, conventional

p
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designs - why not the ceiling too" A pale-blue satin
ceiling, a maroon wall, with chairs and tablecovers
corresponding with such tints as were Introduced on the
panels, would be 'high art' without reproach .'

Although there are Illustrations of some Individual objects, there Is

none that demonstrate the coordination of an interior as a whole

The book received mixed reviews, and in contrast to the critical

reception of the Garretts' book, this time It was the ladies' maga-

zines that were the most hostile. The notice In The Queen, for

example, scoffed at 'the bewildering and utterly Impracticable advice

given by the authoress' 6' The reviewers from the trade journals were

more favourable, possibly because they hoped that Mrs. Hawels' advice,

if implemented, would result in more business for the furnishing

trades. 7° Undaunted by her detractors, the following year Mrs Haweis

published Beautiful Houses, which included lengthy descriptions of the

artistic homes of famous men, such as Sir Frederick Leighton and

William Burges, as well as her own home, Amber House, in St John's

Wood.

In her own home Mrs. Hawais was able to implement many of her

convictions; without illustrations to her books we must rely upon her

descriptions to provide an idea of what she had In mind The high

point of her career, both as a decorator and as a society hostess,

commenced when in 1883 she purchased Rossetti's old home, Tudor House

at 16 Cheyne Walk, which had been empty since the artist's death.

Convinced that it had been designed by Christopher Wren for Queen

Catherine, wife of Charles II, she re-christened it Queen's House and

decorated it In a style redolent with royalist and antiquarian associ-

ations
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On the roof she placed a statue of Mercury, after Giambologna

Inside she retained the pale yellow panelling of the drawing-room and

at the seven tall windows overlooking the Thames she hung curtains

that had once belonged to Japoleon At one window she placed the

fifteenth-century Moorish-Hispano bureau of a Spanish queen for use as

her writing desk. On this stood a medieval drug pot to hold flowers,

along with an ancient reliquary casket that had been owned by Rossetti

and had appeared in his painting Pandora A large settee of dark

Spanish oak, carved and dated 1805, rested against one wall near a

Spanish leather screen that belonged to Byron The pendant chandel-

iers were of old Venetian glass and on the staircase hung an Eliza-

bethan tapestry lit by a Moorish lamp brought from Tangier. In her

bedroom, which had formerly been Rossetti's, she kept the dark green

walls and Indian red dado and added a carved oak bedstead dated 1685

and an antique shelf to hold mementoes of the feudal past, a pair of

hawking gloves and hood 71 Because of her antiquarian knowledge and

the ignorance of many antique dealers at the time, she was able to

obtain most of these objects at very low cost

Mrs. Haweis lived in Queen's House for fifteen years and gave

lavish entertainments for an intellectual and artistic circle that

included Robert Browning, Holman Hunt, the Alma-Tademas, the Reverend

F. D. Maurice, William Powell Frith, the Persian Xinister Malcolm Khan

and Dr. Rae, the Artic explorer	 Walter Crane remembered meeting

Gustave Doré at the Haweis's.'3 Mrs Haweis also made frequent

appearances at Court and entertained nobility as often as possible

Despite the elegance of her dress and surroundings, Mrs Haweis had

to make stringent economies to maintain her position in society Her
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letters and diaries are full of references to titled 'nobs' and

'swells' that she '7, flattered to entertain, but as early as 1876 she

confided to her mother, 'We are living beyond our income and look a

great deal richer than we are g But she relished her deceptions

'Tonight we are going to a great party at the Countess Stanhope	 I

shall wear a cheap brown plush with petticoat of foreign stuff and

Xrs James will lend me her diamonds. And everyone will think my

dress worth £50.'	 At another party where the Duke of Teck was

present she wore a rare species of Jamaican seeds in her hair 'I

heard him whispering to Lady )Iar something about the grey beads in my

hair, asking if they were pearls

Although her husband held a lucrative post, little of his income

seemed available for the support of their home and three children in

the style to which they aspired Eventually she discovered the mis-

tress and child that drained his resources, but in the meantime she

turned to her writing to earn money and published frequently in

journals such as The Westminister Review, St. Paul's, Contemporary

Review, and The Young Vomn. '1 shall have to invent some new book

after the holidays to bring in filthy lucre,' she wrote in 1881, just

after completing The Art of Decoz-ation	 The extravagant recommend-

ations of her earlier books never hinted at the her own straitened

circumetances, but with The Art of Housekeeping in 1889 she began to

publicise her techniques for pinching pennies. 'The secret of good

housekeeping is to have no waste,' she declared, 7 and she illustrated

this precept by suggesting the re-use of wine left in wine glasses and

plate scrapings from dinner parties7', or making a settee from a pack-

ing case.'°
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By the 1890s Mrs Haweis had modified her conservative political

views and began to speak in public for the cause of women's suffrage

in both England and America. Even before this time she had supported

feminist causes by indirect means, such as by engaging Dr Elizabeth

Garrett Anderson to attend at the birth of her second child and by

sending her daughter to the North London Collegiate School, the most

academically rigorous school for girls in the country

Increasingly, her husband objected to her 'public work'.

I am glad the really influential and important people recog-
nise your labours and do you full justice. But it is not
what I married	 . . . I did not think you had the strength for
Committees and Boards and the boring discussions of Bumble-
dom .. .1 don't quite see where the husband comes in but I
daresay some odd niche will be found . .

As her marriage deteriorated, Mrs. Haweis found more ways to become

occupied outside the home. In 1895 she stood for public office in the

Vestry for Chelsea as a member of the Progressive Party but was not

elected. Two years later she defied the conventions that prohibited

married women from paid employment and took a salaried staff position

with The Lady's Realm. 'It is a good thing that it is the fashion to

be doing something,' she wrote wistfully in 1894. 'The Suffrage is

thriving

By 1897 even her most stringent economies had failed, and she was

forced to sell Queen's House to avoid the public humiliation of Bank-

ruptcy Court. Within a year she was dead Her obituary in The Times

described her as 'a strong supporter of the women's franchise move-

ment' and at her death she was engaged in writing a lengthy volume

entitled A History of the Development of Women In her attempt to
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combine a family, a career, and a campaign for upward social mobility

she had exhausted herself, but in the process she had demonstrated

that, with thrift and ingenuity, the middle class could aspire to have

princely palaces

Jane Ellen Panton (1848-1923)

Ni-s. Panton also combined marriage and motherhood with a career as

a writer and a decorator She wrote extensively on home decoration

and gave advice on specific decorating problenE by mail. For a fee,

she would also evaluate a client's home, recommend a scheme of decor-

ation and the shops where the necessary materials could be purchased

She was a feminist without being a suffragist for, although she did

not work publicly for women's rights, she proposed frequently in her

writings ways in which the position of women could be improved

Like Xrs Haweis, Jane Ellen was the daughter of an artist. She

was one of ten children of the painter William Powell Frith and grew

up in the aesthetic ambiance of Kensington and Bayswater. She also

received no formal education but always read and wrote a good deal

As an adolescent, she began her writing career with a review of a

Royal Academy exhibition for The Bayswater Chronicle From her family

she also derived her liberal political views and described herself as

a 'life-long raging republican'.

When she was twenty-one she married James Albert Panton, a brewer,

and immediately moved to the country where she spent most of the rest

of her life. The family business failed, and, as Xi'. Panton was

forced to make several moves to find work, she never stayed longer
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than seven years in one house	 This gave Mrs Panton a great deal

of experience in decorating which she turned to good account when

circunmtances required that she supplement the family income Offered

the position of editor for Lady's Pictorial, she declined and instead

wrote a series of articles on furnishing and managing a home which

developed into a regular advice column. From these articles evolved

her first book on decoration and home management, From Kitchen to

Garret, published in 1887 A copious writer, by the time of her death

in 1923 she had written thirty-three books, often at a rate of two a

year, of which seven dealt with household matters

The transition from childhood to married life had been difficult

for Mrs. Panton and was accompanied by a painful disillusionment with

her family and the 'smart set' that surrounded them in London. Years

later she recorded her feelings about her lack of preparation for a

home and family of her own

The first shock which stirs a girl's life to the foundation
is different naturally for everyone Mine came when I dis-
covered that unless we girls married and left the nest we
were considered failures and very nich in the way of those
who should have been the last to land us on the sea of
matrimony until we really knew our own minds on the matter

Do not parents owe something more to their children
than this? Do they not owe them unending patience, unfail-
ing guidance? Surely yes But there was nothing of the
kind for me.

Mrs. Panton set out to provide exactly this kind of patient, un-

failing guidance for the readers of her household manuals, and ad-

dressed a different kind of audience than either the Garrette or Mrs

Haweis The young wives of clerks and small tradesmen who came to

live in the terraced houses in the suburbs were anxious not to betray
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their new status by inadvertant 'vulgarity' in their homes To these

people, for whom dinner parties and the management of servants were

new experiences, Mrs Panton dispensed warm, reassuring and practical

advice Where both the professionalism of the Garretts and the erudi-

tion of Mrs Haweis would have been intimidating, Mrs Panton offered

'how to' books on maintaining the appearance of a middle-class life

style

For example, she gave extensive attention to the service roon of

the house In From Kitchen to Garret, her most popular and of t-

reprinted manual, the first chapter is devoted to advice on choosing a

house, but the next four chapters deal with 'The Kitchen Arrange-

ments', 'Meals and Money', 'The Housemaid's Closet, and Glass and

China' and 'First Shopping' before the decoration of the major rooms

is dealt with. Subsequent chapters discuss such topics as how to

prepare for childbirth and how best to treat servants Advice on

decoration, the only concern of the Garretts and Mrs Haweis, makes up

only about a third of the book.

Mrs Panton's advice on interior decoration is equally as practical

as her advice on other aspects of family life Instead of discussing

the application of aesthetic principles or the adoption of historical

prototypes, she provided formulas for decorative schemes To smarten

up a hall, she suggested a red and white berry paper with red paint

for the woodwork, a blue drugget on the floor and red, white and blue

dhurries for portières or, alternatively, sage-green paper and paint,

a dado of Japanese leather paper in sage-green and gold, a terra cotta

dugget on the floor and terra cotta and grey-blue curtains For a

third scheme, 'when money is no object', she recommended cream-
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coloured paint and a dade embellished with painted birds and flowers

with gold Japanese leather paper beneath, Oriental carpets sewn

together and draperies of Liberty's chenille in Oriental colours

Jo particular artistic sophistication is considered necessary to

create a pretty room, and there is no discussion of the interior as an

unique expression of individuality As evidence of its popularity,

From Kitchen to Garret went through eleven editions in ten years

An illustration of the drawing room in Mrs. Panton's own home,

Gable-end, Shortlands (Fig 15), shows the kind of interior she

preferred. Randomly displayed throughout the room is a wide range of

commercially popular products The dado is covered with a variety of

inexpensive Japanese fans, a paper parasol hides the empty grate, and

there are numerous vases and many small shelves and brackets placed

about. There is a proliferation of fringed 'throws' of different

patterns covering the sofa and the three tables which support large

potted plants A portiere covers the door to the conservatory The

four chairs are all of different sizes and shapes one is of the

inexpensive wicker variety and another, with a rolled back, may be a

Regency antique Pictures of different sizes hang both below the dade

and two deep above it It Is a pleasant room, in which almost every-

thing is nxdern, without reference to any clearly-defined historical

style of furnishing, and in which nothing stands out as being of

exceptional quality.

Mrs. Panton denied that she was a supporter of women's rights and

was offendeth.bby the 'shrieking sisters' of the suffrage movement --

Jevertheless, Interwoven with homely advice throughout her books were

frequent references to the position of women and the steps she felt
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should be taken to improve it. For example, in a chapter entitled

'The Girls' Room' in Nooks and Corners, she poured forth her concerns

about the difficulties facing women who were unprepared to support

thenEelves, a topic she returned to repeatedly

Can one speak too strongly . of the insensate and odious
conduct of those parents who bring up their children to have
every single thing they require, and then, when the girls do
not marry and grow old at home, leave them penniless when
totally unable to work because they have never known they
must - never have learned a single thing worth knowing, and
that they must either starve genteelly or live on their
overburdened relations, or add to the already fearful number
of people who paint dreadful little tables and tambourines,
sew infamously, or try the thousand and one ways of making a
little money, which cheapen the market and bring institu-
tions for the sale of work done by ladies into the profound-
est contempt? I say that the State should interfere, and
force a man to lay by for his daughters, at least so much as
will keep them from such an end, or to give them such an
education that at any moment they could work - could do the
work that from their earliest days they should learn is
waiting for them in the near future.

Out of her concern for the plight of 'distressed gentlewomen', Mrs

Panton founded the Workers' Guild in Kensington Square where ladies

could earn money decorating houses, making chair covers and curtains

and working at dressmaking and upholstery. 1 She found this venture

frustrating as many of the ladies were unbusinesslike and not highly

productive, eventually her sisters took over this area of responsi-

bility	 She also used her own experience as a decorator to promote

a new career for women. In the preface to the seventh edition, Mrs.

Panton described the business side of her work as an interior decor-

ator

From my correspondence I have evolved quite a new pro-
fession, which I commend to any lady who has taste and may
wish to earn her living I go to people's houses and advise
them about their decorations, and tell them the best places
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to go for different things, I buy things for country ladies,
and write them long letters on every subject under the sun
for a set fee, and have made some of the nicest friends
possible through this means, and I feel sure that any lady
who cares to take up the 'profession,' and is of sufficient
social status to be above the suspicion of taking commission
or bribes from tradespeople to advertise their wares, and
who above all possesses a quick eye and a certain amount of
taste, can make a good and steady income in a remarkably
pleasant way

In one volume of her autobiography, Fresh Leaves and Green Pas-

tures, she described in greater detail 'the most amusing and lucrative

branch of my work' s' in which she evaluated homes and suggested redec-

orations Her account of the difficulties involved in collecting her

fee is particularly interesting as it indicates her clients' dis-

comfort with paying a woman for a professional service in decoration

It always amused me more than I can say to see how they
hated having to hand me my fee, but at last I always used to
tell them I had not the least delicacy about taking money I
had earned, and I soon took it openly and without the cover-
ing paper that more than once served as a shield to show the
absence of the shillings from the guineas. But I always
opened the envelope boldly and asked for the shillings, and
we were none the worse friends for 'thinking' a mistake had
been made.5

Although Mrs Panton was aware of the dangers of recommending the

products of specific firms, she did not seem to have heeded her own

warnings, for bound in with the 1893 edition of Kitchen were several

advertisements that used her name (Figs. 16 & 17) Vlllian Wallace

and Co • Art Decorators and Furnishers, arranged wall papers, friezes,

dados, mouldings and harmonised paint colours into sets upon her

recommendation and published her personal endorsement of their pro-

ducts Godfrey Giles and Co illustrated a cozy corner and a screen
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desk with the inscription 'Mrs Panton's favourite schemes and ideas

may be seen in our showrooms and are carried out by us under Mrs

Panton's directions ' 	 The professional role that Mrs Panton had

pioneered laid the foundation for the modern notion of a decorator who

is aware of all the latest products and knows how to combine them with

skill and taste to fit specific requirements But when the concept of

decoration as a personal expression was repudiated at the end of the

century, it was this kind of trade endorsement that led to widespread

criticism of 'lady decorators' like Mrs Panton Because of their

uncertain status as professionals they were also more easily dis-

credited than male writers on decoration, who, for the most part, were

architects or designers with more traditional qualifications

In the lB7Os and 80s, interior decoration was the only area of the

arts in which women did not have to play a subordinate role, so it is

not surprising that it should attract a number of out-spoken femin-

ists Within the established artistic community, women were every-

where blocked from positions of equality. Even members of the Arts

and Crafts Xovement, many of whom were committed to the radical reform

of social as well as artistic institutions, were indifferent or openly

hostile to feminism. C. R. Ashbee, for example, was contemptuous of

his sister Elsa's involvement in the campaign for women's suffrage,

and The Art Workers' Guild, the most Important professional organi-

sation for artists and craftsmen during this period, was a men's club

until as late as 1964. Professional journals for artists not only

supported a passive resistance to equality for women in the arts, but

published articles that were actively anti-feminist. 'The liberty of
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woman Is a profoundly unimportant question,' asserted The Artist In

1894, 'It is also an impossible thing, as absurd as another form of

anarchy

'Lady decorators' stepped into a role that had been largely re-

nounced by artists, and their success may be one reason f or the

latter's hostility. 'Our surroundings being then Important,' wrote

Xrs Haweis,'°° 'both for the cultivation of the eye and for the

enhancement of our own inner and outer self, we naturally turn to the

great army of artists to tell us what to do ' Robert Edis agreed '1

see no reason why our best painters should not help us in the revival

of decorative work in the real artistic painting of the roome we live

in, and the houses we dwell in, even as Fra Angelico, Giotto, Correg-

gio, MIchael Angelo, and many other great masters did In days gone

by 1O The carefully calculated interiors by Whistler, such as the

Peacock Room painted for F R. Leyland in 1877, seemed to point the way

for the greater involvement of artists with interior decoration, but

this movement never materialised Edis suggested two reasons for

this. the reluctance of artists to become Involved with any activity

that smacked of 'trade,' and the lack of leadership by the Royal

Academy in fostering a school of decorative painting. '° It seems

likely that the growing respectibility and professionalism of artists

made them reluctant to engage in any activity that might re-invoke a

merely 'artisan' status The growing elitism of painters and sculp-

tors was bemoaned by Wrs. Haweis

Alas, our artists hang back. They only paint pictures, and
carve statues, of scenes and forme of visionary beauty,
which they have not taught us to assimilate in any way -
which they do not expect us to assimilate - only to pay for
Not one of our stars in the art world, and that is a large
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one, feels that he is called upon, as David felt in the last
century, to set a fashion or improve the present ones, to
design a mantle or a fabric, to remodel a dwelling-house or
to paint a wall, With one or two exceptions, the artist
thinks it Is not his business to protest against the woeful
subjection of the beautiful to the ugly commonplace, outside
his own studio	 It concerns not him that his wife's brace-
let is a coarse and gaudy metal trinket, that his tea-cups
are Ill-shapen, his candlesticks unmeaning and perhaps in-
convenient, his stair carpet crude and bad in both colour
and design It is not for him, he thinks (if he thinks at
all), to be a teacher of men, it is for hini to support his
family, and to win a narrow name

The ideal of a complete Interior designed by an artist was undoubt-

edly impractical for the large group of middle-class people in search

of artistic homes Nor did artists exploit the new mass market by

writing books on the subject of home decoration The artist-designed

Interior would also have reflected the creativity of the artist rather

than the Individuality of the owner. The newly-confident middle-class

woman wanted to make her own statement through her surroundings In

the next two chapters we will explore the principles which helped to

guide her
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CHAPTER THREE

INDIVIDUALITY, ELITISM AND COSI(OPOLITAN ECLECTICISM

To make a room characteristic, of course there must be
character first, and the first principle of art is the
expression of individual opinions and habits.

lirs Haweis
The Art of Housekeeping, 18891

'The best style is individuality'

In the decorating literature of the 1870s and 80s no idea was dis-

cussed more frequently than 'individuality.' No goal was more widely

agreed upon than that the interior should reflect the character of its

inhabitants in a unique way, the most frequently cited reason for re-

decoration was to transform the appearance of the home to reflect the

personalities of the people who lived there, and especially that of

the person who created it This was a new conception of the purpose

of decoration, and reflected a new multi-dimensional approach to the

appearance of the home In Interior Decoration of 1885, Fred Miller

indicated how fresh and original this idea seemed at the time:

Ye have only to project ourselves back a generation or less
to realise the degraded state into which our decorative art
had fallen. The houses of the bulwark of the state TM , as
some politicians are pleased to call our Middle Class, were
monotonously regular, devoid alike of individuality or
originality Indeed, the idea of a house being individual
would have been treated as too Utopian for common-sense
people to entertain.2
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As we have seen, previous approaches to the interior had emphasized

an aesthetic orthodoxy Prior to the 1870s, greater importance had

been placed upon the 'correct' reproduction of historical ornament or

on the application of 'scientific' laws derived from nature. In these

ways appropriate objects could be collected and displayed to signal

class-appropriate taste and refinement, conformity to external stan-

dards was paramount. By contrast, the theory that the look of the

home should express personal character suggested that its appearance

should be freely generated from within the individual, rather than

from without, and that Innermost feelings, preferences, and desires

should be represented by one's surroundings. Through a process of

redefinition, beauty In the home came to be linked with personal

expression.

In principle at least, the new approach was less exclusive, for

according to earlier Ideas the appropriate strategies for home decora-

tion were available only to a few. For example, only those to whom

models of historical ornament were available and who had leisure for

study and resources to reproduce them could have homes which were

'correct' in style. Similarly, if the beauty of the home depended

upon the application of 'scientific laws', or conventional rules,

derived from nature, then many people could not afford to Implement

them, or did not have a home complex enough to make them meaningful.

Successful compliance with both systema could also result in homes

that were very mich alike. The new theory, however, stressed that the

means for achieving a significant Interior was available to all and

emphasised freedom and diversity as positive values.
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The importance of individual expression was first mentioned in the

context of drawing room decoration and represented a departure from

earlier recommended treatments for this room In Hints on Household

Taste, Eastlake had envisioned the drawing room as filled with simple

and sturdy furniture, 'constructed on as sound and practical prin-

ciples as the strictest utilitarian could wish.' 	 In contrast to this

functional emphasis, the new note of personal expression was struck by

H. 3. Cooper in The Art of Furnishing on Rational and Aesthetic Prin-

ciples which appeared in 1876, the year in which the publication of

books and articles on interior decoration began to accelerate. In his

chapter devoted to the drawing room Cooper outlined a new purpose for

its decorative scheme:

This room clams special attention Here 'beauty, sweet-
ness, and light' are to culminate. The purpose of a
Drawing-room is relaxation and social enjoyment, hence all
the powers of our art and mind may be lavished upon this
room, which should be the embodiment of our finer nature and
often does most faithfully represent us in our individual
characteristics, our tastes, and capacities

The Art at Home series, which began publication the following year,

devoted a volume to the decoration of the drawing room in which Xrs.

Orrinsmith repeatedly asserted the importance of individuality. Con-

cerning the placement of lights, for example, she discussed a variety

of options including a centre chandelier, wall sconces or candlesticks

on brackets and she used this opportunity to assert the primacy of

individual preference.

On this point, as on all others in this little book, It is
wished to encourage individual fancy, personal arrangement,
self-willed ideas, productive of more varied and more com-
fortable results, than are to be met with by a close ad-
herence to the 'correct style.'5
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In her conclusion she extended this principle to the other rooms of

the house. '...there is scope for originality within doors, and surely

our rooms should be made to suit our individual tastes and char-

acters.'	 The reviewer for The Athenaeum' derided Orrinsmith's book

as full of 'trivialities' and 'comiinplaces', adding that 'Amateurs

who require instruction of the sort conveyed in these pages must be

weak indeed.' But the encouragement of amateur efforts was the

intention, and the appeal, of the popular decorating literature. The

readers of the Art at Home series may already have been familiar with

some of Mrs. Orrinsniith's ideas, but they may also have needed the

permission of an 'authority' to follow their own inclinations and

implement them

With The Art of Decoration of 1881 by Mary Eliza Haweis, the

principle of individuality was in full command of the entire house.

'While the writers of the Art at Home series had tended to be brief in

stating their views, Mrs. Haweis was a fervent and colourful propa-

gandist

One of my strongest convictions, and one of the first canons
of good taste in house decoration, is that our houses, like
the fish's shell or the bird's nest, ought to represent our
individual tastes and habits, never the habits of a class.
Fishes are not all herrings, birds are not all sparrows, let
us, too, accentuate the varieties which exist among us.
There is nothing so foolish, nothing so destructive to the
germination of real taste and art-feeling in England, as the
sheeplike English inclination to run in a flock. Instead to
using their brains and eyes, people cry out, 'What shall I
do?' or worse, 'What do other people do?' and directly they
find out they do it too, like babies
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Designers such as J Moyr Smith and Lewis F Day were also strong

supporters of the idea of the home as a significant personal state-

ment Smith quoted approvingly most of the above passage by Mary

Haweis in his own book on interior decoration, Ornamental Interiors

Ancient and Nodern of 1887, following a chapter entitled 'Queen Anne

and Later Developments of Style' in which he praised a number of con-

temporary architects and designers for giving their work 'the stamp of

individuality." In a lecture delivered at the exhibition of the

lational Health Society in 1883 entitled 'Common-sense House Decora-

tion', Day reflected the same philosophy: ' . . common-sense decoration

is not, and cannot be, a cut-and-dried affair. It must be as various

as the wants and ways of those for whom it is devised.''0

The new conception of the possibilities of decoration as an ex-

pressive medium penetrated to the very lowest level of the literature

on the subject. Ladies' magazines, whose wide circulation reached a

larger number of readers than the furnishing handbooks, were univer-

sally enthusiastic about the new approach To choose but one example,

Jane Ellen Panton wrote a series of articles on 'Artistic Homes, and

How to Make them' for The Lady's Vorid in 1887. Her article on 'The

Drawing-room' began with the following advice: 'Every lady should

endeavour to arrange her drawing-room in such a way that it will at

once express in some manner her own individuality, and indicate im-

mediately what are her tastes and pursuits...' In support of her

statements she recommended the purchase of a frieze of hand-painted

flowers on tinted canvas (Fig. 18). 'As a perfect drawing-room

should, as we remarked before, represent the individual taste of the

owner,' Mrs Panton continued, 'this decorative work helps greatly to
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carry out this idea, for the favourite flowers and birds of the owner

can strike the key-note of the scheme of decoration, and each room can

be original and beautiful in a manner obtainable in no other way.'''

Easily removable if the owner changed house, the frieze could be ob-

tained from a Mrs. KcClelland, who employed 'a whole studio-full of

happy girls who delight in work'. The purchaser could thereby enjoy

the dual satisfaction of obtaining a truly personal work of art as

well as supporting the labour of women in straitened circumstances.

The issue of whose individuality was to be expressed in the inter-

ior posed a problem for members of the decorating trades, many of whom

prided themselves on their own creative vision. Nevertheless, stu-

dents were taught to view positively the contributions of the educated

amateur. In a trade school in Edinburgh, the painting and decorating

class was instructed that 'individual taste or inclination of a cul-

tured mind . is of the greatest value to the decorator. For, to

enter into another man's ideas, which may even for a moment stagger

you as being absurd to your practical mind, you have to step outside

your own self, and self-abnegation is always a wholesome exercise ''

Indeed, 'practical decorators' were often avid proponents of the

new approach as they were frequently painters who could provide a

unique scheme of stenciled decoration for every client. Fred Miller,

whose book Interior Decoration included notes on stencilling and panel

painting for the workman, lauded the principle of individuality as a

boon to the painter's trade, as well as a solution to the 'battle of

the styles' that had dominated mid-century design theory;

This question of style is a rock upon which many a decorator
comes to grief. The best style is individuality. The
question of this or that particular period is quite beside
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the mark	 In the writer's opinion it is a designer's duty
to create his own style, - his period being the present.
There ought to be no such thing as style in design, if by
style is implied the adherence to those characteristics
which have made the work of other men individual and famous.
Style, we may repeat, is individuality, and we in our own
work should strive to impress our individuality upon it.'3

Individuality in decoration was embraced so zealously during the

1870s and 80s that builders and architects who did decorative work had

to reassure their clients that they would be responsive to their

ideas. In Suggestions for House Decoration by 1. Knight and Son,

'Decorators and Builders', for example, the authors presented a series

of plates of interiors designed by the architect 3. D. Bedding to

which they were quick to append a promise of flexibility

It is scarcely necessary to add that the Drawings are only
offered for general guidance, and are not meant to interfere
with individual taste - they are capable of different modes
of treatment, either in the direction of simplicity or of
richness; and special designs, both for the fitting up and
decoration of houses, will be submitted when desired.ld

Many members of the architectural profession were discoinfited by

this new approach, for while some felt that the decoration of the

houses they designed should be left to the inhabitants, others wanted

total control of the interior as well as the exterior of their build-

ings. Robert Edis expressed the dismay of many architects who per-

ceived the 'Art at Home' movement as a challenge to their authority,

but he chase his words carefully to avoid attacking the idea of

individuality itself

Without in any way seeking to object to or despise real
individuality or originality in art decoration, I must
protest against the craving after eccentricity and so-called
novelty which is called 'originality', and the striving
after quaintness, bad in taste and effect, which is called
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'individuality'. The individuality of the true artist will
show itself in many ways through the house, in the tone and
treatment of the colouring and furniture of the various
rooms, in all of which there will be grace and beauty, and
harmony of general effect and contrast; and in the general
arrangement of the furniture, whether eclectic or of some
distinct style and design, and in the happy grouping of
ornament, which, while seemingly careless, shall yet be
studied and effective; so that, although there be perhaps a
distinct difference from other houses, marking the artistic
individuality of the owner, there will be no stagey and
striking effects, no glaring colours, or fantastic forms to
tire and offend the eye. '

In order to explain this sudden enthusiasm for the idea of indi-

viduality in interior decoration it is necessary to place it within

the intellectual context of the period. To do this, one must search

more widely in nineteenth-century thought than only among those

thinkers who concerned themselves directly with art and design.

Pugin, Ruskin and Xcrris, for example, had no interest in the interior

as the personal expression of the upper middle-class individual ' As

important as these writers were, a disproportionate share of influence

on the artistic developments of this period has been attributed to

them because they explored the relationship between society and art.

This has tended to obscure the significant contribution of others who

wrote about the private sphere in a more abstract way but whose ideas

were nonetheless central to the late Victorian conception of the home

and its appropriate adornment. One clue to the source of the idea of

individuality may lie in the fact that, as a child, Agnes Garrett had

read aloud from the works of John Stuart Mill.

Mill was the central figure in late nineteenth-century liberalism,

the political ideology of most of the Victorian intelligentsia and a

large segment of the middle class " In the English-speaking world no
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name has been more habitually linked to that of liberalism than

Xiii's, and no single liberal text is better known than On Liberty of

1859. The twentieth-century political philosopher Isaiah Berlin has

described Xiii as 'the man who founded modern liberalism', and On

Liberty as 'the classic statement of the case for individual lib-

erty'

Xiii had a profound effect on contemporary ideas about domestic

decoration because he wrote so persuasively about the importance of

the private sphere of life. Although he did not write about the home

directly, in Principles of Political Economy of 1847 he outlined the

importance of 'an area of non-interference', or, 'a circle around

every individual human being which no government, be it that of one,

of a few, or of the many, ought to be permitted to overstep' . 	 For

Xiii, man found his greatest happiness not through participation in

the public life of the community but through the highest development

of autonomous potential within this secluded area Within this area,

a metaphor for the home if not an immediate reference to It, men and

women were most free to be themeelves. °

In the third chapter of On Liberty (1859), entitled 'Of Individ-

uality, as one of the Elements of Veil-being', Kill made a powerful

argument for the development of individuality through freedom and

diversity within the private sphere. 'As it is useful that while

mankind are imperfect there should be different opinions, so is It

that there should be different experiments of living; that free scope

should be given to varieties of character, short of injury to others;

It is desirable, in short, that In things which do not primarily

concern others, individuality should assert Itself.'2'
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The development of individuality was necessary not only f or Indi-

vidual happiness, but also for social progress If variety in human

life were promoted, then the mature man could select the options that

best suited his needs and desires and thereby achieve self-knowledge

through the exercise of independent Judgement. Through this process

of experimentation and selection, each individual would realise his

highest capabilities and thereby improve the race as a whole.

In Xiii's view then, the essential nature of man is progressive:

Human nature is not a machine to be built after a model, and
set to do exactly the work prescribed for it, but a tree,
which requires to grow and develop itself on all sides,
according to the tendency of the inward forces which make it
a living thing.2

The development of these 'inward forces' had been endangered in the

past by the power of the state to enforce its will on the individual.

low, however, a much greater danger was the relentless pressure of

public opinion towards a deadening conformity.

In our times, from the highest class of society down to the
lowest, every one lives as under the eye of a hostile and
dreaded censorship. Jot only in what concerns others, but
in what concerns only ourselves, the individual or the
family do not ask themselves - what do I prefer? or, what
would suit my character and disposition? or, what would
allow the best and highest in me to have fair play, and
enable it to grow and thrive? They ask themselves, what is
suitable to my position? what is usually done by persons of
my station and pecuniary circumstances? or (worse still)
what is usually done by persons of a station and circum-
stances superior to mine?...even in what people do for
pleasure, conformity is the first thing thought of....

To remedy this system of external and internal constraints, Kill

urged the deliberate cultivation of nonconformity and eccentricity.

'different persons.. .require different conditions for their spiritual
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development, and can no more exist healthily in the same moral, than

all the variety of plants can in the same physical, atmosphere and

environment. 2* The writers on decoration sought to apply Mill's

theories about individuality to the home by encouraging variety within

the domestic 'atmosphere and environment', and they also condemned

what they felt to be mindless conformity to a 'correct' appearance

that stifled creativity and personal expression in the home.

Mill moved in the same circles as meny of those who were involved

in the home decoration movement, and his work must have been known to

nearly all of them. Agnes Garrett's older sister Louisa, for example,

was active in Mill's campaign for parliament in 1865,2 and J. Comyns

Carr, the developer of the progressive community at Bedford Park, had

been Mill's political secretary. 2' In his autobiography, Walter Crane

also described his reading Mill. 27 Moncure Daniel Conway, who pro-

moted the work of the Garretts in Travels In South Kensington of 1882,

recorded his discovery of Mill In an entry in his diary written on a

steamship to London in 1663. The passage captures some of the excite-

ment felt by Conway and many of his contemporaries in response to

Mill's ideas.

I have brought along John Stuart Xiii's new book on Liberty,
published in Boston the day I left. It is a book of wonder-
ful truisms, of startling commonplaces. In reading it one
feels that such a book should be in the course of college
study everywhere, so axiomatic are the laws it states; and
yet there is scarcely a State on earth that would not be
revolutionised by a practical adoption of its principles.

Since little information remains about the people who wrote the

books and articles on interior decoration, it is difficult to re-

construct their political views with great precision. But if one
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looks for their connections not just with John Stuart Xiii, but also

with liberalism as a more general political philosophy, it becomes

clear that, to a remarkable extent, the writers on decoration shared

liberal values and tried, sometimes with an urgent sense of mission,

to create homes that would both reflect and foster those values.

Liberalism evolved out of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century ideas

and combined the Enlightenment belief in the power of reason to shape

society for the common good with earlier theories of the natural

rights of man as developed by thinkers such as John Locke. As a

political philosophy, it flourished during the period in which many

members of the middle class had benefited greatly from industrial-

isation and began increasingly to oppose the traditional privileges of

the aristocracy, such as the right to forbid the purchase and sale of

property. If the legal and economic protections of hereditary privi-

lege could be removed, it was argued, the result would be the develop-

ment of a one-class society of good citizens, economically indepen-

dent, equal in basic rights, and with self-discipline and mutual

concern as the 'natural' consequence of the experience of self-

government. This summary is, of course, a vast simplification of an

ideology that is now deeply imbedded in the social, political and

economic attitudes of people in the Vest.2'

As has been noted above, liberalism formed the political creed of

most of the intelligentsia and many members of the middle class,

especially during the middle of the nineteenth century. 'low', noted

John Henry Newman in 1864, 'it is scarcely a party; it is the educated

lay world.'° Although there were many differences of opinion on

specific issues among its adherents, liberalism appealed to a wide
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variety of individuals and groups who shared a general desire for re-

form and improvement and who tended to share a cluster of ideas.

These included a strong belief in individual liberty, a commitment to

the extension of the franchise under certain conditions and the rule

of Parliamentary 1n1tutions through tolerance, cooperation and coin-

promise. In the economic sphere, liberals placed their confidence in

free trade, the free market, and unrestricted competition, supported

by the conviction that the economic interdependence of nations and

international peace through arbitration constituted the best foreign

policy Finally, they took an optimistic view of man's ability to

solve proble through the use of reason, and to willingly take volun-

tary action to promote the general welfare of society without the

necessity of compulsion by the state. In politics, liberals tended to

support the Liberal Party, despite its uneven performance in Imple-

menting policies that reflected their principles. 1

Among the writers on decoration, the influence of liberalism can be

seen indirectly through their support of the Liberal Party or of pro-

gressive causes that many liberals favoured. Thus we find that Mrs.

Panton, in her account of a country election in her autobiography,

described herself as wearing pink, the colour of the Liberal Party

'Ye had not imbibed old-fashioned Liberal principles for nothing...,

she declared.	 lire. Haweis stood for election to the local govern-

ment of Chelsea as a member of the Progressive Party, and her husband

was appointed evening preacher at Veetminster because of his liberal

views.	 Conversely, political figures from the Liberal Party also

took an interest in home decoration. V. B. Gladstone, leader of the

Liberal Party and Prime Minister, wrote several articles on use and
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beauty, on colour theory and on the optimal arrangements for the

library34 , and Xrs Gladstone, the chairman of the Women's Liberal

Association, wrote a book on the appropriate decoration for nurseries

and bedrooms	 The Liberal Party was also the best hope of the

women's suffrage movement and therefore attracted the allegiance of

many of the feminist decorators.	 But the best evidence of the

belief in liberalism are the values expressed in the literature it-

self For these writers, liberalism and the reform of the interior

went hand-in-hand

'The more highly gifted and instructed Few'

The literature on interior decoration is permeated by liberal

values, of which individuality is only one example In On Liberty,

Mill had urged the exploration of individuality through variety and

free expression within the domestic environment, ideas which were em-

braced enthusiastically in the decorating literature. But his influ-

ence made itself felt in another way as well, through his promotion of

the role of the educated elite.

Mill felt strongly that all men, and all women as well, should par-

ticipate in the government of society, but that they should not all

participate equally. Like Coleridge before him with his notion of the

Clerisy a special class of 'sages and professors' whose work would be

'general cultivation' for the benefit of the rest of society, Mill

felt that the opinion of educated people should carry more weight in

determining the direction of national policy.	 In private life as

well, he argued, there could be only a few individuals whose
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originality would generate new and improved ways of living, '. . . and

set the example of more enlightened conduct, and better taste and

sense in human life .. these few are the salt of the earth; without

them human life would become a stagnant pooi.''° These, the 'more

highly gifted and instructed One or Few', would lead the rest of

society out of the collective mediocrity engendered by the masses with

'unoriginal minds'. 4 ' This leadership role accorded exactly with the

way the earliest writers on decoration perceived themselves

As arbiters of taste, these decorators felt that it was their task

to wage war against mediocrity by attacking the conventionally vulgar

appearance of the home, just &S Xiii had attacked conventional pat-

terns of social behaviour. In their view, vulgarity was the result of

a misplaced bourgeois desire to emulate the fashions of the upper

class. Not only was this 'unoriginal', but, since they lacked upper-

class resources, the socially ambitious could only use materials that

were obviously cheap and flashy imitations A grasping and pU8hy

drive for upward social mobility through superficial imitation

offended these writers, many of whom sought to establish an

alternative hierarchy of values based upon taste, knowledge and merit,

within which they would be the elite.

The literature on decoration abound.s with scornful references to

middle-class householders who attempt to appear 'better than they

should be' by copying the grand style of the aristocracy. For ex-

ample, in Froi Kitchen to Garret, Ni-s. Panton questioned the symbolic

appropriateness of a marble fireplace in a middle-class home She

flatly stated her preference for wooden mantelpieces which, she felt,

continued the decoration of the room and were therefore 'unobtrusive'
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and 'all they ought to be', as opposed to the 'ordinary marble incubus

of the orthodox suburban residence' which was 'expensive and ugly'.

She described this choice as 'a burning question' and made clear what

it meant to choose marble.

Of course, some people, even in a small house, regard the
possession of the marble in the light of a patent of
nobility - it is so handsome (odious word), so genteel, but
these belong to a hopeless class, for whom little or nothing
can be done...

Similarly, Mrs. Loftie, author of the Art at Home book on The

Dining Room, suggested that the aristocracy concerned themselves only

with the fleeting ephemera of fashion and were therefore unworthy to

be models for middle-class householders who were serious about art.

As an example of the 'trumpery conceits' they fancied, she described a

china shoe with Cupids asleep in the toe and the high heel made to

hold flowers.

It was so successful - attracting, it is said, not only the
patronage of the aristocracy, but that of Royalty itself -
that it could scarcely be produced fast enough Whenever
fashion comes to be stronger than art, which has now for a
long time been the case, popular taste will remain unedu-
cated and childish,'

The writers on decoration sought to lead the middle class into a

new realm of artistic excellence based upon a new confidence in their

own knowledge and taste and upon the application of their own indi-

viduality. In this way the appearance of the home would be generated

from within the middle class itself and would no longer be a dilute

imitation of upper-class magnificence. Even those decorators, such as

Mrs. Haweis and J. Woyr Smith, who favoured the historic styles of the
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nobility felt that members of the middle class should be equal, if not

superior, to their upper-class contemporaries in matters of taste

There is a suggestion in the literature that this artistic indepen-

dence could have revolutionary implications for the Victorian social

structure as well as for the decoration of the home. If so, then many

educated middle-class liberals, such as the leaders of the home

decoration movement, were determined to be in the forefront of that

revolution Mrs Orrinsmith, in her chapter on 'Taste' in The

Drawing-Room, alluded to the intricate relationship between greater

individuality in the interior and social change.

Orrinsmith first detailed the horrors of an 'ordinary lower middle-

class drawing-room . .the very head-quarters of common-place...', where

'On the carpet vegetables are driven to frenzy in their desire to be

ornamental.'

Such is the withdrawing-room to which, because of its showy
discomfort, no one withdraws; wherein visitors do penance at
morning calls.. . . All in the first instance being subservient
to brand-new gloss, the pursuit of brightness leads to taw-
dry garishness. The desire after elegance begets weakness
and uncomfortable inefficiency, and so-called elegance in
fact elbows comfort from the room.

Orrinsmith disparaged this middle-class longing for elegance, which

she saw as a craving for the splendour and formality of the upper-

class home with roome decorated primarily to impress. Deploring, as

did Xiii, the conventional tendency to ask 'what is usually done by

persons of a station and circuitances superior to mine?...', she went

on to argue that upward mobility alone was insufficient for true

cultivation.
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A higher position in the social scale, or the possession of
larger means, will do little to modify the unsatisfactory
state of things, unless personal interest in the drawing-
room arrangements, and an earnest effort after culture in
matters of taste, are most strenuously insisted upon.

Xore money merely enables us to use better material and
more costly ornament, and thus to dispense with unsatis-
factory substitutes; it will never serve instead of the wish
to put the impress of our individuality, in order, beauty
and grace, on our abiding places There are plenty of
errors in taste to be found in the mansions of the rich, and
if wealth cannot do what we require, neither can intellect,
without special culture.

It was this crucial element, 'special culture', that the decorators

sought to provide. They felt competent to do so because they saw

themeelves as an elite, as among 'those who stand on the higher emi-

nences of thought','7 who were therefore entitled to be critics of the

social structure as well as the inadequacies of artistic conventions.

Through manipulation of the environment they hoped, as had Kill, to

foster individuality, and to promote an independent middle-class

culture that would have social as well as aesthetic consequences.

Through the application of liberal values to interior decoration, they

hoped to reform society one home at a time.

There was at least one contradiction, however, with assuming a

leadership role in a process based on individual self-expression, for
a

the desired end required that the home reflect the personality of the

inhabitants, not the decorator. This problem was particularly acute

for those writers who also took an active role in furnishing client's

homes. In the 1870s and early BOa, Rhoda and Agnes Garrett were among

the few decorators who worked professionally in this manner; the other

writers recommended that their readers develop their own creative

vision and then hire workmen to implement their plans, although some
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did provide consultation on possible decorative schemes In their

description of the proper relationship between decorator and client,

the Garrette assured their readers that any potential conflict could

be resolved in the spirit of liberalism, through education and com-

promise

Rhoda and Agnes began by asserting that the decorator could only

complete what would be a frame to the inhabitants, which must then be

filled by the people who would live there.

Jo house is satisfactory unless it bears also the impress of
home, and this impress must come from within.

The decorator. . . relies to a very great extent upon the
taste of the owner of the house and upon his own power of
impressing the spirit of his work upon the people who are to
live with it. If he does not succeed in doing this his work
must be to a great extent a failure. If when he leaves the
house his customer is still longing for the fleshpots of
Egypt, and admiring all kinds of gaudy ornament and inhar-
monious colouring he ought to feel, what any artist hates to
feel, that he has been paid for what his customer does not
value. If, on the other hand, he has been allowed free
scope for his work, and at the same time has been careful to
point out why he does so and so, and the advantages which he
believes such and such methods have, the probability is that
at the end of the work the customer has grown to appreciate
it, and the finishing touches will be given with a care and
forethought which the decorator will love to see

The Garretts, like the other decorators, expressed no doubts about

their authority in matters of taste, or of their ability to persuade

others, in a reasonable manner, that they knew what was best.
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Gleanings from foreign countries'

In applying the principle of individuality to the interior, the

elitism of the early decorators again played an important part.

Generously interpreted, the idea of individual self-expression in the

decoration of the home might have opened up a great variety of possi-

bilities. The creation of a truly individual interior might have

involved, for example, an exploration of one's origins and background,

perhaps even of childhood memories Important influences and life

experiences might be reflected in the choice of a variety of symbolic

objects. In such an interior marked regional variations would be

expected, such as those explored by the architects of the Arts and

Crafts movement when they consciously sought to utilize local materi-

als and building practices in the houses they designed. In the dec-

orating literature written during the 1870s and 80s, however, the

range of applications was more limited. As fervently as these writers

embraced the principle of individuality, in their specific reconimenda-

tiona they all endorsed a style based on cosmopolitan eclecticism

within which there was constraint as well as freedom. In the develop-

ment of this style the ideology of liberalism continued to play an

important role.

When one analyses the kinds of objects that were recommended by the

decorators for inclusion in a decorative scheme, it becomes clear that

not all types of individual expression were encouraged equally In

fact, a too revealing selection was actively discouraged. Mrs. Lof-

tie, for example, attempted to dissuade her readers from displaying

objects with primarily personal associations 'To spot a room about
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with photographs and miniatures, with mementoes of sea-weed and dried

ferns 1 or wretched water-colours by different members of the family,

is ruinous to the general effect', she warned 	 'Relics which are only

treasures from association ought to be kept for the private apartments

or locked drawers of those to whom they belong '' Instead, the opti-

mal interior was an eclectic assemblage of items that were not neces-

sarily related to the personal experience of the householder.

Instead of symbolizing the life experiences of the home decorator,

the choice and arrangement of objects within the eclectic interior

demonstrated the individual's unique perception of beauty. In her

preface to Beautiful Houses of 1882, Wary Eliza Haweis wove together

the concepts of individuality, beauty, and eclecticism in a way that

indicates how deeply the philosophy of Xiii had been absorbed.

Without holding up any particular style as proper for
imitation (which indeed would be far from my desire and my
principles), it is serviceable to show that 'beauty lies in
many eyes,' that every style has a beauty and interest of
its own, for each bold and original mind evolving its own
opinions in its own way, whether in words, or in form and
colour, is worthy attention, and is sure to teach us
something,...

Jo house, no book, no picture, no piece of music, is
interesting or instructive which is the servile copy of
something else Only the individual character which makes
itself felt in it, is of value....yet an idea caught here,
another there, may bring forth fruit in original work of our
own which we might never have done without a hint from
outside, as dead tinder produces no blaze until a spark fall
on it.

Originality is neither rare nor hard to obtain, fearful
as are many people to lay claim to it Originality is like
a house built of bricks taken from many places - it is the
new disposal of the old bricks which makes the house an
original one.so

Ira. Raweis illustrated her principles with the example of the home

of the painter Frederick Leighton. Her description emphasized how
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contemporary the idea of a medley of objects in different styles

seemed at the time.

The second hail is spacious, but not vast; and here the
richness of colour carries us back to the antique. It Is,
as it were, the memory, not the fact - a vivid impression
projected from a nineteenth century mind.. The main feature
of the house is thi8 gradual progress and ascent to the
studio, and the arrangement of the ground floor, where hail
opens out of hail, reviving now antique, now medieval, now
Renascence Italy, from Florence to Rome, down through regal
Naples, on to Cairo Itself; and yet it is not Rome, nor
Sicily, nor Egypt, but a memory, a vision seen through
modern eyes.5'

The elements might be alien, either antique or exotic, but the

arrangement, the vision of the whole, was modern and British. The

role of the individual in the creation of this totality was, above

all, the role of one who chooses, who stands apart and selects the

best of all times and cultures. Individuality was expressed by the

quality of one's choices and one's skill in reconciling disparate

elements into a unique and harmonious unity In this context, the

aesthetic and social elite that the decorators championed was not only

the elite of England but the elite of the world and of history as

well.

Fundamental to any decorative scheme was the inclusion of objects

that were either old or foreign, preferably both. All the writers on

decoration agreed that old furnishings were universally superior to

new. The Reverend Villiam J. Loftie, who, as we have seen, defended

on religious grounds the focus of the Art at Home series on Interior

decoration, also defended collecting antiques for utilitarian reasons.

it was a good investment. In a chapter entitled 'Furnishing and Old

Furniture' in A Plea for Art in the Home, Loftie compared the homes of
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two imaginary gentlemen, Mr. Brown and Mr Smith. Brown had spent a

thousand pounds in furnishing his sitting rooms, and had had his

furniture supplied in the Gothic style by 'Messrs Oak and Velvet,

upholsterers and undertakers'. 52 His dining room chairs were

particularly grand, and were embellished with machine carving and

Brown's monogram embossed in gold on scarlet leather. Loftie's

critique of these chairs highlights the difficulty of determining the

value of new products during a period of rapid technological change

and therefore the appeal of investing in objects of proven worth.

Take the chairs as an example. Say they cost Brown 21. lOs.
each They are carved by machinery, and are of the latest
pattern. But since he bought them, a newer and still more
attractive pattern has come out, and so their value as being
in the fashion is gone; and their carving, too, is rather a
drawback, for the carvers have invented a new way of doing
such work, and can turn it out so cheaply, that chairs twice
as fine as Brown's are to be had for 25s.

Smith, by comparison, was a poorer man than Brown but had spent an

equal amount on all his rooms over a longer period of time. Through

perseverence, knowledge and shrewd bargaining, he had acquired, among

other things, a hundred-year-old Turkish carpet from a country house,

a Reynolds portrait, and, his pride and joy, a beautifully carved

sideboard bearing the date '1632'. '....it is a satisfaction to think

that what I have will sell for as much as I gave, or more, even after

a few years' wear', concluded Smith	 'in fact.. .buying things that

are pretty and good, is the only way I know by which you can both eat

your cake and have it too. '

Other writers had more aesthetic reasons for preferring antiques.

Mrs. Haweis devoted a chapter of The Art of Beauty of 1883 to 'Why
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Old Things Are Best N ., I in which she expressed her belief that beau-

tiful objects had been made in the past out of an urgent need for

personal expression and were, for that reason alone, worthy of study.

'The old workmen tried to utter their burning thoughts so strongly,

that stone, wood, and pigment became the vehicle for feeling, rather

than for workmanship .There is endless interest, endless teaching,

an endless moral, to be culled from these dead masters.... ' 	 The

Garretts, on the other hand, saw in old furniture an inherent reproach

against modern means of production. They spent several pages answer-

ing the question 'Why do you admire this old stuff?' and concluded

that antiques were worthy of study because they had been solidly con-

structed by individual craftsmen, as opposed to the shoddy furniture

of the nineteenth century which was the product of an oppressive and

dehumanising division of labour.s

But it was the lure of unfamiliar and exotic foreign goods that

captured most strongly the imagination of these writers, and stimu-

lated in all of them a passionate enthusiasm for collecting. The

collections they advocated were to be formed on the principle of

variety rather than specialization and, again, the JEtivation arose in

part from an aversion to modern products. The earliest accounts

stressed the educational value of assembling articles of vertu. The

encouragement of middle-class connoisseurship can be seen as early as

Hints on Household Taste; although Eastlake deplored the adoption of a

diversity of styles in furnishing, he urged the accumulation of curios

instead of the 'knick-knacks' of modern mass production.

By that expression I meant to include that heterogeneous
assemblage of modern rubbish which, under the head of 'china
ornaments' and various other names, finds its way into the
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drawing-room or boudoir But my readers must not therefore
suppose that I intended to discourage the collection of
really good specimens of art-manufacture. The smallest
example of rare old porcelain, of ivory carving, of ancient
metalwork, of enamels, of Venetian glass, of anything which
illustrates good design and skilful workmanship, should be
acquired whenever possible, and treasured with the greatest
care. It is impossible to overrate the influence which such
objects may have in educating the eye to appreciate what
really constitutes good art. An Indian ginger-jar, a
Flemish beer-Jug, a Japanese fan, may each become in turn a
valuable lesson in decorative form and colour.. . A little
museum may thus be formed .. .

Elsewhere in Hints on Household Taste, Eastlake described the

growing appreciation of the art of native peoples that contributed to

a reassessment of the sophistication of non-Western cultures.

When I look into the windows of a fashionable establishment
devoted to decorative art, and see the monstrosities which
are daily offered to the public in the name of taste. ..I
cannot help thinking how much we might learn from those
nations whose art it has long been our custom to despise -
from the half-civilised craftsmen of Japan, and the rude
barbarians of FeeJee.'

By the 1870s, this appreciation had reached a fever pitch and

developed into a 'cult of the object.' Ornaments from foreign lands

were increasingly treasured not only for their educational value, but

also for their beauty, rarity and romantic associations as well. This

enthusiasm suggests how novel these itema must have appeared to

middle-class householders with newly enlarged resources with which to

purchase luxuries. Xrs. Orrinsmith waxed rhapsodic about the

pleasures of exotic acquisitions

To an appreciative mind, not spoiled by the luxury of
wealth, what keen pleasure there is in the possession of one
new treasure, a Persian tile, an Algerian flower-pot, an old
Flemish cup, a piece of Jankin blue, an Icelandic spoon, a
Japanese cabinet, a Chinese fan; a hundred things might be
named, not one being costly, yet each, in its own way, beau-
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tiful and interesting. Where to place it, for the best, is
a fertile topic of conversation: then the bracket must be
made, the tiny shelf designed. A delight as pure as that of
a child with a fresh toy, and superior to that in its last-
ing power, is open to the aspirant after the beautiful in
art.

All kinds of European antiquities were recommended for enriching

the interior, such as metalwork from Germany and Holland, French por-

celain and Spanish leather. Products of primitive cultures or from

the Near East were more of a minority taste. Lucy Orrinemith praised

the charme of green glazed vases from the Aures mountains and Tunisian

coarse clay and terracotta jars,'° while Mary Anne Barker suggested

that an ideal washstand for a small room might be assembled from a

Chinese stand, a wooden lacquered bowl from Siam, and a water-jar from

South America (Fig. 19).1 Many of these articles could only be ac-

quired in their countries of origin, and, despite the deprecation of

personal items, momentoes of foreign travel were all the rage Travel

abroad had became easier as a result of improvements in rail and sea

transport, and Thomas Cook's conducted trips to Europe made the Grand

Tour available to those with more moderate means. Popular magazines,

such as The Queen, began to carry articles about Italy, Egypt, and

even the West Indies, as suggested places for, not holidays, but just

journeying abroad, presumably to observe and learn about other cul-

tures.' Lady Barker, author of The Bedroom and Boudoir for the Art

at Home series, even sought to establish her authority as a decorator

primarily on her experience as a world traveller.

I don' t suppose any human being except a gipsy has ever
dwelt in so many widely-apart lands as I have. Some of
these homes have been in the infancy of civi]isation, and
yet I have never found it necessary to endure, for more than
the first few days of my sojourn, anything in the least ugly
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or uncomfortable Especially pretty has my sleeping-room
always been, though it has sometimes looked out over the
snowy peaks of the Bimalayas, at others, up a lovely New
Zealand valley, or, In still earlier days, over a waving
Vest Indian 'grass-piece.' But I may as well get out a map
of the world at once, and try to remember the various places
to which my wandering destiny has led me All the moral I
want to draw from this geographical digression is that I can
assert from my own experience - which after all is the only
true standpoint of assertion - that it Is possible to have
really pretty, as well as throughly comfortable dwelling-
places even though they may lie thousands of miles away from
the heart of civilisation, and hundreds of leagues distant
from a shop or store of any kind I mean this as an
encouragement - not a boast.

But the greatest infatuation of the decorators was with objects

from the Orient, from India, China and Japan In particular A luxury

trade with the Far East had existed for centuries, but it had been

limited to the very rich. By the 1870s and 80s several factors had

combined to make Oriental Iteme more readily available through a

prodigious increase in trade. After almost three centuries of isola-

tion, Japan had been opened to trade by the American fleet In 1853,

and five years later a limited commercial treaty facilitated trade

with the U S and Britain The Japanese exhibited for the first time

at the International Exhibition of 1862 in London where their lac-

quers, bronzes, porcelains and other objects attracted such favourable

attention that many were purchased for re-sale at the new Oriental

Warehouse attached to Farmer and Rogers' Great Shawl and Cloak Empor-

ium on Regent Street, where a lively business in Indian, Chinese and

Paisley shawls was already established In 1869, the opening of the

Suez Canal allowed goods to be shipped from the East even more easily

and cheaply. With no restrictions on trade, Asian goods began to pour

Into England, and several Oriental warehouses sprang up in London, of
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which A. L. Liberty's East India House, founded in 1875, is the most

famous. But it was by no means unique Several others, such as the

Baker Street Bazaar, were mentioned in the decorating literature,

while the more enterprising of the growing department stores - William

Yhiteley's, Debenham & Freebody, Swan & Edgar - opened Oriental

Departments as well.'

The Oriental imports most frequently recommended by the decorating

manuals were Indian, Persian and Turkish carpets, Japanese matting,

china, screens and prints, Indian metalwork and textiles and, cc-

casionally, Chinese furniture. Despite their obvious excitement about

these objects, many of the decorators used them sparingly in the ideal

interiors they described and stressed the ease with which they could

be combined with diverse furnishings from other countries. Only in

the more 'down-market' section of the decorating literature were

Oriental itema sweepingly acclaimed to the exclusion of others, For

example, in Beautiful Houses Ni-s. Haweis described her own home in St.

John's Wood, disguised in the book as 'A Biiou House':

The ceiling of this room is blue (from which hangs a fine
brazen sepulchre lamp, with repousse cherubim and twisted
brass ribands), and it is divided from a dull red wall by a
frieze two feet deep of Japanese leather paper, such as N.r.
Liberty first imported, cut into panels by Japanese mould-
ings of thin dark wood. An Empire convex mirror, above the
Chippendale sideboard at the farthest end of the room, con-
tributes a point of moving light.

The door is painted in a dice-like pattern, somewhat
Egyptian, and gives a point of interest, as a cabinet does.
This doll's dining-room is really charming in tone, and...
seeme palatial - through a diminishing glass.0

In this interior the Japanese elements are in balance with the

other decorative components, and have been given no special emphasis.
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An article in The Woman's World of 1887, however 1 is effusive in its

praise of the extensive use of Japanese decorating materials and cites

their low cost and certain authenticity as a significant part of their

appeal.

There is now hardly a drawing-room in the kingdom in which
the influences of Japanese art are not felt. Walls are
draped and tables covered with the rich brocades of the Land
of the Dragonfly; brilliant enamelled plaques have been
found a cheap and effective substitute for china, always
costly and often of doubtful antiquity. We put our flowers
into Japanese bowls; serve tea from Japanese trays; and in
the hot summers that have become the fashion fan ourselves,
without regard to sex or condition, with Japanese fans.
Some of us hang our snuggeries with Japanese pictures,
others collect the beautifully illustrated books filled with
H figures strange and sweet, all made out of the artist's
brain, that have come down from the Nippon of the
Xikados.

Nearly all the writers observed that the influence from the Orient

was not all one way. While firms such as Liberty's sought to import

exquisitely handcrafted goods into Britain, the Indian market was

flooded with machine-made products from the industrial North with

which native production by traditional methods could not hope to corn-

pete. The authors decried the Increasing adaptation of these tradi-

tional methods to the English market, which included the replacement

of subtle but fugitive vegetable dyes with the more strident aniline

dyes from the Vest. Added to these pressures for change was the ten-

dency of native producers to undervalue their own wares and to ape

European models instead Robert Edis gave a thorough summary of these

developments.

It was lamentable to notice in the Indian collection, at
the last Paris ExhibitIon (1878], the numerous examples of
mongrel work, the result, as Dr Blrdwood, in his valuable
handbook on the Indian section says truly, 'of the influ-
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ences on Indian art, of English society, missionary schools,
schools of art, and international exhibitions, and, above
all, of the irresistible energy of the mechanical produc-
tions of Manchester arid Birmingham, and Paris and Vienna.'
This was especially noticeable in the Prince of Vales's
collection, in the way in which the native chiefs and
princes, 'in many instances, despising their own arts, had
literal copies executed in solid silver' of the latest
Birmingham imitations of Indian pattern tea-pots, paper-
weights and centre-pieces.

Two principles of government policy made possible the availability

of a wide range of European and Asian materials at low cost: peace and

free trade. Free trade had been championed during the first ha)bf of

the century by the Manchester School and in particular by Richard

Cobden and John Bright, both cotten manufacturers and members of

Parliament. Proponents of the economic theories of David Ricardo,

Cobden and Bright felt that unrestricted trade, by increasing the

interdependence of nations, would act as a 'grand panacea' to inter-

national conflict. 'For the disbanding of great armies and the pro-

motion of peace', wrote Bright, • I rely on the abolition of tariffs,

on the brotherhood of nations resulting from free trade in the pro-

ducts of induetry.'	 Cobden strongly concurred: 'Free trade, by

perfecting the intercourse and securing the dependence of countries

one upon another, must inevitably snatch the power from the govern-

ments to plunge their people into wars." Free trade and inter-

national peace formed the cornerstone of the Liberal Party s foreign

policy during Gladstone's governments; both were mentioned in the

decorating literature as having an important influence on the inter-

ior. For example, Robert Edis cited peace as an important determinant

of the modern eclectic approach to decoration.
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In this country, where the love of home life and its teach-
ings of domestic comfort and peace especially pertain, all
questions of decoration and furniture must necessarily be
more or less influenced by these conditions, and we cannot
expect in an age, in which there are so many causes to in-
fluence opinion, to obtain any special unity of taste, or to
have that strong harmonious feeling, which brought about the
great schools of religious painting in the Xiddle Ages.7°

Xrs. Haweis, in the florid manner of Beautiful Houses, lauded the

policy of free trade for increasing the range of goods available for

decoration.

What a relief it is in these days to find individuality -
and that of the highest order - guiding the plenteous
elements of beauty which modern skill at home and the now
accessible foreign markets place within easy reach, as
Phaeton guided the rampant horses of the sun! It is not
sufficient to buy a number of beautiful antiques and foreign
goods - you must know how to combine them well, or the
result may be most distressing.71

Elsewhere, in The Art of Decoration, she praised the superiority of

Oriental carpets which were now easy to obtain. 'now that import

duties are entirely abolished, every year is likely to being over more

genuine old products until Turkey and India are exhausted, and that

will be some time hence. 172

As a result of the emphasis placed upon the use of foreign goods in

decoration, the resulting interiors had a cosmopolitan flavour. A

cosmopolitan attitude was also characteristic of mid-Victorian liber-

alism. For example, Gladstone sent Cobden to France to negotiate the

commercial treaty of 1870, which both hoped would lead to the estab-

lishment of a European common market and political union. Gladstone

also favoured international arbitration over militarism and secret

diplomacy, a position which was criticised as unpatriotic and contrary
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to Britian's national interests. Nationalistic sentiments were equal-

ly absent from the literature on decoration Although the craftsman-

ship of antique furniture was sometimes admired as representing the

'good old days' of pre-industrial England, there was little concern

about fostering a traditional concept of the British home, or of using

the environment to promote English identity in any way. The liberal

approach to home decoration was modern, and unashamedly so.

There was, however, a limitation to this cosmopolitan orientation

For the writers on decoration, foreign objects were of value primarily

for their inherent beauty; their history before they were imported was

ignored. While some writers, such as the Garretts, were beginning to

question current methods of production in England, none of them ex-

pressed awareness or curiosity about conditions of foreign production

or the impact of international market forces on local producers except

as they affected aesthetic quality. Also, despite Mrs. Hawels' some-

what precious insistance on the expressive content of old objects,

none of the writers tried to understand the meaning of foreign objects

in terms of the native cultures from which they came. Instead, their

position echoed that of John Stuart Mill as characterleed by a contem-

porary critic: 'Serene upon the high tableland of Liberal principle,

Xan has little to do but to take his will from the stores so abundant-

ly placed before him.' 73 An American commentator writing in 1866 de-

clared more bluntly that 'free trade was a system devised by England

to enable her to plunder the world.7*

The decorating literature recommended the creation of interiors

that contained a panoply of exotic goods, often richly coloured and

densely patterned. Individuality was expressed through exquisite
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choice and skilful arrangement, and the array of antique and foreign

objects demonstrated a sophisticated, cosmopolitan appreciation of the

sweep of history and the cultures of the world. While the handbooks

and articles made some suggestions about how to balance and coordinate

this complex array of materials, the emphasis was on free expression,

flexibility and experimentation

Mistakes must be made, failures are inevitable; but experi-
ence is gained by each disappointment, and knowledge is a
natural consequence Too iiruch content is dangerous and con-
ducive to an unprogressive policy. "What shall be added
next?" should be a constantly-recurring thought, and it is
well if it can be illustrated by gleanings from foreign
countries to give zest to arrangement.7'

Above all, the tone of the literature during this period was one of

buoyant optimism about the exciting and fruitful possibilities of

combination. Again, this positive orientation parallels the optimism

of the liberal belief in tolerance, cooperation and compromise and the

reconciliation of disparate points of view through good will and

rational understanding In terme of decoration, this attitude was

best expressed by Mrs Haweis.

The union of works of art of all kinds and from all
quarters of the globe suggests a characterless and unmeaning
medley, like a building compounded of several opposing
styles; yet, when there is no preponderance of any single
item which can put the remainder out of keeping, this union
fori the most satisfactory, because elastic, background for
changing elements, just as a liberal spirit often reconciles
conflicting opinions on a common ground of peace.7'
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CHAPTER FOUR

SCIENCE AND PROGRESS

The battle is still raging; but we may, I think, congrat-
ulate ourselves that the science of Health, as well as the
cultivation of Art, is steadily gaining ground...

C. J( Campbell, M D.
The Artist, 1884'

The word 'science' appeared in the decorating literature of the

1870s and SOs with nearly the same frequency as individuality. The

authority of science was very highly regarded during this period, and

as a result of scientific activity people began to nake different

demands on the Interior. The Improvement of the home through the

application of scientific knowledge to the interior was also seen as

an indisputable proof of progress, and progress, on many levels, was

the most fundamental goal of the writers on decoration.

The word 'science' carried several different meanings in various

contexts, and Its use often expressed the desire of the decorators to

substantiate their advice with an incontrovertable authority that

exceeded personal preference. For many writers, the word 'scientific'

was loosely synonymous with 'systematic', 'methodical', or 'abstract',

a sense that has now largely gone out of modern use. In dictionaries

of the period science was defined as 'knowledge; comprehension or

systematic exposition of the truth or facts on any subject or
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department of inquiry', 2 without the requirement of a standardised

method for how that truth was to be determined. Thus Xrs. Haweis

noted in her introduction to Beautiful Houses that 'In the present

Renascence of art in England,. . dress and decorations of every kind

are again studied with scientific ardour.... 	 and 1 in The Aesthetic

Novent in England, Walter Hamilton praised the Aesthetes because,

'having first laid down certain general principles, they have

endeavoured to elevate taste into a scientific system . .''

Any respected theory or system could be labelled 'scientific'. For

example, both liz-s. Haweis and Mrs. Loftie were familiar with an onto-

genic theory of art, In which each phase of artistic development has a

cyclical form, with a primitive, classical and decadent stage. Mrs.

Haweis evidently had this model in mind when she enthusiastically

praised the style of Louis Quatorze.

Of all known styles of decoration, that called Louis XIV.
is perhaps, at its best, the most elegant and the most
scientific, though it occurs in a downward career, like the
most gorgeous sparkle of the rocket. It is voluptuous with-
out being inane, and graceful without visible affectation
(unlike what followed)

This cyclical notion was known to lire. Haweis through Jacob Burck-

hardt's seminal work on the Italian Renaissance which she quoted in

The Art of Decoration, but it has, of course, a longer history in the

work of Giambattista Vico and David Hume.

Similarly, when Mrs. Loftie described the experiments of William

Morris with the tertiary colours achieved by natural dyes she used the

word 'scientific' to mean 'systematic' or 'abstract' in the ontogenic

sense This theoretical foundation served, she hoped, to elevate her
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ideas to a realm of universal law far above the vagaries of fashion

and 'the trade'.

The style of colouring employed by Mr Morris and his school
is also based upon scientific calculations analogous to
those which obtain in the sister art of music. It is in no
way connected with the caprices of fashion. Olive and sage
greens, peacock and indigo blues, Venetian and Indian reds,
are not modern inventions They were the colours chiefly
used by all great painters and illuminators of every
country, when art was at its best. The background of a
Titian, the wall of a Van Eyck, the drapery of a Botticelli,
the dress of an old Japanese figure cannot be considered
fashionable novelties. £

For the most part, however, these writers used the word 'science'

in its modern sense to denote the systematic study of the material

universe according to scientific method The writers on decoration

enthusiastically embraced the latest advances in such physical

sciences as chemistry, physics and biology and attempted to refashion

the interior to reflect this new knowledge. In particular, develop-

ments in germ theory and in the understanding of the transmission of

infectious diseases had a considerable influence on the appearance of

the home. Suggestions for improvements in hygiene and cleanliness in

the form of the latest ventilating systeme, sanitary papers, or traps

for drain pipes, were intermingled in the literature with advice on

purely aesthetic issues and were promoted with the same crusading

zeal. This 'scientific' modification did not apply to every room of

the house, however, and the omission of certain areas was as signif 1-

cant as the inclusion of others.

During the 1860s, Louis Pasteur had demonstrated that processes

such as the fermentation of wine and the souring of milk were caused

by living organisme present in the air. He also linked these invis-
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ible bodies with the development of disease, although it remained for

his German contemporary Robert Koch to prove, during the last two

decades of the century, the association of particular microbes with

specific diseases In England, the physicist John Tyndall was the

first to propound the germ theory in a lecture entitled ust and

Disease TM at the Royal Institution in 1870 The presence of disease-

producing agents in the air and in contaminated water was quickly

accepted, but the aetialogy of infectthus diseases was not clearly

understood and it was widely believed that fatal illnesses were caused

by 'particles of disease' present in ordinary household dust and dirt.

In Our Homes, and How to lake The.m Healthy, the physician Shirley

Foster Murphy employed this new scientific approach in his description

of the typical London house as

a scene of perpetual malaise and ailing. Somebody always
had a 'cold' or headache, the former malady being now
supposed to have little to do with temperature or with
chills, but to be produced by the poisonous influence upon
the mucous membrane of the respiratory passages of the
septic dust which people breathe, and which, in the majority
of instances, they trample out of their filthy carpets.7

Colds and headaches were the least of the dangers. The leader of

the campaign for the healthy home was the eminent and oft-quoted

sanitarian, Dr. B. V. Richardson, the author of Women as a Sanitary

Reforiier (1880), The Guild of Good Life: A narrative of doirastic

health and econolly (1883), and Household Health (1883). Richardson

attributed a large number of potentially fatal illnesses such as

typhoid fever, scarlet fever, small pox, whooping cough, measles,

'sewer-air fever' and consumption to the unhygienic construction and

decoration of the home These diseases occurred frequently and were
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greatly feared; few Victorian families were untouched by them, and the

afflicted were nursed at home and died there As a result of the

unchecked spread of disease the average life span in 1883, according

to Richardson, was only forty-two years • His optimistic conviction

that disease could be controlled or even stopped by strong measures to

ensure cleanliness made his advice on domestic sanitation very appeal-

ing and influential.

Richardson's principles were not complicated. He directed that the

healthy house must be free from damp, well supplied with sunlight,

pure water and pure air at an even temperature and possess arrange-

ments 'for the removal of its impurities as fast as they are pro-

duced 110 But the stipulation that had greatest effect on decoration

was his prohibition against dust '[The house] must present no facili-

ties for holding dusts or the poisonous particles of disease, if It

retain one It Is likely to retain the other ' In practice, this

prohibition called into question all aspects of interior decoration,

especially soft furnishings and the texture of interior surfaces.

In furnishing, woolen and fluffy materials are bad, heavy
curtains to beds and windows are bad; carpets which cover
the whole of the room are bad. In a word, all materials
that catch dust, keep dusty, hide dust, and on being shaken
yield clouds of dust, are bad.1'

Other sanitary experts developed even more exacting requirements

for health in the home although it is unlikely that many people

adopted their extreme measures The physician V. H. Corfield, In

Dwelling Houses, Their Sanitary Construction and Arrangements, sup-

ported Richardson's general principles, but added a Strong admonition

that all interior surfaces should be covered with tiles since they
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were impervious to poisons in the air and formed a permanent decora-

tion. 12 Douglas Galton, however, an engineer and the author of

Healthy Dwellings, condemned tiles as harbouring impurities and even

insects in their numerous joints, and instead proposed walls of

enamelled metal or polished cement. 12

The writers on decoration were divided in their response to the

sanitarians' advice The one who came closest to implementing the

more extreme precautionary proposals was the architect Robert Edis.

The author of Healthy Furniture and Decoration, Edis wrote and spoke

extensively on the hygienic decoration of the home He urged that

decorative cornices, recessed mouldings, flower centres on ceilings,

elaborate overmantels, and skirting boards should all be abolished,

along with heavy cabinets, wardrobes and bookcases with sunken tops

that could not easily be moved for cleaning underneath. To illustrate

his theories, he designed curtainless roome with varnished wall sur-

faces and fitted furniture, such as built-in cupboards extending from

floor to ceiling, or box seats beneath windows resting directly on the

floor. (Fig 20) Such arrangements, he felt, would cut down on the

number of recesses in which dust and disease might hide and would

contribute to the creation of a healthy atmosphere within the home.

Edis was also eager to expand the role of the architect in interior

design and saw the 'sanitary craze' as an opportunity to stimulate a

demand for custom-designed fitments. Should the houseb44ar subse-

quently decide to vacate, Edis counseled, these fitments could be

removed or sold to the next tenant.

But Edis's notions of a 'stripped down' interior seemed excessive

to many, including Lewis F. Day. Day conceded that the desideratum in
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town decoration was washableness 'Could we but do our spring cleaning

with a fireman's hose what a stride that would be towards national

health!'. Nevertheless, he was convinced that sanitary reformers had

hindered their own cause by neglecting the artistic aspect of the

subj ect

There is in most of us, thank heaven, a hankering for some-
thing more than the dry necessities of life, as they are
called;.. .Engineering will not supply the place of archi-
tecture, nor science that of art; and the reformers of
domestic sanitation will do well to sweeten their nostrums
with some savour of art, if they think to make them pala-
table and popular. The gratification of the eye is a factor
in furnishing, to reckon without which is altogether un-
scientific, the Idea of doing so Is as contrary to common
sense as the most unscientific scheme ever devised by the
artist. The promotion of national health will best be
forwarded by recognising the claims of the eye also. 14

Through this controversy the other authorities on decoration tried

to steer a middle course. On the whole, they advocated furnishings

that were less likely to retain dirt or that could easily be cleaned,

but they avoided utilitarian severity For the drawing room and

dining room, they suggested simple curtains without pelmets, festoons

or fringe of any kind that hung straight from plain brass or wooden

poles and stopped clear of the floor. Upholstery also underwent a

transformation, &8 the puffy, overstuffed and deeply-buttoned contours

of chairs and sofas so popular at mid-century gave way to simpler,

flatter padding and more exposed wooden construction. Greater use of

leather was also advised. Fitted carpets were repudiated in favour of

bare varnished wooden floors with small rugs scattered about that

could easily be taken up and shaken. Xouldlngs and woodwork were to

be painted and then varnished so they could be wiped down with a damp
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cloth. Despite the simplification of window treatment and a general

reduction of soft furnishings, however, the decorators made little

alteration in the fabrics they chose for curtains and upholstery and

continued to recommend silk, damask, velvet and even rep.

The optimal wall covering was especially problematic, for, although

sanitarians often prescribed plain, distempered walls that could be

frequently washed down, many people rebelled at the severely utili-

tarian effect. Many of the wallpapers manufactured at the time were

cheap enough for frequent renewal, but they contained arsenic, the

poisonous properties of which were well known. Furthernre, arsenical

wallpapers were not always easy to Identify, for the chemical was used

to produce not only the characteristic shades of green but other

colours as well. As delicate tints of olive and sage green were dear

to the aesthetic hearts of the decorators, there were a number of

conflicting viewpoints on this subject in the literature, Mrs. Haweis

declared that analysts had shown that arsenic was present In all

paperhangings that gave off dust when rubbed or crumpled" while the

Garretts asserted that only offensively bright colours contained it.

There is a general prejudice against the use of green,
especially in sleeping apartments, on account of the danger
arising from the presence of arsenic supposed to be used in
the preparation of all green colours It is only, however,
in the bright emerald greens compounded from copper and
arsenic that this danger exists, and as we consider such
colours for decorative purposes aesthetically as well as
physically poisonous, it must not be supposed that the
greens we recommend would be compounded from these dangerous
pigments. 1

(
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By the early 1880s, several manufacturers had responded to consumer

concerns and both Jeffrey & Co. and Morris & Co. were offering wall-

papers that were guaranteed to be free from arsenic.

For alternative hygienic wallcoverings, the decorators suggested

varnished imitation leather papers or Japanese or Indian matting

screwed to the wall beneath the dado rail so that it could be removed

and cleaned or turned Flocked wallpapers and tapestry were roundly

condemned as harbouring dust, while 'Sanitary' wallpapers became quite

popular. These were printed by engraved copper rollers to produce a

very fine surface which could be varnished to render them washable. "

Panelling was considered by many to be the ideal wall covering because

the labour expended in waxing and wiping only enhanced its beauty, al-

though it was recognized as too expensive for most homes. Jew moulded

materials that resembled panelling when painted, such as anaglypta or

Lincrusta Walton, were recommended for their washable properties, des-

pite the contempt of the more elite decorators who considered them to

be 'shame'.

Walls in hallways and passages were to be painted and varnished,

and covered beneath the dado with oil cloth or ceramic tiles, if they

could be afforded Linoleum or tile floors were also advised for

these areas '

As well as prescribing more cleanable furnishings, the decorators

suggested measures that would help prevent disease-ridden dust and

dirt from entering the home at all. In London and in the industrial

cities of the north this was nearly impossible, for the smoke from

factories and the soot from coal fires used universally for home

heating created air pollution of a severity that is now difficult to
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comprehend Mrs Raweis's advice for fighting 'Smuts' conveys the

seriousness of the problem.

Many persons object to windows being much open during the
summer on account of the invasions of blacks Many years
ago I tried nailing up a guard of thin strong muslin,
coloured green or red, which is certainly rather useful in
defeating the largest soot-flakes, and does not exclude the
air or light. It should be often changed otherwise the soot
with which it becomes charged detaches itself by its own
weight from the muslin and enters the room."

Mrs Loftie suggested that 'it is a great economy to have a second-

best set of curtains to put up during the dark foggy days of winter'

and urged that dust covers be thrown over the furniture every night,

and the drapes be put in bags 'Any lady can do this without much

trouble, and it will be found so great a saving to delicate fabrics

which do not bear washing, that the plan once begun will not be read-

ily relinquished 20 Other writers, such as the Garretts, advised

spending as little as possible on the decorations of the walls and

ceilings, so they could frequently be replaced.'

The problem of household cleanliness was complicated further by an

overestimation of the need for ventilation. In addition to the new

'germ theory' of infectious illnesses, another explanation for the

spread of disease was 'foul air' generated by the putrefaction of or-

ganic wastes in closed-up, unventilated spaces. Such wastes included

'bodily emanations' from the skin and from respiration. This miasma-

tic, or zymotic theory of disease existed side-by-side with the newer

scientific discoveries of the 1870s and 80s, and the literature on

decoration provided suggestions that responded to both theoretical

approaches. All these concerns led to exaggerated demands for fresh
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air. Both Corfield and Galton stipulated that fifty cubic feet of

fresh air per minute per person was necessary to ventilate a room

properly. According to today's ventilation standards, between five

and fifteen cubic feet per minute per person is considered adequate,

and may even be excessive, depending on how well humidity, heat, and

other factors are controlled. 22 But in keeping with the most advanced

ideas of the time, many of the decorators advocated opening the win-

dows to air out the house for a portion of every day, thereby admit-

ting the very pollutants they sought to exclude.

The widespead use of gas for lighting made the goal of pure air In

the home even harder to attain, for air pollution was generated within

the home as well as without. Until the invention of the incandescent

gas-mantle in 1885, many homes were lit by open gas jets which gave

off smoke and powerful fumes 'Few but have felt the overpowering and

sickening influence of a room liberally lighted by gas, and closely

shut up, as frequently rooms are, at the time when gas Is most re-

quired', wrote Lucy OrrInsmith 	 Many of the schemes designed to

circulate the required amount of fresh air resulted in annoying

draughts, but an inventor named Tobin overcame this difficulty by

developing a system with five-foot-high pipes that introduced fresh

air near the ceiling of every room This plan was well received on

hygienic grounds, but disguising the pipes posed problems for the

decorator lire. Haweis rose to the challenge with several ingenious

suggestions:

Beauty in a room does not consist in unbroken planes of
colour from corner to corner; and any jutting object ought
to be hailed as an opportunity, as the old illuminators
hailed a flaw in the vellum. A pipe...could be treated
architecturally as the stalk of a large conventionalised
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flower. See what the ancient Egyptians did with the
lotus .and how easily they could have made a Tobin pipe
into a column or portion of a column, fluted up into flower
forms. .. Again, the conventional halbert which relieves
every corner in old Dutch architecture at once suggests
itself as a capital cloak for Tobin pipes A very little
thought will model such a halbert as would appear bound to
the wall, its fringed spike boldly relieved, in brass or
Iron, gilt or no

Gas soiled and discoloured the room decorations, blackening walls

and ceilings, staining draperies and tarnishing gilt frames of mirrors

and pictures. It was also deadly for household plants, only asphidis-

tras and palms could withstand its fumes. 	 For all these reasons,

many of the writers on decoration were early enthusiasts of electric-

ity. The first recorded installation of electric light in a private

home was in December, 1880, at Cragside, the country house designed by

lorman Shaw for Sir William Armstrong, the arms manufacturer, 	 The

following year Ni-s. Haweis praised its cool, clean illumination in The

Art of Decoz'ation: '.. .when the electric light comes into co=n use,

the problem how to light adequately a large room without heating it

will be solved.' 7 In the meantime, the experts could only suggest

the use of oil-lamps or candles in decorative branched holders,

preferably antique. '. . . a feeling akin to shame is ours,' sighed Lucy

Orrinsmith, 'that in this matter the needs of nations have produced

nothing satisfactory since the time of the Ancients...'

The theories of the sanitary authorities had an important impact on

the appearance of rooms used during the day, but in the bedroom the

zeal for cleanliness and fresh air could amount almost to mania. In

the first chapter of her book The Bedroom and Boudoir, Lady Barker

remarked on this tendency towards fanaticism:
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It is only too easy to shock some people, and at the risk of
shocking many of my readers at the outset, I must declare
that very few bed-rooms are so built and furnished as to
remain thoroughly sweet1 fresh, and airy all through the
night. This is not going so far as others however. Emerson
repeats an assertion he once heard made by Thoreau, the
American so-called "Stoic - whose senses by the way seem to
have been preternaturally acute - that by night every
dwelling house gives out a bad air, like a slaughter-
house

The first focus of reform was the bed. In 1868 Eastlake had noted

that iron and brass were fast replacing mahogany and rosewood in the

construction of beds, although the form of wooden canopied bedsteads

was still in use. His own design (Fig 21) retained the curtains and

fringed canopy although the bedstead was made of brass. Metal beds,

first patented and produced in the 1830s, had initially been designed

for hospitals, prisons, workhouses, schools and other institutions.

By the middle of the century, however, sanitarians had elevated the

metal bed from its lowly origins by praising its resistance to bed-

bugs and soon the tubular brass bed was an indispensible symbol of the

scientifically up-to-date middle-class hone. Lady Barker was a bit

old-fashioned in this respect, for while she praised modern metal beds

for their cheapness, cleanliness and simplicity (Fig, 22), she also

illustrated wooden beds of restrained design that, she felt, were more

in harmony with the antique furnishings she preferred (Fig. 23).

Most of the other writers were more dogmatic Mrs. Panton, as late

as 1896, still strenuously denounced the wooden bedstead.

Really it does seem a little late in the century to combat
the vast disadvantages of wooden bedsteads! still, it must
certainly be done, else once more shall we have to put up
with them, to the great disadvantage of our health. Just
think how impossible it would be to make a wooden bed
absolutely safe should infectious disease seize the owner!
Then too it encourages insects, and is open to all sorts of
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other objections which those who think can discover for
themselves. Therefore stick to brass and iron and the
excellent wire-woven mattresses, which only need supple-
menting with a really good hair mattress to make an ideal
couch °

lot only the frame, but the mattress as well was transformed on

hygienic grounds, and in this Lady Barker was as advanced as the rest.

The frowsy old feather bed of one' s infancy has so com-
pletely gone out of favour that it is hardly necessary to
place one more stone on the cairn of abuse already raised
over it by doctors' and nurses' hands. A couple of thick
mattresses, one of horsehair and one of wool, will make as
soft and comfortable a bed as anyone need wish for.3'

Jo drapes, curtains, or valences of any kind were permissible In

the bedroom, especially around the bed, although few had the heart to

banish them completely from the windows. There curtains had to be

short and made of washable material such as chintz or cretonne

Screens could be strategically arranged to keep out light and

draughts, and on the bare wooden floor one small rug was permitted

next to the bed. Walls were to be distempered In a soft, soothing

colour, or a wallpaper with a simple pattern might be used as long as

it did not consist of spots or shapes that might dance before the eyes

of a delirious or insomniac occupant.

Vashability and ease of renewal were emphasised more strongly for

bedroom furnishings, in part because the requirements for ventilating

this room were so extensive. Jot only were the windows to be open at

night, but during the day the room had to be aired throughly. In the

case of nurseries, demands for fresh air were more extreme yet. Xrs.

Panton insisted that the windows be open for an hour and a half a day,

even in wet weather, and that on fine days all blankets and bedding
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should be shaken out of doors and the bed itself put outside to air in

the sunshine	 Mrs Gladstone, the wife of the prime minister and

author of Healthy Nurseries and Bedrooms, stated that at no time imist

the temperature exceed 60 F and that a special ventilating tube,

recommended by Dr Richardson, should be connected directly to the

bed. 33 Insuring health in the bedroom was a rigorous undertaking.

In the case of infectious disease in the sickroom, Draconian

measures for cleanliness reflected the terror that these illnesses

evoked All extraneous objects and pieces of furniture were to be

removed immediately, and Mrs Gladstone recommended that small rubber

tires be attached to the bottoma of the bedroom crockery to cut down

on clatter. 34 Afterwards, the entire contents of the room were to be

destroyed, including books and framed prints, and the wall paper

removed and renewed or the walls repainted. In Nooks and Corners

(1869), Mrs Panton described her ideal sick room, in fact a suite of

roome with a bedroom, lavatory, bathroom and small kitchen shut off

from the house by a passage and a plate glass door, through which a

mother could observe her sick child but not comfort it, for that was

the nurse's role.

Although the reformers were conscientious in applying the most

progressive recommendations of the experts to the public rooms of the

house and to the bedrooms, they were unresponsive to many new develop-

ments in science and technology that affected other areas of the home.

For example, in the literature written before 1887, the year in which

Mrs. Panton's first book From Kitchen to Garrett appeared, the kitchen

was virtually ignored. Given the degree of anxiety expressed about

the cleanliness of the bedroom, it 18 surprising to find little or no
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concern about the sanitary conditions under which food was prepared

The writers were equally silent on the subject of bathing and bath-

rooms, despite the fact that during this period baths were considered

more important for health than for cleanliness • In Beautiful

Houses, )(rs Haweis did describe admiringly a 'imist nook worthy of a

mermaid' with a combined bath and shower 7 but the sense of mission

so apparent in other areas of scientific reform was lacking.

Sewing machines, laundry appliances, refrigerators, ice-makers,

lavatories, water closets - none of these hygienic and labour-saving

devices attracted the attention of the decorators although they were

all well-publicised and were displayed at the International Health

Exhibition held in London in 1884 for which Robert Edis and Mrs. Glad-

stone wrote handbooks. The exhibition was devoted to health in the

home in all its aspects and included two full-scale reproductions of

an unhealthy and a healthy house through which visitors could walk and

observe their contrasting features. Lit entirely by electricity, 'The

Healtheries' attracted over four million visitors before it closed.

Although the Exhibition popu]arised many of the hygienic reforms of

the interior, it did not generate them, for nearly all of the measures

for improving household cleanliness can be found in the decorating

literature a decade earlier.

The interest of the decorators in science as applied to the home

was selective and was focused on those areas where the character of

the interior could be established and displayed to best advantage.

Perhaps this selectivity can be explained, in part, by the struggle of

the decorators to establish a professional identity. Vriters of both

sexes sought to emphasise the intellectual and aesthetic aspects of
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decoration and not to exhibit too great a familiarity with what were

considered service roome, and many of the women writers in particular

were anxious to distance themselves from the homely role of household

management

But the primary interest of the decorators may also have been in

the appearance of cleanliness in the home, rather than in the iinpos-

sible achievement of a germ-free environment. Clean meant progress-

ive, modern, up-to-date, 'scientific', even youthful, all character-

istics the decorators wanted to project in the interiors they created

and encouraged. To 'this rational generation', as described by Lewis

F. Day,	 a room with bare, shining boards and simple curtains admit-

ting light and air signified the triumph of reason in the home.

Science, rather than fashion or a competitive display of wealth, pro-

vided the rationale for these new Interior arrangements and was an

integral part of the Image the decorators wanted to create.

The periodical literature embraced science as fervently as the

decorating handbooks. Both The Artist and The Furniture Gazette car-

ried lengthy accounts of the lecture series on 'The Decoration and

Furniture of Town Houses' in which Robert Edis outlined his principles

for healthy decoration before the Society of Arts in 1880. The Queen,

which carried numerous articles on house furnishing, gave detailed in-

structions on hygienic arrangements. For example, an article on bed-

rooms published in 1876 recommended that 3000 cubic feet of constantly

renewed air should be provided for every sleeping room for two people,

and that its circulation should never be impaired by large pieces of

furniture or heavy hangings to the window or bed. 'The latter, in-

deed, should be always open and free; so imich so, that people who
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cling lovingly to their mediaeval four-posters, would do well to have

the canopy at the top removed, so as to see the ceiling S

Trade journals carried countless advertisements for 'sanitary'

fittings for the home, such as Howe's Patent Household Bedstead which

had an open lath mattress that could be taken apart and scoured, it

was described as 'specially suitable for country houses, shooting

boxes, and public institutions', thereby appealing to both ends of the

market The Journal of Decorative Art instructed workmen to avoid

arsenical wallpapers and to carefully remove old layers of paper be-

fore applying a new one, for it was widely believed that the poisons

of infectious disease could be held in old papers and could break out

when they were removed.

Vho of U8 cannot recall the houses with nine, ten, and even
twelve layers of paper on them, probably with three or four
layers of size-colouring in addition, and who of us does not
know the fatal processes at work in such a condition of
things. The foul foetid atmosphere, the generation of
germs, in thousands of cases most likely germs of malignant
disease, all tending to seriously lower the tone of health
of those who inhabit the dwellings, even if they do not
cause a definite outbreak. The lowered tone and languid
pulse, the enfeebled health, and lack of vitality, all point
to causes of which the public are profoundly and culpably
ignorant. 0

The International Health Exhibition was particularly well reviewed

in periodicals such as The Artist and Decoration, and The Cabinet

Kaker and Art Furnisher published a number of engravings of the

healthful interiors displayed by various commercial firms (Figs 24,

25 & 26). In these can be seen fitted cabinets with glass fronts,

built-in seats, short curtains on rings without pelmets, carved in-

stead of upholstered chairs, thin carpets or mats bordered by bare
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wooden floors, extensive use of tiles, raised wardrobes that could be

swept beneath and at least a moderate reduction in dust-catching

ornament Douglas Galton, the author of Healthy Dwellings, wrote lead

articles on the exhibition for three successive issues of The Art

Journal, the last of which stressed the interrelationship between

science and art

Nens sana in corpore sano A right mind in a healthy body.
The end and aim of the Healtheries, to use a now popular
term, is to help us to all this sanity and healthiness. It
does so directly and professedly in showing us houses and
house-fittings which are sanitary These are for the body.
It does so quite as directly in showing us house furniture
and decoration which is artistic and beautiful. These are
for the mind."

The periodical literature is especially interesting because it pre-

serves some of the contemporary debate about whether or not the new

sanitary science was desirable or even necessary, it may now be diff i-

cult to believe that the latest hygienic technology, such as indoor

plumbing, often encountered strongly-voiced resistance. An example is

an editorial in The Architect, the most important Journal of the

architectural profession, which asked the question 'What is a London

House?' It began with 'a solemn warning against excess of knowledge'.

Everybody knows the popular legand. . . concerning the great
anatomist (HUNTBR hiuself if we mistake not) who possessed
so much more science than was good for him that he would
hold on by the area railings as he walked along the street,
for fear that his head should come off.

The editorial went on to describe a London house as 'a box or case,

divided into compartments, in which a family of people make their

nest, who are getting every day more luxurious, more fastidious, more
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exacting, more indolent, and of course more delicate and more

irritable ' The male parent was preoccupied by making money and the

female parent 'equally engrossed by decoration, display, and

neuralgia ' This highly artificial environment, sealed against the

outside air and warmed by burning raw pit-coal, was unfavourably

compared with earlier and presumably healthier days when there were

'certain little apartments outside ..In those days the pump itself

was in the yard, and inside the house was neither pipe, nor sink, nor

pan.' The author argued that the London house was being further

polluted by the faulty and inadequate science of the plumber, which he

blamed for contaminating the home with poisonous 'sewer air' and for

allowing the inmates to grow more delicate by cosseting theuEelves

further with 'comforts'.

One practical reflection which does not appear to be offered
to the public by sanitarian scholars is this - If we could
turn a little more towards the use of the outer air, freely
taking exercise in it, and letting it come in freely at our
windows, and if we could consent to turn out of the house at
least half of all that the plumber has brought into it, and
unreservedly everything that requires either pan or trap;
how far might this not help us?.. . Is it advisable at all to
encourage science in a direction which has already proved
itself so perilous?42

The editorial represented a minority opinion in the literature, but is

a telling reminder that the advantages of science, even the science of

plumbing, were not immediately apparent to everyone

Despite such reservations, science was clearly a major force in the

ref ored interior as advocated in the decorating literature. This was

true even though the recommendations of sanitary experts for radical

simplicity could often not be completely reconciled with the other
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elements of the new decoration The generous display of old-fashioned

and foreign goods that the decorators favoured were undeniably dust-

catching, as were the embroidered wools and delicately-toned Oriental

silks so often suggested for curtains and portières Finally, as has

previously been mentioned, the systematic application of hygienic

principles to all areas of the home was less important than the ap-

pearance of scientific modernity. But despite these difficulties in

resolving theory and practice, the commitment to science expressed in

the decoration literature was equally as strong as the commitment to

personal expression To understand importance of science in this

context it is again necessary to consider the writer's liberal

convictions.

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the writers on decoration

were deeply influenced by John Stuart Xiii's concept of individuality

and by the ideas of Cobden, Bright and Gladstone on the benefits of

free trade and internationalism. It is not surprising, therefore, to

find that the beliefs of the decorators also reflected the strong

correlation between science and liberalism in nineteenth-century

political philosophy

The special affinity of science and classical liberalism has been

noted by many scholars of British political thought. Philosophical

liberalism emerged at the same time as the modern development of the

physical sciences, and seventeenth-century empiricists such as Bacon,

Descartes, Hobbes and Locke made major contributions to both tradi-

tions.	 In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the

Utilitarians Jeremy Bentham and James Xiii laid the basis for the

development of the social sciences through their systematic use of
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'felicific calculus' to determine a uniform and universal social

system founded upon individual self-interest, and rigorously excluding

moral values such as generosity, mercy and self-sacrifice as 'unscien-

tific'. When John Stuart Will enlarged this Utilitarian assessment of

human nature by emphasising the quality, not just the quantity of

human experiences, scientific method again underlay his encouragement

of 'experiments in living' from which he felt an optimal way of life

would evolve.

The methodology of scientific enquiry Is predicated on reason,

questioning, experimentation, toleration, openness to new Ideas and

freedom from authority - all values that were championed by liberal

political thinkers and that were especially attractive to those

interested in political and social, as well as decorative, reform.

Bertrand Russell, the godson of John Stuart Mill, summarised the

relationship between liberalism and science in his essay 'Philosophy

and Politics':

The essence of the Liberal outlook lies not in what opinions
are held, but in how they are held instead of being held
dogmatically, they are held tentatively, and with a con-
sciousness that new evidence may at any moment lead. to their
abandonment. This is the way in which opinions are held in
science, as opposed to the way in which they are held in
theology... .The scientific outlook, accordingly, is the in-
tellectual counterpart of what Is, in the practical sphere,
the outlook of Liberalijm.

Furthermore, science represented a seemingly unassailable authority

which could be counterpoised against the weight of religion; indeed,

this was a large part of its appeal. Design reformers of the Gothic

Pevival, such as Pugin and Ruskin, had been forthright in their deter-

mination to inspire a return to Christian values through a revival of
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the architectural style of the Age of Faith In his preface to Hints

on Household Taste, Eastlake was equally frank in his desire to

restore 'the spirit and principles' of mediaeval furnishing.	 But

the liberal decorators rejected religion as a guiding principle for

the interior

In the literature on decoration written after 1870, allusions to

religious values were conspicuously absent, despite the fact that at

least two of the authors were married to clergymen The single excep-

tion is the Rev V. J Loftie's introductory volume to the Art at Home

series, which, as we have seen, was a kind of token apologia to the

dwindling Evangelical temper of the times. Where ultimate values were

discussed, they were frequently those of a generalised ethical posi-

tion with overtones of social responsibility The conclusion to H S

Cooper's The Art of Furnishing on Rational and Aesthetic Principles is

a typical example:

If. . the possession of a refined taste is coincident with the
higher culture of our intellectual and our emotional nature,
and especially of the latter, it should clearly be accompan-
ied by a wide-spread sympathy and breadth of charity for all
that, in the truest and noblest sense, claims the one or
demands the other....Taste, whatever else it may be, is the
embodiment of qualities which the world cannot do without -
qualities whose first practical action is rather to culti-
vate mercy than to foster sentiment; to provide homes for
the homeless than to deck the costly mansion, and so down
through the cycles of industry.'

The writers on decoration recognised the need for spiritual guid-

ance, but in place of religion they encouraged the veneration of art.

'Art is, indeed, a sort of religion,' noted Lewis F. Day in 1885,

'properly influencing the every act of its votary'." In large part,
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this shift reflected the powerful influence of Ruskin, who had found

solace in art when his religious beliefs had failed him. After his

crisis of faith in 1858, Ruskin came to feel that art could be an

important source of revelation The artist could perceive and express

the highest truths because of the superior power of his ingination,

and was therefore able to mediate between God and man.' The view

that art should be inspirational was commonplace in the decorating

literature and is implicit in the advice offered in Artistic Homes on

the selection of pictures.

Ye should choose art at her best, not her best only of
artistic skill and technical execution, but when she stands
in her highest and holiest altitudes, or paces through the
grandeur or the restful calm of the visible world."

In the early years of the eighteenth century, the idea of a con-

nection between the beautiful and the divine had been advanced by

Shaftesbury and promoted by the younger generation of the Yhig aristo-

cracy, especially the architects and amateurs in the circle of Lord

Burlington.'0 This concept was also used by the writers on decoration

in support of the spiritual dimension of art. 'Has it not been

written,' queried Jirs. Orriusmith, 'that the advantage derived from

the study of objects of beauty is akin to the contemplation of virtue,

in its ennobling effect on the mind?"

Convinced that art in the home would be morally enriching as well

as enjoyable, the decorators conceived of art as a powerful agent for

progress. Recent scholarship has highlighted the irresistable domin-

ance of the idea of progress in the Vest between 1750 and 1900 as well

as its increasing secularisation. Throughout this period progress
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came to be seen as a necessary historical process, the result of

scientific laws rather than divine guidance 	 The literature on dec-

oration was as saturated with the idea of progress as was any cultural

product of the time and reflected the conviction of its writers that

the artistic hone could be, not just an influence for good, but a

major force in the improvement of the individual and thereby of the

nation and the race as a whole.

In the opinion of the liberal decorators, however, progress was not

inevitable, but would only come about through the active exertion of

individual intellect and will Underlying all the liberal principles

of the decorators was a felt need for constant improvement, and the

principles themselves - individuality, elitism, science, cosinpolitan-

ism, the enlargement of the role of women - were the means through

which improvement would be attained This sense of striving, of an

unceasing struggle towards betterment, even in areas such as decora-

tion where considerations of pleasure alone might not be inappropri-

ate, reflected the lingering power of the Evangelical spirit even

though the religious precepts of evangelicalism had been supplanted

Yrs. Orrinsmith expressed this sense of struggle ncst clearly.

Ye urge such sympathetic minds to seize every chance of
studying acknowledged, beautiful, and varied works of art.
To fix a high standard for their own efforts, and to prefer
to stumble often in a tedious ascent rather than to rest
content at a lower level. Honest progress towards a higher,
rather than mean accomplishment of a lower type, is desir-
able in many other things as well as in Drawing-room
Decoration.

In the drive for improvement through art, a particularly effective

point of intervention was thought to be the nursery. Here, young
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minds could be iulded correctly from the beginning H. 3. Cooper

felt that wallpapers could be an important means f or accomplishing

this end:

These should vary with the various stages of childhood. As
the old wall papers become faded and dingy, they may be
replaced by others of a higher educational tone and purpose
(in a decorative sense of course we mean), f or we still
persist in our theory of the ethical mission of decorative
art, however humble.

V. 3. Loftie also agreed that children were impressionable and were

therefore especially vulnerable to the pernicious influence of ugly

surroundings. 'Their taste may be warped unconsciously by some piece

of poor design, or some gaudy inharmonious colouring.' 5 Believing

that 'a child's taste may be greatly Influenced by the habitual con-

templation of a print after Raffaelle, or Rembrandt.', the Reverend

writer even found 'poverty-stricken scriptural subjects' inadequate

f or the nursery and advocated instead 'worn-out engravings of good

pictures - cheap'.

Although children were seen as especially malleable, adults could

be also be changed for the better through the enriching effects of

artistic surroundings. 'If it were not so, indeed, the importance of

tasteful surroundings, now so much dwelt on by men of mark amongst us,

would be a vain dream', observed the author of Artistic Homes,	 It is

precisely because even things so apparently trivial as the curve of a

piece of furniture, or the pattern of a wall-paper or carpet, do exert

an influence more or less important on those who must pass much of

their lives In gazing, consciously or not, thereon, that such things

should comply with the canons of good taste.'
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The idea that art should be uplifting and 'improving' in a general

way was a convention of the Victorian period, the outcome of the Util-

itarian tendency to evaluate everything on the basis of its practical

applications But the liberal decorators had specific goals in mind

and the earliest writers took quite a concrete view of what they felt

art in the home could accomplish In their eyes, the influence of art

was irresistable and the improvements engendered by it would spread

inevitably throughout the populace at large. 'Nothing will keep the

boys at home of an evening more certainly than a little art', thumped

V. 3. Loftie cheerfully. 'One house in which the inmates set them-

selves from their first to do nothing except in good taste would soon

become a centre of civilisation in a country district.'

In the view of the liberal decorators, art was not only ennobling

but civilising in effect as well. Their greatest hope for art was

that it would reform the social behaviour of all classes of society.

For example, Loftie was certain that the influence of artistic sur-

roundings in the home would inspire the working class to give up its

drunken ways, Just as in the tavern It encouraged them to indulge:

...there is nothing so efficacious in counteracting the
public-house as a little cultivation,.. . The longing for
beauty is acknowledged by the tavern-keepers. They are
obliged to supply the want They have music if possible,
and the grog shop is transformed into a palace. llarble and
granite columns, carved oak stalls, shining glass and
silver, coloured lights and mirrors, are lavishly spent to
attract the workman....All these scenic and architectural
effects are produced because he knows that the people whose
lives are spent in labour have a craving for the sight of
what is beautiful, and that if they can resist the mere
attraction of drinking by itself, they will not be able to
resist it when it is backed up and helped by all the gor-
geous surroundings of the gin palace '
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But most of the writers were more concerned about the perceived

vulgarity of the wealthy middle class than about the probleme of those

for whom day-to-day survival was the overriding issue As we have

seen, the mid-century economic boom had greatly benefited the upper

middle class, but personal fortunes had been amassed more quickly than

taste and manners could be learned. W. E Gladstone summarised this

problem in an article entitled 'Science and Art, Utility and Beauty'

published in 1876

Wealth is often amassed, not only not to the diminution, but
to the positive increase of that ingrained and hardened
vulgarity, which Is even aggravated by the sort of shine it
occasionally wears upon its surface.. . . All this crude wealth
wants to be humanized, and the most hopeful way of accom-
plishing this very difficult task is to improve the culture
of the larger and far more docile classes, whose seething
mass enfolds the progressive elements of the future, and
whose members sometimes lose more than they gain of what is
best for man In rising to the possession of opulence.°

The writers on decoration vigorously addressed themeelves to the

task of ameliorating the vulgarity of the nouveau riche. Henry

Fawcett, the author of Art in Everything,	 described how the desired

refinement of manner could be obtained through the influence of

artistic surroundings.

It cannot be questioned that as a rule man and women who are
the children of wealthy parents possess a greater polish of
manner than those more rudely born We do not refer to
refinement of mind - that is only possessed by those who are
influenced by noble thoughts and aspirations - but the cul-
tivation of manner, the grace of action, the ease and quiet-
ude of utterance, which are considered socially to belong to
ladies and gentlemen, are largely due to the early influence
of Art upon their education. Ye do not deny that it is
often inherited, but it was acquired in the first instance.
In these days, when large fortunes are often rapidly made,
we constantly meet with examples of this nature. The father
- perhaps lowly born - by energy, industry, and talent,
becomes the possessor of a large income, his pride leads him
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to occupy a fine house beautifully furnished ) and his child-
ren grow up amidst surroundings which he did not hinelf
enjoy In one generation we see a marked improvement in
cultivated manner: the education of the school has been
aided by the unconscious effect of Art in the home, and the
son is socially more of a gentleman than his father.

Despite the fact that Art in Everything had originally appeared as

a series of articles in Churchn's Shilling Magazine, Fawcett's

primary concern was the acquisition of social graces rather than the

saving of souls or the reformation of character. His gentlemanly

ideal was essentially an aristocratic one, for despite the achievement

of considerable wealth and political power many members of the middle

class still felt a considerable sense of shame about their origins.

At least in part, their view of progress through art represented a

powerful drive to assimilate the manners and mores of the class above

them

On the other hand, this emphasis upon individual refinement through

art could also be seen as a justification, conscious or not, for ig-

noring the widespread poverty and suffering had that resulted from

unrestricted free-market capitalism. Despite the fact that many who

held high artistic ideals were often social reformers as well, a pre-

occupation with the 'higher pleasures' could also serve as a form of

insulation from the harsh Inequities of Victorian life. In the hand-

book Artistic Homes, for example, there is an element of complacency

in the discussion of appropriate pictures for the man of moderate

means:

The art treasures of his home comfort him - or his family at
any rate - morning, noon, and night, they become true la.res
and penates, ' household gods' in the most strict sense of
the phrase, and their influence, although silent, is very
great . . . But if with the aberration which sometimes befalls
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genius, (the] disciples (of art] spend their power on sub-
jects troublesome or loathsome, or if In the pursuit of
stern duty they depict the bitter episodes of life's 'seamy'
side, let us not make such works our bosom friends for happy
home hours Their Inspection can only be a duty, occasional
and painful as a walk through an anatomical gallery or the
wards of an hospItal.'

The liberal decorators also demonstrated their belief In progress

through their attitude towards change in the decoration of the inter-

ior. Xany of them believed that, through constant Improvement, the

artistic interior would develop and ultimately achieve the timeless

perfection of great art The gradual evolution towards an ideal type

was often contrasted with the fickleness of fashion, which was consi-

dered to be change for Its own sake, and not for something better.

Fawcett made a clear distinction between art and fashion.

It is one of the functions of Art to correct the object-
ionable part of this variableness of fashion. The prin-
ciples of Art, being derived from nature, are always the
same, and although their mode of treatment may differ, If
the same ideal be generally observed, any differences of
Interpretation would give the effect of variety without
destroying the character of permanence

Fawcett clearly considered perfection to be not only a desirable

goal but a reasonable expectation. Concerning the choice of furniture

for the home, for example, he stated that

we must iay it down as of primary importance that the design
selected shall be as perfect In form as we can possibly ob-
tain. Ye may, and often do, become satisfied with a faulty
pattern, and after a time it suffices for us, but it is be-
cause we have not been accustomed to a acre perfect develop-
ment. It suits, but does not educate us, the nearer we ap-
proach to perfection, the more lasting and beneficial will
be the result
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A self-conscious desire to emulate the perfection and permanence of

great art was also echoed by Robert Edis.

The aim of all true artists should be so to design and deco-
rate the buildings of today that they may be looked upon as
equally beautiful, equally artistic, and equally appropriate
a hundred years hence..

The idea that change should be a progressive, goal-directed process

leading inevitably towards the achievement of an ideal type and not

the mere replacement of one fashionable novelty for another was corn-

man in the decorating literature It was also directly at odds with

the cyclical theory referred to earlier that had been advanced by

Burckhardt ' Nevertheless, many of the writers shared this optimis-

tic belief in the ultimate outcome of the ideas they advocated; to

this end they urged their readers to always seek to express what was

best and noblest about themselves in their interiors. Nor was this

belief limited to the area of domestic decoration, a similar zxvement

for dress reform sought to arrest the ceaseless permutations of

fashion in both male and female clothing. Organisations such as the

Rational Dress Society designed prototypical garments based on

principles of health, comfort and beauty that would, it was hoped, be

permanently attractive and suitable, with only minor variations to

avoid uniformity.

The goal of timeless perfection for decorative art is yet another

reflection of the influence of liberal political thought 1 for it

resembles closely John Stuart pill's conception of the 'stationary

state', the final stage of the development of industrial society as

envisaged in his Principles of Political Economy After setting forth
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his general theory of the economic progress of society, Mill posed the

questions. 'Towards what ultimate point is society tending by its in-

dustrial progres&' When the progress ceases, in what condition are we

to expect that it will leave mankind?' 70 Like many Victorian social

critics, he deprecated the 'trampling, crushing, elbowing, and tread-

ing on each other's heels' that he felt characterised the early phase

of industrial development. Mill predicted that it would eventually be

replaced by a harmonious equilibrium: 'the best state for human nature

is that in which, while no one is poor, no one desires to be richer,

nor has any reason to fear being thrust back, by the efforts of others

to push themselves forward.' This state would be accomplished by re-

stricting population growth and by a system of legislation that would

equalise wealth by limiting gifts and inheritance.

Under this two-fold influence, society would exhibit these
leading features a well-paid and affluent body of labour-
ers; no enormous fortunes, except what are earned and accum-
ulated during a single lifetime; but a much larger body of
persons than at present, not only exempt from the coarser
toils, but with sufficient leisure, both physical and men-
tal, from mechanical details, to cultivate freely the graces
of life, and afford examples of them to the classes less
favourably circumstanced for their growth. This condition
of society, so greatly preferable to the present, is not
only perfectly compatible with the stationary state, but, it
would seem, more naturally allied with that state than with
any other.7'

Xiii's utopian vision of an end to striving and a reward for the

ceaseless effort to improve was echoed by the writers on decoration in

their expressions of longing for perfection in the decorative arts.

The dream of defeating the impermanence of fashion and attaining

perfection in home decoration became Increasingly beleaguered at the

end of the century, for by the 1890s the audience to whom the writers
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addressed themeelvee had changed The steady expansion of white-

collar jobs plus the extension of the male franchise In 1884 had

caused a rapid Increase in the number of people who considered them-

selves to be middle class, but this increase occured primarily at the

lowest level Nanaging frugally on incomes ranging from £75 - £150 a

year, 7 the wives of clerks, small shopkeepers, and civil servants

could not afford the time or the money for a high-minded struggle

towards self-reallsation Like Irs Pooter of 'The Laurels', Brick-

field Terrace, Holloway, who arranged Liberty silk bows at the corners

of her photographs, 73 they wanted furnishings that were pretty, cheap,

practical and proper; the trade found it Increasingly profitable to

cater to this level of the market.

Furthermore, the children of the wealthy middle class who came of

age at the end of the century had not exprienced the same Evangelical

childhoods that had helped to form the attitudes of the early decora-

tors Encouraged by the example of a pleasure-loving Prince of Wales,

they, too, had begun to think more about present gratification than

future rewards ' They wanted decoration that could be enjoyed with-

out struggle, in Fawcett's terms, that 'suited, but did not educate'.

Finally, the marketing of household goods had become more sophisti-

cated. The new department stores pioneered the concept of obsoles-

cence, the Idea that items should be discarded when outmoded rather

than outworn	 lore extensive advertising promoted novelties and

'the latest thing' rather then the intangibles of liberal philosophy.

The fact that, as will be seen in Chapter SIx, the 'latest thing' was

the past only limited further the possibilities of self-development

through personal expression in the home
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The liberal decorators found thenEelves increasingly frustrated as

their ideals of aesthetic progress met with indifference. A poignant

expression of their disillusionment can be found in an 1896 edition of

the Studio Editorial comment in the Studio took the form of a regu-

lar feature entitled 'The Lay Figure at Home', In which a artist's lay

figure had imaginary conversations on topical issues with a variety of

auxiliary characters. In this issue the Lay Figure was being hectored

by a woman in a brightly coloured hat who was seeking advice on 'doing

up' her house

'Yell,' (the Lay Figure] replied, 'why not go In for
stencilling your own pattern upon some simple fabric, have
quite plain walls, hang up a few good etchings or Japanese
colour prints in plain black frames, pick out the best
chairs and tables, and some rugs.'

'Thank you so much,' she broke In sarcastically, 'really
it is most kind of you to quote the furnishing handbooks of
1876, or centuries earlier I asked for some new ideas -
anybody could have roome like you are suggesting

'Then why don't they?' said the Lay Figure, with more
vigour than courtesy, as he thought of the charming home of
a young and newly married artist which had been in his mind
as he spoke.

'Please don't let us discuss It further,' she said, quite
Icily	 'I will write to one of the ladies' papers, they are
full of pretty notions for new effects, but I thought you
might give me some quite u striking ideas,N

'I don't think art is often striking,' the Lay Figure
observed meditatively 'A room one lives in ought not to
thrust itself on you, one must discover its beauties by
gradual intimacy----'

'And grow into nice, prim, middle-aged old fogies before
you need,' she went on. 'Really, you are not up-to-date at
all.'

'Is art ever up-to-date?' the Lay Figure asked. 'I fancied
it was only fashion, or folly, that tried to be. Surely a
thing that is beautiful to-day will be no less beautiful
twenty years hence.'

'Jot unless it knows how to change its fashions and keep
modern,' she said 'I don't wonder you artists admire badly
dressed women so often, nor that you like dowdy roome. The
idea of anything keeping its beauty for two years, much less
twenty!fl' and she laughed.7
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CHAPTER FIVE

LIBERAL VALUES IN CONFLICT AND DECLINE

Meanwhile, those who understood as well as loved [Morris]
were forming their oases to make life beautiful in the brief
interval of existence. The Prometheus that brought their
f ire consumed their faith in future life, and grim, remorse-
less London forbade any faith in a coming heaven on earth.
So they gathered together in their affectionate circles.

Moncure Daniel Conway,
Autobiography, 1904'

Individualism, elitism, cosmopolitan eclecticism, the empowerment

of women, faith in science and progress - the writers on decoration

agreed, on the whole, that these liberal values should be the guiding

principles behind the modern interior. But on other issues there was

sharp disagreement, and, as a result, the literature often presented

conflicting ideas about the appropriate decoration for the prosperous

middle-class home. One such issue was the degree to which wealth

should be amassed and displayed within the home, another concerned the

democratisation of art - should decorative art be available to every-

one? If so, of what quality, and how was this to be accomplished?

These complex and related issues reflected areas of tension within

liberalism itself as a political and economic philosophy. Towards the

end of the century these tensions became increasingly manifest in

interior decoration as liberalism faltered in the public sphere.
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Many of the writers had strong feelings about the degree to which

elaborate decorations in the home could be Justified by the pursuit of

beauty, as well as the extent to which rich effects could, or should,

be made available to the population at large. For the most part, the

debate on these issues raged between the writers who advocated the new

'Queen Anne' or 'Aesthetic' style of decoration and those who repre-

sented a more mainstream or aristocratic point of view. But there

were others whose opinions did not fit with either group and a few,

such as Mrs. Panton, who espoused liberal principles while avoiding

the more problematic areas all together.

While these issues were debated, often heatedly, in the literature,

the relationship between theory and practice in the creation of real

decorative schemes was not always straightforward. Most of the books

and articles on decoration either lacked illustrations or contained

inferior black and white wood-engravings that conveyed few details and

little sense of atmosphere; inexpensive techniques for reproducing

photographs were not developed until the 1890s. Where visual docu-

mentation of actual interiors does exist, it sometimes appears to be

startlingly at variance with the professed ideals of the decorator.

The classic example of this problem is the work of Morris & Company.

In an article in The Art Journal, Lewis F Day described as an

'ideal interior' the home of the Greek Consul-General, Alexander

lonides, whose house at Jo. 1, Holland Park, had been extensively

altered and enlarged by Philip Webb. In Day's description of the

colour scheme of the dining room (Fig. 27) his admiration for tasteful

opulance is clearly apparent:
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The colour-scheme is a daring experiment, Justified by corn-
plete success The whole of the frieze, the ceiling, the
chimney-breast, the doors and other woodwork, everything, in
short, but the marble mantelpiece with its tiles, and the
Spanish leather, has been silvered; but the brightness of
the silver has been so softened by lacquer, deepened here to
gold colour, there to copper, glazed to bronze or brighter
green, and occasionally to ruby red, that it goes for little
more than a rather higher note of the prevailing sober
colour of the wall below. The danger of anything like glare
or glitter has been most skilfully parried, and this really
rather gorgeous decoration is restful and reposeful enough
in effect, not merely for a room to dine in, but for one in
which even a modest man might comfortably live,2

Many of the most elaborate decorative schemes at No 1, Holland

Park, had been designed by William Morris and Walter Crane, and Day's

account of the enrichment of a drawing room (Fig. 28) suggests Just

how sumptuous their work could be when cost was no obstacle:

The walls are covered with an embossed pattern of conven-
tional chrysanthemums, lacquered in transparent colour over
silver; the leaf age is of bright bronze green, the back-
ground of deep madder, the flowers in lighter and brighter
tints harmonizing with the ground, and varied so as to form
cross bands of colour contrasting with the upright lines in
which the pattern grows. The woodwork is of polished wal-
nut, the floor of parquetry The cornice is lacquered sil-
ver, the ceiling is patterned in gold and silver on a creamy
ground, in the more or less Persian manner which Mr. Morris
very often adopts when he forgets to be Gothic. The rich-
ness of the wall-colouring is carried through in the carpet,
where the pattern is in pale green and blue and cedar pink,
on a dark green ground, the cedar-coloured ground of the
border connecting it, as it were, with the parquetry; and
the cooler colour is more emphatically projiounced in the
window curtains, which are of silk damask in two shades of
greenish-blue which might be called "peacock,' did not that
misused name almost imply a certain coal-tar iridescence
peculiarly objectionable to the colourist responsible for
the scheme.3

In politics, Morris was a Utopian socialist who believed that in-

tenor decoration could be a point of resistance to the class system.

'...what furniture a workman can buy should be exactly the same (if
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his room be large enough) as a lord buys', he wrote in 1881, 'I will

have nothing to do with anything, however good the intention, which to

my mind tends to keep up the division of men into classes....''

Morris's dictum on decoration was well known 'Do not have anything

in your house that you do not know to be useful or believe to be beau-

tiful.' But his definition of 'beautiful' was quite elastic and in-

cluded whatever the craftman took joy in producing As a result, the

cost of his lovingly hand-crafted furnishings was far beyond the means

of the workmen, and the expense of the lonides' interior must have

been exorbitant. This contradiction was not lost on Day. 'It is far

from fulfilling Mr. Morris's ideal of "Art for the People by the

People 1 "' concluded Day, 'and It Is a strange Inconsistency in the

working of fate that he, and some of those who think with him, should

be so largely engaged in art which is essentially, and always must be,

for the very few who have the taste to appreciate It and the purse to

pay for it. This was but one inconsistancy among meny in the on-

going debate on middle-class interior decoration

'Studied Plainness' or 'Palatial Richness'?:

There was vigorous disagreement in the literature about whether

opulence in the home was good or bad in itself, regardless of its

availability to the general population. Many of the writers who

favoured the 'Queen Anne' or 'Aesthetic' style of decoration had been

inspired by Morris's views on simplicity in the home, and they strug-

gled to evolve a style of decoration In line with his ideas. The

major exponents of this movement were the authors of the 'Art at Home'
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series - the Lofties, Rhoda and Agnes Garrett, Lucy Orrinsmith and

Lady Barker - as well as Lucy Crane, the sister of Walter Crane, 'the

artist of socialism', and the architect Robert Edis. )Ioncure Daniel

Conway and Walter Hamilton were not decorators themselves, but they

wrote descriptive appreciations of the new style that helped to

promote it.

Through friendship and family ties many of these writers were

closely related to the architects who pioneered the 'Queen Anne' style

of architecture. Ire. Loftie, for example, was a cousin of J 3.

Stevenson, the architect of the widely-imitated, 'Free Classic' Red

House in Bayewater and the author of House Architecture Robert Edis

had been nominated for membership in the Architectural Association by

Norman Shaw, perhaps the most well-known of all the 'Queene Anne'

architects.

But they were also closely related to the most politically progres-

sive circles of the day. These included Radicals and Nonconformists

who hated the 'aristocratic ideal' and advocated, broadly speaking, an

alternative social hierarchy based upon merit rather than traditional

class distinctions Agnes Garrett's father, a wealthy Suffolk brewer,

was a militant Radical of this persuasion, and her sister lillicent

married Henry Fawcett, the most prominent Radical politician in Par-

liament. Their social critique was also influenced by the attack on

machine production made by Ruskin and Norris and was shared by many

who thought of themselves as 'Aesthetic', 'Pre-Raphaelite', 'artistic'

or as enthusiasts for the 'Arts and Crafts'. These terms defy precise

definition, but they all refer to various movements in painting, in

poetry and literature, in dress, in architecture and in decorative
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arts that were meant to express a protest against commercial values

and conventional, class-conscious social behaviour.

The 'Queen Anne' decorators were fiercely critical of those who

flaunted their wealth through a lavish display of expensive furnish-

ings. The use of costly materials, even when they were acknowledged

to be beautiful and the owner could comfortably afford them, was ac-

cepted grudgingly at best and at worst considered gaudy and crass.

'To make a house beautiful we do not require gilding and carving,

marble and bronze,' asserted W J Loftie, 'but we do want a little

taste, and perhaps a little trouble " Limited means could be an

asset, rather than an obstacle, to the creation of an attractive home:

'Often, by a kind of natural compensation,' wrote Cosmo Xonkhouse,

'those who have little to spend are able to make their homes not only

more pleasant, but as wholes more beautiful, than their richer

neighbors

Indications of inherited or acquired wealth were rejected by the

reform-minded decorators on aesthetic grounds: '...there are wall

papers now made possessing far more artistic merits than many of the

family portraits with which dining-room walls are too often disfig-

ured', sniffed the Garrette • Their dislike for extravagant display

was also expressed in their aversion for French furniture, which they

viewed as unnecessarily ornate. The anonymous author of Artistic

Homes hoped the revival of Queen Anne furniture would combat the

tendency towards the excessive use of Rococo curves:

In the days of Louis Quinze, the most debased period of the
Renaissance, there arose a grandiose style of contour which
insisted upon curves everywhere. This the cabinet makers
eagerly appropriated and followed, because it gave them
ample scope for their skill in what is termed 'shaping,'
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viz., forming the outlines of woodwork in any possible
curve, swell, or bulge particularly unnatural and
inconvenient. 10

Not only were luxurious surroundings artistically inferior, but

they distracted the mind from one's moral and ethical obligations to

the community In The Dining-Room Mrs. Orrinsmith delivered a point-

ed adnonitlon to those whe were tempted to excess in the appreciation

of art.

...it is well not to allow a love of possessing pretty
things to grow into a selfish passion for accumulating
household ornament. People of smell income have no more
right to spend an undue portion of it on Venetian glass and
oriental rugs than on diamonds or gambling. They have cer-
tainly no right to prevent themselves from fulfilling the
duties of kinship and kindly charity that they may have
panelled rooms and aesthetic curtains. Better ask a poor
governess in need of change of air to spend the holidays,
than buy a piece of blue china, even though it be 'May-
flower ' It is better to spend an afternoon in wiling away
the weary hours of an invalid, than in producing the most
lovely embroidery. We do not wish to undervalue the great
good to be done by cultivating taste, but on the other hand
we do not desire to see 'high Art' made an excuse either for
undue extravagance or refined self-indulgence."

But the 'Queen Anne' decorators represented only one school of

thought, and other writers felt differently. They believed that the

tasteful display of opulent furnishings in the middle-class home was

an indication that aristocratic standards of taste had been assimila-

ted and, therefore, incontrovertible proof of equality with the upper

class: '...the 'Queen Anne' whimsey of 'little adaptations, expedi-

ents, and surprises,'..., are tolerable only to the inferior classes of

young people', scoffed The Architect in 1882, 'the 'stately homes of

England' will never condescend, as a rule, to such trifling 12 The

strongest voices in this group were Mrs. Haweis and the designers
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Lewis Formen Day and John Xoyr Smith, but many of the periodicals fol-

lowed suit, especially the trade magazines and professional journals

such as The Architect. The trades and professions involved in decora-

tion had a great deal to lose from the widespread adoption of a taste

f or 'studied plainness', and they fought against the Queen Anne'

school by proiting a grander, 	 re obviously costly style. Books and

articles representing their point of view appeared with growing fre-

quency in the 1880s and early '90s in response to the spate of publi-

cations which had extolled the 'Aesthetic' style a few years earlier.

Maweis, Day and Smith did not agree with each other on every

point,' but they all revelled in interiors unremittingly gorgeous

Jirs. Haweis, who, as we have seen, was an outspoken advocate of

individuality, free trade and the rights of women, was unashamedly

sensuous in her approach to decoration and she often got carried away

with ideas for truly lavish embellishment She was particularly taken

with the ornament-encrusted style of William Burges, and in that

spirit she urged the enrichment of doors with bas-reliefs in bronze,

either solid or applied in thin repoussés plates: '...and when you

have accepted the notion of metal ornament,' she enthused, 'the

additional decorations, such as minute quantities of gold or the

introduction of crystal, agate, and pebbles, crowd upon the aspiring

mind with Aladdin-like splendour '

3. )toyr Smith took equal pleasure in designing decorative schemes

that were lavish in the extreme The description of a scheme for a

drawing room from Ornanta1 Interiors Ancient and Modern, is volup-

tuous in colour and texture even before the rest of the furnishings

have been added (Fig. 29 ).
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In the drawing-room with elliptical arch at end, . the
walls are covered by Liberty's silk of pale greenish yellow
ground with gold pattern; the leading ornaments round the
arch and the scroll work above it are gilded solid, and
toned in parts by lacquer. The cornice is painted pale
greenish yellow rather darker than the silk on the walls,
and has the leading enrichments, dentils, and modillions
gilded, and the ornaments between the modillions picked out
with a coral ground. The little columns dividing the frieze
are nearly of the same general colour as the walls, but are
picked out in parts with cinnamon, coral-colour, and gold.
The frieze is in natural colours, but the tints are all
delicate; there are no strong or dark colours used. White,
with touches of cadmium and Venetian red, and delicate blue
are used for the sky, and pinkish coral-colour for the dis-
tances. The light moulding and ornaments round and over the
doors are gilded, and so are the backgrounds of the figure
panels and the mouldings round them; the rest of the door,
architrave, and skirting are covered with silver, lacquered
down into shades varying from pale green to bronze. The
dado, seen beyond the arme of the seats at the foot of the
arch, is yellowish green plush, the dado bands above being
in gold, cinnamon, and coral-colour. The sconces are
gilded, the grate, fender, and fire-dogs of polished brass.
The chimney-piece is of onyx-coloured marble.

To the 'Aesthetic' decorators, this degree of arrogant display in

the home represented a materialistic system of values based upon

superficial appearance Of far greater importance in their view were

unseen qualities, qualities of heart and mind that they felt reflected

the higher development of character. It was the cultivation of this

'inner life' that was of the greatest significance, not the struggle

to compete for higher status or a more luxurious standard of living.

'Chippendale furniture, dados, old-fashioned brass and wrought iron

work, mediaeval lamps, stained glass in small squares, and. old china

are all held to be the outward and visible signs of an inward and

spiritual grace and intensity', observed Walter Hamilton.'

Instead of decorations designed to excite admiration or envy, they

sought to create the image of a haven or refuge in the spirit of the
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'private sphere' that had been so important to Xiii 'The convention-

alities of life with regard to the dress in which we appear in public

have to be somewhat observed occasionally', noted Xaurice B Adams, a

'Queen Anne' architect and the 'artist-editor' of Building News, 'but

in our houses, secluded from the claims of fashion, we are free. 17

Vithin this refuge they hoped to engender an atmosphere of quiet sim-

plicity, intellectual cultivation and democratic values.

Simplicity was considered an aesthetic, as well as a ethical ideal,

and the authority of Japanese or Greek art was often invoked in sup-

port of modest interior appointments According to V. J. Loftie,

Simplicity is not incompatible with art, even high art It
is, indeed, as we are so often taught by the art of the
Greek8, and the scarcely less perfect art of our own thir-
teenth century, an element in true beauty, and no one can
think a room less pleasant because it is furnished with
studied plainess. IS

Books and bookcases were considered important elements in decora-

tion, but the pr1nry evidence of intellectual cultivation In the home

was found in the 'Queen Anne' attitude towards colour. Colour was

taken very seriously by the decorators who considered themselves

'Aesthetic', and the women decorators especially prided themselves on

sophisticated arrangements of subtle tonalities. They were aided by a

number of new books on colour theory, including Colour' An Elementary

Nanual for Students by A. H. Church, Professor of Chemistry at the

Royal Academy of Arts (1871), a new English edition of X. B. Chev-

reul's The Laws of Contrast of Colour (1883), Harmonies of Tones and

Colours Developed by Evolution by F. J. Hughes, a cousin of Charles

Darwin (1883), and Rainbow-Nusic; The Philosophy of Harmony In Colour-
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Grouping by Lady Archibald Campbell (1886). Expertise in this area

was also a way of demonstrating mastery of the science of optics and

perception as developed by Dufresrioy, Owen Jones and Christopher

Dresser.

Their fundamental rule was the absence of strong contrast. 'Always

secure a considerable amount of plain neutral colour in your rooms','

was one of the Garrett's three basic principles of decoration, and

they supported this axiom with the observation that old stained glass

windows were more brilliant in effect than their modern counterparts

because of the amount of plain white glass of which they were com-

posed. Areas of neutral colour would allow the eye to rest and would

help to engender that sense of repose so desirable in the reformed in-

terior. The 'Queen Anne' decorators recognised that there were those

who sought a little more excitement and stimulation in their domestic

environment, and they endeavoured to make this restful ideal more

palatable

To those who have lived in roome with glaring wall-papers,
white ceilings, gaudy carpets and twisted furniture, the
soft colouring, the absence of contrast, the toned ceiling
and the straight lines in the furniture, which the best
period of English decoration suggests, will appear, in
description at any rate, sombre and uninteresting. It is
only after living some time with such surroundings that we
can testify to the restful pleasure they afford. 20

In addition to this general principle, the colours used in decora-

tion were to be the 'indescribable tints' praised by Ruskin: 'It is

the best possible sign of a colour...when nobody who sees it knows

what to call it, or how to give an idea of it to anybody else.' 2' The

colours produced by aniline dyes were anathema; primary colours, espe-
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daily bright primeries, were to be used only sparingly, if at all

'Bright colours as a rule attract children, savages, dogs, birds,

fishes, and insects,' asserted Lucy Crane, 22 placing those who liked

them far down the evolutionary scale, Instead, complex combinations

of half-tones and tertiaries denoted the sensibility of an artist. Of

all the decorators, Crane's colour sense was the most fastidious:

The walls of the dining-room may be a brownish yellow; the
curtains of a mixed red and yellow - the yellow a little
pinkish; and the chairs plain red, and the carpet brown and
yellow and red, and a little green. A great deal of plea-
sure can be felt in the variety of these tints, which,
nevertheless, produce a unity of effect when regarded as a
whole 2

Furthermore, certain colours carried meanings of their own. Accor-

ding to Crane, 'It Is said that red most strongly attracts the unedu-

cated sense, and that it needs high training and refinement to proper-

iy enjoy green.' 2 Green In all Its shades - sage, olive, grass

green, bird's egg green - was the colour suggested most frequently for

wallpapers, fabrics and for staining furniture, but blue, which to

Crane suggested purity, and amber were also recommended. Neverthe-

less, there was a certain airy vagueness in the discussions of 'Queen

Anne' colour schemes. The Garrett's description of a blue drawing

room Indicated a harmonious arrangement but was Imprecise about

specific hues.

Suppose It is desired to have the prevailing tone of the
room blue: then let the walls to within three feet or four
feet from the ceiling be covered with a paper in which the
principal colour is blue; above this, and divided from It
with a wooden moulding, may be a frieze of another colour,
either plain or ornamented with a stencil pattern. The
greatest care imist be taken that the colour used in the
frieze Is in harmony with the blue of the paper, and not in
violent contrast to it. Where the frieze is ornamented the
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pattern may be in some colour which would form a harmonious
link between the tint of wall and frieze. It is well always
to bear in mind the maxim of Dufresnoy. - H Forbid two hos-
tile colours close to meet, And win with middle tints their
union sweet " Also it should be remembered that the lower
part of the wall should be heavier and more solid in colour
than the upper portion, otherwise the room is apt to look
top-heavy,

To dignify this atmosphere of casual middle-class comfort, these

writers mobilised the democratic associations of the Georgian period.

Indeed, the entire eighteenth century was often seen as the beginning

of a period of bourgeois ascendancy. 'The latter end of the seven-

teenth and the commencement of the eighteenth centuries brought great-

er wealth and importance to the middle classes...', Lucy Orrinsmith

had noted	 Indeed, the primary concern of most of these decorators

was to improve the position of the middle class, and, for the most

part, they ignored the plight of those less well-off and powerful than

themeelves. For example, the Garrette' only reference to the working

class is to prescribe for them a slightly more comfortable seat in the

hall.

The hail seat may be taken as the protest of the well-to-do
classes against undue luxury in those beneath them; for it
is generally constructed in such a manner as to form a stool
of repentence for the unfortunate servant or messenger who
is destined to occupy it. ... There can be no reasonable law
against making a hail chair both comfortable and suitable to
its situation....a chair in form like the sketch shown
(Pig. 91, with a high back and a broad low seat looks both
severe enough to discourage unbecoming lounging, and yet
sufficiently comfortable to secure a proper degree of rest
for the weary.

Nevertheless, in their own bid for power and prestige, they identi-

fied with what they perceived to be the values of the eighteenth cen-

tury. These they felt were most apparant in Georgian architecture,
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and almost all the decorators expressed the greatest admiration for

the houses in Bloomsbury, especially in Russell Square and Bedford

Row 'In looking over such houses one is tempted to wish. ..', sighed

the Garretts, 'that the fashionable world of London may one day return

and live in the houses which were built in the solid and unpretentious

style so much in accordance with the best characteristics of the Eng-

lish people.'

It may seem surprising to find that the writers who were the most

enthusiastic about the 'Queen Anne' interior almost never mentioned

the picturesque houses with their informal, asymmetrical massing of

red brick, white woodwork and classical details that had been designed

by Norman Shaw, Philip Webb and other architects of the 'Queen Anne'

movement. Instead, they often sought to create 'Queen Anne' interiors

in houses that were completely unrelated in style. For example, in

Suggestions for House Decoration, Rhoda and Agnes Garrett transformed

the interior of an imaginary stucco-fronted 'commodious mansion' from

a modern part of Kensington.	 While the new architect-designed,

freestanding 'Queen Anne' houses were springing up in suburban

enclaves like Hampstead and Holland Park, surrounded by gardens and

fruit trees, the 'Queen Anne' interior was making inroads in older

structures, preferably Georgian, that were emphatically urban, and

were terraced row houses with a minimum of garden, light and air.

The 'Queen Anne' decorators were content to create interiors, often

with many Georgian motifs, within an existing shell in another archi-

tectural style. Accommodation was readily available for the prosper-

ous middle class, and moving house was a frequent occurence as

fortunes rose and fell. The decorators adjusted their advice
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accordingly The Garretts noted that 'people do not usually care to

make expensive alterations unless the house is their own' and

therefore recommended drugget and carpeting for the hall instead of

more sumptuous forms of floor covering such as marble mosaic 3°

Whatever the style of the exterior, inside the home the 'Aesthetic'

decorators were free to indulge their eighteenth-century ideals

There is something so inexplicably refined, graceful 1 and
picturesque, about the tables of the Chippendale, Sheraton,
and Hepplewhite period, that those who are in need of such
articles of furniture for their drawing-rooms cannot do
better than seek until they find them. At present they are
not so very rare; some people are still foolish enough to
with to part with 'the old-fashioned things,' to buy new
gawds, to the benefit of their wiser brethen.3'

In support of democratic values, the 'Aesthetic' decorators also

stressed the importance of honesty in the interior. To validate the

idea of simple furnishings straightforwardly displayed, they frequent-

ly cited the plea of Pugin and Ruskin for truth in materials As a

metaphor for their own social position this idea became charged with a

special emotional significance. Xrs. Loftie's personal motto, 'Prend

moy tel que je suis', appeared with her monogram on the first page of

her book, and this assertion characterised the attitude of the 'Queen

Anne' decorators as a group. Unlike Pawcett, who believed that the

influence of artistic surroundings would result in assimilation into

the upper class, they rejected, at least on the surface, the expecta-

tion that upward social mobility, or the appearance of upward mobilty,

was a desirable goal. Va].ter Hamilton concluded his book The Aesthe-

tic Novement in England with the observation that the primary goal of

this movement in decoration was middle-class self-acceptance: 'It
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must teach us to avoid the weary life-struggle that we wage to appear

richer than we are, and to live up to means we do not possess. Let us

not wear paste if we cannot afford diamonds, and if gold is beyond our

means, let us be too proud to indulge in gilt sham.'

The principle of honesty in the presentation of the self was ex-

pressed with the greatest feeling by Lucy Crane. In the posthumously

published book of her lectures, Art, and the Formation of Taste, her

convictions were clearly revealed in a passage in which she protested

against what she saw as the symbolic significance of dressing house-

hold items in covers.

• . . when this system of covers extends itself to paper-covers
for flower-pots, china-cases and covers for sardine boxes,
silvered perforated cardboard cases for match-boxes, and
such like, it seems to express a dislike to the honest
plainness and simplicity, really right and appropriate, of
the things themselves, and a false refinement and love of
disguise It is the same feeling that leads people to call
shops repositories and emporiums, and florists to call them-
selves 'horticultural furnishers.' Simplicity and plain
dealing in the material of household goods and appliances
will lead us a long way in the direction of taste.

In this resistance to the tyranny of appearances, Crane and the

other writers expressed a new and higher sense of self-esteem felt by

a portion of the upper middle class. This group had acquired the con-

fidence to attempt to generate new standards of beauty in the home

from within themselves; if they sought social acceptance, or even ad-

miration, they wanted it on their own terms. They also wanted an end

to striving, to the constant jockeying for position that reflected

both the economic uncertainities and the social fluidity of Victorian

life. If the 'stationary state' had not yet evolved completely, they
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would, nevertheless, act as if it had The architect J J. Stevenson

summarised their feelings

Nowadays palaces generally are only larger houses to ac-
commodate a large establishment State and grandeur have
become irksome to us, and are even dispised, no doubt be-
cause so frequently the sign of power which has departed,
and the sense of power consequently seems more exquisite to
us when unencumbered by its trappings. Comfort and conven-
ience are all that are insisted upon.3'

As with any self-consciously moral and ethical cause there was also

an element of superiority in all of this 'honesty', the echo of the

Evangelical background of an earnest generation. In 'The World of

Six-Roomed Houses' from Evening Hours, edited by Lady Barker, this

smug attitude is particularly apparent.

But is all the blame (for badly constructed houses] to be
awarded to the poor speculator? Not so, my Christian
friends I will trouble you to weigh it out hot and strong
to the highly respectable vulgar, who go in for 'appear-
ances' in dress, in furniture, and in house-fronts, til
there is not enough manhood or womanhood left in them to go
in for good health, good books, modesty in attire, or
generous nurture for the children.

The opponents of the 'Aesthetic' decorators were stung with fury by

this social critique Wagnificent furnishings had once been the

exclusive province of dukes and lords - why condemn them now that they

were finally within the grasp of at least a portion of the middle

class? They had contempt for the architects and decorators of the

'Queen Anne' school and especially f or the authors of the Art at Home

series. Simplicity, truthfulness, independence from the social order

- it was the seif-rightousness of their rivals that galled them the

most. Xrs. Haweis was the most waspish, and it is evident from her
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condemnation that she understood quite clearly the social and ethical

programme of her opponents:

A fashion for plainness and simplicity in decoration is con-
venient in more ways than one It is convenient to the new-
made virtuoso, who likes it because it may imply that he
could have done the contrary if he had chosen; convenient to
those born without taste, for it saves them fiascos; conven-
ient to the impecunious, for it saves them money, convenient
to decorators who have crept into notice by good luck, not
merit, like the clever doctor in Grimm's fairy tale, for it
saves them trouble.

Hence the running popularity of the so-called 'Queen Anne'
furniture and scheme of decoration, now provided by every
upholsterer

But alas! it is possible to be sated with simplicity, not
to say discomfort. Already we are beginning to rebel
against the plain square patch of wall painted grey, or
drab, or some of those nameless earth-tints which the
'aesthetic' are vowed to. We know that the key-note of all
these 'Queen Anne' roome is quiet and mortally 'severe.'
The chairs are few, hard, square and heavy, and covered with
dingy velvets laboriously made to look poor and imperfect in
web and re-calling in colour mud - mildew - ironmould -
nothing clean or healthy We know that there is not to be a
low or easy chair in any room. We know that the windows
must be small, with poor little oblong panes, because win-
dows bore a tax during the whole eighteenth century. We
know we must expect only small bevelled mirrors in mean
little frames - or convex ones which make our faces seem
bloated with toothache or hollow with atrophy - our figures
spent and wasted, as with sore disease. All this we know -
the papers on the walls, the colours in the carpet. The
'inescapable' blue china, the one or two autotypes, photo-
graphs, or etchings alone permitted us; the bare, comfort-
less bed-room furniture; the austere dining-room furniture -
the whole farouche protest against 'shaped' and blazoned
vulgarity; we know it is aesthetic, and let us be aesthetic
or we are nothing.
But is it pleasurable? is it beautiful? is it

'becoming' ?

J. Iloyr Smith and Lewis F. Day were hardly less hostile, although

their censure was slightly more veiled. In Ornamental Interiors,

Ancient and Nodern, Smith quoted at length Mrs. Baweis's criticism of

'Queen Anne' rather than attack the style directly himeelf. Lewis F.
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Day was, on the whole, more thoughtful and restrained, but his low

opinion of Aestheticism was implicit in his assumption that the style

was merely the latest passing fancy of the trade

The aesthetic mania, apart from its in many respects absurd
manifestation, is too obviously the result of emotion and
not at all of conviction. And it may safely be predicted
that those who gush with the most effusion over English-
Dutch architecture, and English-French ornament, or whatever
else may be Included under the comprehensive name of Queen
Anne, will not be the last to follow the lead of fashion In
any newer direction, and adopt the least restrained forme of
design, and the crudest scale of colour, that may be pro-
nounced 'the thing '

In their view, the modest goals of simplicity and restfulness lack-

ed 'manly' breadth and largeness of conception. 'The little joints

and inlaid spats are very nice" and the little emasculated legs vib-

rate sympathetically at a touch, so slight are they - poor little

naked, shivering things!' sneered Xrs. Haweis in her caricature of

'New Queen Anne' furniture; 'There is something weakly and feminine

about this style, which goes to the heart, surely.' 	 They were frank

in their admiration of the grander styles of decoration. In Ornanien-

tal Interiors Ancient nd Modern, 3. Xoyr Smith praised the work of

Pierre Lescot, Philibert Delorme, Jean Goujon and Jean Lepautre;

'...it is not be be denied', he concluded, 'that there was a palatial

richness, united to a playful elegance of effect, which rendered the

[Rococo] style exceedingly attractive, especially for drawing-roome

and boudoirs.a He then described modern versions of this work and

cited examples of French drawing roome executed for such noble patrons

as the Princess Louise, Baron F. de Rothschild, and the Countess of

Pembroke.
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This group of decorators was unmoved by stylistic allusions to

democratic ideas of the eighteenth century, and disparaged the neo-

classical style of Robert and James Adam as 'meagre', 'dull', 'taste-

less' and 'mechanical'	 'When it comes to reviving the poorer English

version of the poor French eighteenth-century renaissance, there is

not much further to go in that direction', wrote Day 'After Chippen-

dale, and Hepplewhite, and Sheraton, there remains only the phase of

furniture In vogue just previous to the Exhibition of 1851, and then

the deluge .." Xrs. Hawels dismissed Chippendale as 'a clever

tradesman; he is overrated by blind enthusiasts till one almost

fancies he was a shopkeeping dIvinity.' 	 She did concede, however,

that many Georgian houses were well built and beautifully proportioned

which was why 'Annamaniacs' who secured them had such an easy task in

furnishing

In the view of these writers, the domestic interior should be

splendid and exciting, and instead of restful sobriety they advocated

dramatic effects through the use of brilliant hues. In an article in

Decoration, John Redmayne's opinion of the tertiary tones of the aes-

thetic interior expressed In feelings of many.

In sooth, the world is not so bright that we can afford to
have its beauties dimmed by a plague of mud-coloured sym-
phonists, even though these symphonists are young ladies who
affect the most tender colour feeling, and who are always
willing to reprove the levity and vulgar taste of lather
lature, who indulges in crimean clouds in sunsets, and does
not show a trace of dingy green in her rainbows, roses, and
other extravagancies.4d	 -

Instead of subtle harmonies of 'indescribable tints', these writers

delighted in vivid contrasts. And instead of vague indications of
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colour schemes, they were highly specific, even prescriptive Ni-s

Haweis, for example, listed sixteen colour combinations suitable for

room decorations, including cream white and Turkey red, salmon-colour

and chocolate, with sage-green; and amber, orange, crimson and sage-

green

Finally, it was the attitude of moral superiority assumed by the

proponents of the 'Queen Anne' movement that irritated these writers

the most. Lewis F Day dismissed what he saw as pretentious ethical

ideals in decoration, especially the ideal of truthfulness 	 'The

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth', is a fiction of

the law', he wrote In Some Principles of Every-Day Art; 'morally it

may be desirable, socially It is impossible The man who, in season

and out of season, is perpetually parading his truthfulness, comes to

be put down as a prig Art, too, may be priggish "

Display in the home was only one issue on which there was a wide

variety of opinion strongly expressed. When it came to the goal of

making 'Art at Home' available to the wider population the literature

was again riddled with controversy
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'Every man his due share of Art'

Inspired by the ideals of norris, many of the 'Queen Anne' decora-

tore wanted to create a style of home decoration that would be egali-

tarian. The evolution of a style of artistic interior decoration ap-

propriate for, and available to, all classes of society would be the

first step towards social equality. V. J. Loftie suggested this

'leveling' function of household art in his opening remarks to the

Garretts' House Decoratlozr 'Every one who has a house of his own

may, I hope, find useful hints for the rules of good taste apply to

the cottage as well as to the manor house, and may be put into prac-

tice everywhere."

Lucy Crane's manifesto for achieving equality through art implied

that there might be economic factors as well.

From our own selves we can tell that there is hope of vic-
tory in our rebellion, since we have Art enough in our
lives, not to content us, but to make us long for more, and
that longing drives us into trying to spread Art and the
longing for Art; and as it is with us, so it will be with
those that we win over; little by little, we may well hope,
will do its work, till at last a great many men will have
enough of Art to see how little they have, and how much they
might better their lives, if every man had his due share of
Art - that is, just so much as he could use if a fair chance
were given him.'7

It is significant that, of all the 'Queen Anne' decorators, Crane

had the closest links with socialist circles. The decorators with

ties to the Radicals and Nonconformists, such as the Garretts, were

primarily interested in art as an agent of middle-class ascendancy and

had less to say about artistic interiors for the working class.
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Indeed, a few of the 'Queen Anne' writers were actively hostile to the

democratisation of art Robert Edis argued persuasively in print for

the new style, but he also feared that interior decoration would slip

from the control of the architectural profession In The Decor-a tion

and Furnishing of Town Houses, his design for a room described in the

text as 'Queen Anne' (and labelled 'Modern Jacobean' on the plate) is

clearly an architect's creation of fitments rather than a personal

arrangement of simple materials (Fig 30). 'In a house, as in a pic-

ture, above all things shun crowded medleys of mediocre or common

forms as you would the unkempt rabble of democracy' was his advice

But most of the 'Aesthetic' writers believed in the idea of 'Art

f or Everyone' as a way of promoting greater social, if not economic,

equality. In order to make this egalitarian principle manifest in the

interior, they fought to eliminate arrangements which reinforced class

distinctions such as separate rooms for formal social rituals. They

also recommended decorating with objects that were not only beautiful

but inexpensive as well and therefore, they hoped, at least potential-

ly available to everyone. There were contradictions within this ap-

proach, however, that made the realisation of their goal problematic,

and on every point they were opposed by those who championed the

aristocratic ideal.

These decorators felt that the first step towards equality would be

the ellaination of social rituals, such as formal visiting, that rein-

forced class standing.' To this end they wanted to reduce the f or-

mality of those rooms in which such rituals took place. They were es-

pecially critical of what they saw as the stiff and artificial appear-

ance of the conventional parlour, self-consciously decked out to
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impress callers )Irs Orrinsmith had very firm opinions on this

point, and heaped scorn upon the pretentiousness of 'the ordinary

lower middle-class drawing-room', the 'very head-quarters of the

commonplace'

Such is the withdrawing-room to which, because of its
showy discomfort, no one withdraws; wherein visitors do pen-
ance at morning calls; where the common-sense that often
rules the living-roome is left behind at the threshold, and
nothing useful is allowed to enter lest it fail to be orna-
mental ...The desire after elegance begets weakness and un-
comfortable inefficiency, and so-called elegance in fact el-
bows comfort from the room.

In households where means are limited, this drawing-room
is a sort of appendage to the house, not quite kindred to
it. It is tabooed to the children, and avoided, except on
occasions, by the dwellers, who are deterred by its lack of
comfort and the false tone of its general arrangements. Ef-
forts that have been at least tolerably successful in other
rooms, where a want has been felt and befittingly satisfied,
seem to fail utterly in the drawing-room, where an attempt
to do so much does all things ill.5°

To counter this sense of contrivance and artifice, great importance

was placed upon comfort and homely informality, in part because it was

seen as an antidote to the stiffness of the more ceremonial schemes.

'East or West Rome is best,' that is, most comfortable; and
as we are dealing with so important a part of home, and have
now arrived at the very core of all drawing-room decoration
- the Furniture - it behoves us most carefully to consider
the desirable quality of comfort, and above all things to
see that it is included in our suggestions for artistic fur-
nishing, as opposed to the late general inclination in al-
most all classes to covet gay elegance at the cost of solid
coafort.'

Hoping to replace ceremonious social interactions with a more nat-

ural form of hospitality, the 'Queen Anne' decorators tried to obscure

the distinction between public and private rooms Instead of having

special separate rooms for the entertainment of visitors, they felt

p
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that guests should be welcomed into the daily life of the household

and invited to share meals with the family Mrs Loftie refused to

discuss the subject of dinner parties in her book on the dining-room,

thereby flying in the face of the culinary tradition popularised by

Mrs Beeton that had prescribed vast menus of complicated di8hes for

lengthy formal dinners. Her husband explained her position in his

preface

There is no special reference made to dinner parties, the
author agreeing with Thackeray, that Nthe dinner at home
ought to be the centre of the whole system of dinner-giving
Your usual style of meal, that is, plenteous, comfortable,
and in its perfection, should be that to which you welcome
your friends, as it is that of which you partake yourself.
Hospitality in its true sense has become a rare virtue among
us. The last possible reason now for asking a man to dine
would be that he wanted a meal.

Elsewhere, when she praised the soft radiance of candlelight at the

dinner table she justified the expense by adding wryly, 'Then, dinner

does not last very long, at least we hope Art at Home dinners do

In addition to fostering an atmosphere of casual informality, the

'Queen Anne' decorators promoted the egalitarian ideal by recommending

artful arrangements of inexpensive furnishings, many of which were

either natural or home-made. Some of their suggestions were so modest

that they were derided by critics as 'commonplace'. For example, Mrs

Loftie recommended a simple fireplace for the dining-room 'The or-

dinary school-grate, with fire-clay back and the ends of the bars sunk

in the wall, costs only a few shillings, and would with much advantage

replace many gorgeous erections of the last thirty years
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Other furnishings, such as Windsor chairs, iiight be easily obtained

in the country.

In country places it is not unusual to meet with the survi-
val of old forme in furniture, where the workman, following
the traditions of his craft, still makes chairs and tables
simple in form and sound in construction, which would afford
an admirable lesson in first principles to his London
brethen.

Even the kitchen could be raided for appropriate materials.

So vitiated has become our popular taste, that it is by no
means unusual to find the furniture and crockery of the
kitchen of better design than that of the dining-room The
one has been manufactured to suit a depraved taste and gra-
tify a vulgar thirst for novelty, and is therefore hideous.
The kitchen utensils, being made simply for use, have re-
tained that simplicity and solidity of form and construction
which are the first elements of all correct household art.

An important element in the 'Queen Anne' interior was hand work

'...Art at Home can only be gratified by an expenditure of personal

thought and handiwork', advised V J. Loftie 	 It might be crewel

wool embroidery on curtains, portières, or chimney-piece draperies, or

hand-painted floral motifs on screens or small tables, or even wood-

carving to decorate small objects such as boxes or trays Any evi-

dence of small-scale artistic activity gave a room a uniquely personal

touch. Similar projects had long been the work of women within the

home, but this group of decorators urged a higher level of accomplish-

ment. Not only were women encouraged to take up more ambitious

crafts, but also to raise their level of skill by taking classes and

studying the best examples displayed in the South Kensington Museum or

sent on loan to miseume in the provinces 'Xodels of form are not
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wanting, manual dexterity is still amongst us', admonished Lucy

Orrinsmith

Floral decorations also were essential and were not only available

to everyone but also harmonised with the 'Queen Anne' tertiary colour

schemes. Xrs. Orrinsmith had several suggestions, many of which

utilized natural materials that were quite ordinary and did not come

from hothouses or florists' shops.

Fine bits of colour may be gained by dried leaves, such as
those of the Schumack, which turn red before falling, and if
gathered and pressed between blotting-paper retain their
rich colouring. Bracken ferns in some parts of England
change from green to the brightest yellows, reds, and rich-
est browns, long before dying down, and though when dried
they lose much of their ruddy brightness, beautiful shades
of yellows and browns remain. A large jar filled cleverly
with these has varied natural form and much sober colour to
delight the eye.

These decorators also made full use of the new imports from the

Orient. Indeed, the decorative object most frequently associated with

the 'Queen Anne' interior was the Japanese fan. Fans were not only

subtle in colour and extremely inexpensive but were also ideally suit-

ed to the casual 'artless' arrangement that expressed the desired in-

formality. Lucy Orrinsmith suggested fixing them open against the

wall of the drawing-room 'Such an arrangement, carried round a room,

with the fans touching each other, at a level just above the dada,

would suit a room calm in colour, and with such Japanese arrangements

as seem always to tone well with old English furniture.'°

In addition, certain inexpensive manufactured iteme were also re-

commended, for in the view of many of these writers, the goal of 'art

f or all' had also been aided by recent Improvements In industrial
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design In particular, the improved design of household pottery and

porcelain was seen as a harbinger of progress In his description of

ceramics as 'the product of evolution', the author of Artistic Homes

traced their development from ancient times.

• and still on until our own day, when we see the highest
point reached, not because our makers excel the great work-
ers of past days - that were perhaps impossible - but be-
cause to-day the products of this art, in their refined and
beautiful forms, are brought within the means even of the
humblest •'

Valter Hamilton was even more enthusiastic about the 'trickle-down ef-

fect' of recent progress in household art.

This improvement is rapidly spreading through all classes of
society - good taste is no longer an expensive luxury to in-
dulge in - the commonest articles of domestic use are now
fashioned in accordance with its laws, and the poorest may
have within their homes, at the cost of a few pence, cups
and saucers and Jugs and teapots, more artistic in form and
design than were to be found twenty years ago in any homes
but those of the cultured rich. 2

These optimistic assessments may now sound naive Nevertheless,

one benefit of industrialisation had been the availability of a wider

range of consumer products at lower prices. To those who saw in this

the promise of a higher standard of living for everyone, and who ap-

preciated the improvements made by various reformers of industrial

design, it nst have seemed as though a general improvement in house-

hold art was imminent.

But what did the 'Queen Anne' interior, the object of all these

theories, really look like? The illustrations in the books by the

Aesthetic' writers, although few in number and poor in quality, sug-

gest how they visualised the implementation of their principles The
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clearest and most detailed illustrations appear in Suggestions for

House Decoration by Rhoda and Agnes Garrett. As the Garrette were the

most ardent advocates of • Queen Anne', these pictures may be the best

examples of the style in interior decoration.

One engraving illustrates a dining-room chimney-piece (Pig 10).

The room has been papered above the dado with one of William Morris'

earliest wallpapers, 'Trellis' of 1862, which was produced in shades

of rose and brown Below the dado the wall is a solid colour A

carpet of an indiscernible type covers the floor but has not been

fitted to the irregular shape of the room, and before the fireplace is

a small area rug, probably Oriental. The fireplace itself has an

'Adams'-style surround with carved urns and palmettes beneath a class-

ical moulding that forma the mantel shelf. All the fireplace hardware

and the coal scuttle appear to be brass, Upon the mantel shelf the

urn motif is repeated by a pair of silver Georgian covered bowls; a

brass lamp, a small picture, a Japanese fan and several small pieces

of Oriental china are also apparent. A grandfather's clock stands in

a shadowy alcove nearby

Another plate shows a view of the drawing-room (Fig 12). Here the

wall beneath the picture rail has been divided into panels by strips

of vertical moulding and filled in with a small, floral wallpaper. A

plain, unfigured carpet covers the floor and a small, patterned rug

gives emphasis to the area where a circular gate-leg table covered

with books stands before a Chippendale-style settee The furniture in

the room is all Georgian or Georgian-revival, including two glass-

fronted cabinets holding china There is a flowered screen behind one

hard-backed chair, another grandfather's clock in the corner, pictures
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and round mirrors are dotted about the walls, and sunlight floods in

unimpeded at the window

The effect of both views is one of genuine informality, but with

the use of very high-quality materials that cannot have been cheap.

There is simplicity in the unfussy treatment of drapery, the plainness

of the furniture and the small scale of the decorative objects The

fireplace looks warm and inviting, and the furniture in the drawing-

room is casually arranged for reading and conversation. The furnish-

ings appear easy to clean, and the sunlight pouring in the window sug-

gests fresh air and health. In sum, the roome look comfortable, ap-

propriate for every-day use and very bourgeois. Although indications

of wealth are not lacking, there is not a hint of grandeur or luxury

There are no over-stuffed chairs.

The illustrations suggest some of the contradictions inherent in

the 'artistic' interior. It was hoped, for example, that the progres-

sive householder who wished to decorate in the 'Queen Anne' style

might buy many of the necessary furnishings second-hand. Old furni-

ture, either Chippendale or Sheraton with the appropriate eighteenth-

century associations, or even earlier 'Old English', old brass fire-

place fittings, antique Chelsea or Worcester porcelain, or old bits of

lace or embroidery, could hopefully be obtained for a song if one had

the requisite knowledge and taste to ferret out these prizes Old

wood carving reved from 'restored' churches was also assumed by the

writers to be relatively easy to come by. But the popularity of these

itema quickly made them difficult to find and drove prices up Com-

mercial manufacturers rushed in to fill the void with 'art' furniture
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and furniture in Georgian and Jacobean Revival styles that, again, was

rarely inexpensive

Furthermore, the increase in knowledge and appreciation of antiques

led inevitably to the desire for better quality and therefore more

costly items for the home This tendency was especially true of the

women decorators who prided themselves on their expertise at identify-

ing rare pieces as a sign of their new professionalism, Mrs. Loftie

observed that 'independent ladies' who 'affect Queen Anne in their

furniture.. .attend auctions of blue china and Chippendale, and look

wisely at point lace and embroidery.' 	 They did not go just to look.

In spite of their conviction that beauty could be separated from

wealth, the disciples of 'Queen Anne' could not resist the lure of

objects that were well beyond the means of all.

While the efforts of the 'Aesthetic' decorators might not have re-

suited in artistic surroundings for everyone, nevertheless the 'Queen

Anne' interior did become a readily recognisable symbol of egalitarian

values, Certainly the 'Queen Anne' style was linked at the time with

a general tendency towards socialism. Moncure Daniel Conway noted

this trend in his essay on Bedford Park, the village of new 'Queen

Anne' houses to the west of London inhabited by an artistic and

progressive community

The new suburb which has thus come into existence swiftly,
yet so quietly that the building of it has not scared the
nightingale I heard yesternight nor the sky-larks singing
while I write, has gone far toward the realization of some
aims not its own, ideals that have hitherto failed. There
is not a member of it who would not be startled, if not
scandalized, at any suggestion that he or she belonged to a
community largely socialistic They would allege, with
perfect truth, that they are not even acquainted with the
mejority of their neighbors, have their own circle of
friends, and go on with their business as men and women of
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the world Nevertheless, it is as certainly true that a
degree in social evolution is represented by Bedford Park,
and that it is in the direction of that co-operative life
which animated the dreams of Pére Enfantin and Saint-Simon.
All society, indeed, must steadily and normally advance in
that direction '

Conway went on to enumerate the number and variety of cooperative

arrangements that contributed to the enrichment of the community with-

out undue expense to any one member These included a cooperative

bakery and laundry service, as well as stores, library and club

'Thus the co-operative principle has shown its applicability to the

requirements of the cultured class, who are especially interested in

making for their families beautiful homes, without, as Thoreau said,

sacrificing life to its means	 But socialism for 'the cultured

class' was a far cry from 'Art for Everyone'.

There is also evidence in contemporary novels and memoirs that sug-

gests that the 'Queen Anne' interior was associated with those who

challenged the class hierarchy. In Lark Rise to Candleford, Flora

Thompson recalled her childhood in the 1880s in a small hamlet on the

Dxfordshire-Northamptonshire border She described her teacher at the

new National School:

She taught the children that it was not what a man or woman
had, but what they were which mattered That poor people's
souls are as valuable and that their hearts may be as good
and their minds as capable of cultivation as those of the
rich. She even hinted that on the material plane people
need not necessarily remain always upon one level.

Later, she went to tea at her teacher's cottage.

A small, two-roomed cottage adjoining the school was pro-
vided for the schoolmistress, and this the school managers
had furnished in the manner they thought suitable for one of
her degree 'Very comfortable', they had stated in their
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advertisement, but to a new tenant it must have looked bare
The downstairs room had a deal table for meals, four cane-
bottomed chairs of the type until recently seen in bedroome,
a white marble-topped sideboard stood for luxury and a wick-
er armchair by the hearth for comfort The tiled floor was
partly covered with brown matting

But Miss Shepherd was 'artistic' and by the time Laura saw
the room a transformation had taken place A green serge
cloth with bobble fringe hid the nakedness of the deal
centre table; the backs of the cane chairs were draped with
white crocheted lace, tied with blue bows, and the wicker
chair was cushioned and antimacassared. The walls were so
crowded with pictures, photographs, Japanese fans, wool-work
letter-racks, hanging pincushions, and other trophies of the
present tenant's skill that, as the children use to say.
'You couldn't so much as stick a pin in "

To purists, this description of the schoolteacher's drawing room might

have seemed a travesty of the 'Aesthetic' style, but with its blue and

green colour scheme, prominent display of handiwork, Japanese fans and

above all its cosy informality, the interior of the cottage indicated

the adaptability of the 'Queen Anne' style as well as its persistance

as a symbol of progressive views far from the centres of sophisticated

Society

Its symbolic power was also recognised by its critics. The Hand of

Ethelberta, written in 1875-6, was Thomas Hardy's only novel of con-

temporary London society; it coupled a 'Queen Anne' interior, of which

Hardy clearly disapproved, with a character of ambiguous status.

Elthelberta, the daughter of a butler, moved to London to improve her

social position. She took a house with her brothers and sisters in

the role of her servants and decorated it herself

The decorations tended towards the artistic gymnastics
prevalent in some quarters at the present day Upon a gen-
eral flat tint of duck's egg green appeared quaint patterns
of conventional foliage, and birds, done in bright auburn,
several shades nearer to redbrest-red than was Ethelberta's
hair, which was thus thrust further towards brown by such
Juxtaposition - a possible reason for the choice of tint.
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Upon the glazed tiles within the chimney-piece were the
forms of owls, bats, snakes, frogs, mice, spiders in their
webs, moles, and other objects of aversion and darkness,
shaped in black and burnt in after the approved fashion

As Lucy Orrinsmith had recommended 'home-painted tiles' for the

decoration of the drawing room, Hardy is clearly accurate in his ob-

servation of the 'Aesthetic' style 	 But Hardy's character turned

the egalitarian principle upside down Ethelberta was not interested

in promoting democratic social change; instead, she took advantage of

the leveling character of the 'artistic' interior to disguise her

lowly background and allow her to appear more 'genteel' than she was

In the end, she spurned the poor music teacher she truly loved to

marry an elderly viscount, thereby demonstrating the power of her

surroundings to successfully obscure class distinctions

The 'Queen Anne' style attracted many who were interested in demo-

cratic social reform but who could not be completely reconciled to in-

teriors of 'studied plainness'. The writers who promoted it may have

wanted to develop an egalitarian style of decoration appropriate for a

classless society but only a relatively small group of the well-to-do

had the means and the leisure to develop a critique of the social

system and to cultivate an alternative life style Nevertheless, the

'Queen Anne' interior was an attempt to bring beauty in the home to a

wider circle, and to a limited extent it was successful

The 'aristocratic' decorators, Xrs Haweis, J. Moyr Smith, and

Lewis F. Day, were quick to perceive and exploit the inconsistances of

the 'Queen Anne' approach to interior decoration, but their own
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position was full of contradictions On the one hand, they believed

that art in the home should be exclusive and expensive, but on the

other, they encouraged the imitation of upper-class decoration through

the use of cheap facsimile materials that were widely available

Instead of advocating a modern style of decoration, they maintained

many of the traditional conventions These writers also supported the

separation between public and private areas of the home which they

continued to differentiate by style. Their cosmopolitan preferences

were for Italian and Flemish Renaissance dining roome and libraries,

while the lighter French styles were seen as appropriate for drawing

roome and boudoirs, the roome associated with the women of the house-

hold. And while they gave due recognition to the importance of 'indi-

viduality' in decoration they felt it was more appropriate for some

areas of the home than others Smith made it clear that the place for

'quaint originality' was in the private quarters

Very great freedom may be allowed in treating rooms which
are intended to suit individual tastes, and which do not
pretend to be adapted primarily for the reception of visi-
tors An odd-looking mantelpiece . . might be neither formal
nor dignified enough for a dining-room, but be better in its
quaint originality for a study or a master's parlour than a
more restrained example.7°

Instead of promoting furnishings that carried democratic overtones,

these more 'mainstream' decorators sought consciously to introduce

princely and aristocratic associations into the home. They accomp-

lished this goal by reaffirming the value of decorative styles from

periods in which the upper classes enjoyed great wealth and power.

Al]. of these decorators displayed much more knowledge about the

development and characteristics of historic styles than their 'Queen
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Anne' rivals Indeed,	 st of The Art of Decoration and. Ornamental

Interiors. Ancient and Modern were given over to descriptions of an-

cient decorative schemes and luxury objects from past cultures. Smith

devoted separate chapters to Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek 1 Roman and

Pompeian decoration, while Mrs Haweis went into great detail over

ancient seat furniture such as the chair of Dagobert and sculptured

stools from Nineveh and provided copious examples from the British

Museum for direct imitation. Articles on historical styles also ap-

peared frequently in the trade journals, such as the regular feature

entitled 'Our Museum' in The Cabinet Maker and Art Furnisher Never-

theless, it is difficult to imagine that there was a very large market

for exact reproductions of ancient artefacts As all of the examples

were of 'high style' furnishings it would seem that the purpose of

including this information was to provide a kind of scholarly author-

ity for upper class traditions of taste

Smith was the most straightforward in his attempt to establish the

aristocratic antecedents for his own taste in decoration According

to his interpretation, the mainstream of style developed originally on

the lost continent of Atlantis, which he compared to imperial Britain

of the present day as 'the nurse of the arts, the fosterer of civili-

zation, and the colonising power of the antediluvian world.'" He

then went on to trace his version of the lineage of art

On the east we see the torch of art borne flaming into Egypt
and Phoenicia, thence carried into Assyria, Persia, and In-
dia, to Lycia, to Greece; from Greece to Rome, from Rome to
England.

This forme the main and leading stem of art, which at
times was subjected to endless modifications and diversions
by coming into contact at intervals with phases of early or-
nament. These, subjected to a unique environment, developed
into something very different from the main or aristocratic
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stem Such were the Runic, Norman, Celtic, arid Saxon, on
the one side, and the Sassanian, Arabic, and Moorish on the
other. 72

Smith placed his own work as a decorator firmly within this

'aristocratic stem' and clearly differentiated upper class taste from

the taste of those restive portions of the middle class who flirted

with the egalitarian ideology of 'Queen Anne'

While the new ('Queen Anne') style received ample support
from the rich middle classes, the aristocracy, with a few
exceptions, held themselves aloof, and gave but slight
encouragement to the modern style of design

They preferred the styles which were hallowed by some kind
of historic association to the new work tr attempted to
adapt ancient forms to modern requirements. The preferences
of the aristocracy did not, however, lead them to adopt pure
or early forms of decoration either in Gothic or classic;
their tastes directed them to the French versions of classic
or Renaissance art, as practiced under Louis Quatorze and
Louis Quinze.73

Mrs. Haweis concurred that the French modes of courtly elegance

were admirable: 'Of all known styles of decoration, that called Louis

XIV. is perhaps, at its best, the most elegant...' 74 Lewis F. Day

considered the apogee of design to have been reached a little earlier,

during the period of François Premier Th But nothing fired the imag-

ination of these decorators like the style of the Italian Renaissance.

'The fancies of the authoress are strongly in sympathy with the

luxurious Renaissance', observed a reviewer of The Art of Decoration

who recognised how greatly Mrs. Haweis had idealized Italian culture

of the late fourteenth century. 7 In support of her opinion she

quoted Burckhardt. 'Even the outward appearance of men and women and

the habits of daily life were more perfect, more beautiful, and more

polished than among the other nations of Europe.' 	 Smith asserted
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that, because of the talents of his mentor Bruce Talbert, a new

Renaissance style had developed in Britain; Day agreed that the best

contemporary work was being done in this manner Day's personal hero

was the designer Alfred Stevens who had studied for many years In

Italy: 'The future critic of Victorian Art will point to Stevens as

the man of the period who came nearest to the great Italians of the

Renaissance. ''s

None of these decorators doubted that the style of the great Ital-

Ian urban palaces was appropriate for nineteenth century Britain In-

deed, Mrs Haweis saw many parallels between Renaissance Italy and the

present day When recommending eclectic arrangements of fourteenth

and fifteenth century objects, she added:

The Parisians are partial to eclectic rooms of this kind,
especially those with the Renascence stamp, as well as
Renascence rooms furnished after a given date Such seem
peculiarly fit for the present day, which In Its thirst for
knowledge among both men and women, its Increasing luxury,
Its materialism, and its love for the antique, is indeed a
second Renascence time

The authors were eager to demonstrate to their readers how these

princely styles of splendour and magnificence could be adapted for the

middle-class home This feat could be accomplished through the use of

Inexpensive new materials that imitated costly effects, exactly what

the 'Queen Anne' decorators abhorred most. These Included products

such as Lincrusta Walton and Tynecastle Tapestry that could be pro-

duced cheaply and in great variety by innovative industrial processes.

Lincrusta, originally called Muralis, was a kind of heavy paper mould-

ed In relief with a surface suitable for painting It came In a great

variety of forms and styles that imitated carved wood, embossed
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leather, terracotta or plaster ornamentation Furthermore, a diver-

sity of sumptuous finishes could be applied to it

For more expensive work nothing is finer in effect than a
good Lincrusta design, well decorated If a light effect is
wanted, the pattern should be silvered all over, and picked
out in parts with transparent glazes of pure colour. It may
afterwards be toned to any shade of oxidation required •°

Tynecastle Tapestry was similar to Lincrusta but had an embossed

washable canvas facing that could be painted to resemble tapesty

Smith vigorously promoted both these products, as well as Tectorium, a

thin cloth with a design printed in oil colours, and New Embroidery

'Though it is declared to be produced by machinery, there is nothing

in the work to indicate that it is not hand work, unless it is the

superior firmness with which the silk is affixed to the ground.'01

Even stained glass could be imitated with Glacier Decoration, with

which designs printed on gelatin could be transferred to the wet

surface of glass. None of these products were expensive in them-

selves, but they usually required skilled workmen for installation.

They were therefore of great benefit to the trade but of limited use

to householders who wanted to create a personal environment through

their own efforts.

The trade journals were understandably enthusiastic about these new

materials, and articles appeared in every issue introducing new inven-

tions such as Papyrotile, Xylonite and Paper Stucco (Fig. 31) and re-

marketing others, like carton pierre and fibrous plaster. In an

article on 'Papyrotile Decoration' published in Decoration, a journal

for the trade edited by J Noyr Smith, the author praised the material

for its 'aristocratic completeness and repose' as well as for its
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potential for exclusivity New designs could be produced so easily

that architects could have special blocks prepared and reserved solely

for the use of their own clients In this way one problem with popu-

lar wall-paper patterns, the 'tendency to vulgarise by excessive

repetition', could be averted

The popularity of this approach to home decoration was reflected in

The Queen, which published articles that indicated the enormous range

of products that simulated expensive ornamental techniques. One such

article described a 'Modern Mansion,' in which the hail floor was

covered with oilcloth, 'a capital imitation of a tessore pavement',

while the wallpaper was 'an exact imitation of Venetian leather' and a

hanging portiere was of printed tapestry, 'a good reproduction of the

moyen age patterns.' Over the hail table hung 'a mirror in oxydised

silver copied from Knowie Park,' and in the smoking room the doors

were covered with 'a clever paper imitating the Milanese certoza work,

of bone inlaid on dark wood'. The house as a whole was acclaimed as

'a perfect specimen of its kind, in itself an admirable proof how ably

modern means and appliances - the workmanship throughout is that of

Messrs Gillow - can carry out all that a creative and cultivated taste

has devised.'

To the 'Aesthetic' decorators these inferior and deceptive mater-

ials were anathema, and they registered their disapproval in the most

emphatic terms.

It is that pernicious habit of struggling to imitate costly
effects in cheap materials which has done more than anything
else to debase decorative art. If you cannot afford marble
pillars and inlaid furniture and well-designed ornament on
the walls, do without them altogether, and choose some sim-
pier style in which every material used can be the best of
its kind. The effect thus produced will be infinitely more
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satisfactory than could ever be obtained by painting plaster
to look like marble and graining deal to imitate oak. or
covering the walls with ill-designed attempts at arabesque
ornament and figures of nymphs and cherubs which would be
more fittingly placed in Xadame Tussaud's chamber of
horrors •

But the 'mainstream' decorators Ignored these petty objections

Ironically, these writers hailed the new imitative materials as a de-

velopment in the direction of the democratisatlon of art and Indeed,

many of them were less expensive than the high-quality objects recom-

mended for the 'Queen Anne' interior. Lewis F Day described embossed

'leather paper' as 'a perfectly straightforward step towards the popu-

lansing of art, to reproduce by simpler and less costly means effects

of decoration which were once beyond the means of all but the very

few.

In a period In which the concept of 'sham' in social position as

well as in craftsmanship was an entionally-charged issue, these

writers justified deception. Day criticised, in a perfunctory way,

'the flimsiness of the shift of imitation', but on a practical level

he condoned it In many forms

The use of veneer has been most Indiscrimiately condemned,
but it is rather the abuse of it that deserves to be de-
nounced There can be no occasion to deny ourselves the
luxury of rich marble on our walls because we cannot pos-
sibly construct then of it throughout....No one, probably,
would be found to object on principle to veneer In the form
of marquetry. There is even a charm about the very f rank-
ness with which it confesses its shallowness; nothing is
left to be found out about it.. .gllding, as it has been
practiced in architecture for centuries past, Is used simply
as colour is. A gilt moulding no more pretends to be of
gold than a painted wall pretends to be of solid pigment
It neither deceives nor is meant to deceive
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There was, however, in the minds of these decorators a very clear

double standard on the subject of imitation, for in their view it de-

pended upon who was imitating whom It was permissable, even admir-

able, for those with wealth to mimic aristocratic taste, but a differ-

ent matter entirely for the poor to emulate their betters Rather

than supporting the greater availability of art for all classes, these

writers insisted that good decorative art should be expensive and

therefore the exclusive province of the well-to-do. Art should enrich

the homes of those who appreciated it, but only a few could afford to

demonstrate their appreciation The most outspoken opponent of the

'Queen Anne' principle of egalitarian 'leveling' in domestic art was

Lewis F. Day, but his opinions were echoed by many other writers,

especially in the professional journals

By the end of the century. increasingly sophisticated techniques of

production had made it more profitable to manufacture household goods

for a mass market than to provide lavish interior appointments for a

select few, even if composed of facsimile materials. Furthermore, it

was the lower end of the market that was increasing most rapidly The

growth of administrative and service occupations had swelled the lower

ranks of the middle class with clerks, civil servants, salesmen and

teachers who could afford a few additional amenities, as long as they

were not too dear Even many working-class families now had a small

margin of income to spend on household decoration. Trade Journals

reflected these trends by publishing regular articles entitled 'Siji-

plicity in Furnishing', 'Every-day Furniture', and 'Economic Art Fur-

niture in the Prevailing Styles'.
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To Day, these developments represented a 'craze for cheapness' that

would lead inevitably to degraded materials and scauiped labour As we

have seen, Day favoured lavishly elegant interiors, and he feared that

high standards for decoration would be undermined, 'This cheapening is

the rock ahead of all further progress in design and manufacture', he

wrote in 'Victorian Progress in Applied Design' published in the Art

Journal of 1887, 'The manufacturer of the day.. .knows, when he works

down to the popular level, that he has not much to be proud 0fe7

In the hope of reversing this trend by raising the level of public

taste to demand higher quality goods, Day wrote prodigiously on topics

such as quality in ornament, the proper role of the artist, the rela-

tionship between art and handicraft, the influence of commercialism

and related subjects in The Art Journal, The Nagazine of Art, and The

Journal of Decorative Art But as trade expanded and flourished, it

became apparent that a large and growing segment of the population did

not care about achieving high artistic standards In their furnishings;

instead they wanted pretty things for the home at prices they could

afford. Many of the designers beloved by the 'Queen Anne' decorators

were affected by the same economic forces and became equally disillu-

sioned. 'It should be remembered that cheapness in art and handicraft

is welinigh impossible, save in some forms of more or less mechanical

reproduction.' stated Valter Crane In 1890.

The tone of Day's later writing became increasingly bitter as he

denounced lower-class consumers and the 'experts' who advised them on

decoration for their lack of serious interest in art. 'Decoration by

Correspondence', an attack on those who provided decorating advice in

the ladies' papers, was one of his most revealing tirades.

r
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Who writes these	 Who reads them'	 But it mat-
ters less who these writers are, seeing that they write, for
the most part, obviously without conviction, not so much
with any thought of raising the taste of the class to whom
they address thenelves, as with the determination to gra-
tify it, such as it may be
To tell these sentimental young people a stern truth or

two in answer to their wild queries, would be, no doubt, to
frighten them away, but it is too bad to fan their simple
faith in the ease with which the problem of decoration is to
be solved, and to encourage them to spend their scanty means
(of which perhaps they little understand the scantiness)
upon mere frivolity and fuss .There is more talk about
saving than advice as to true economy. It is pretty gener-
ally assumed that it is wise to buy what is cheapest; there
is seldom any serious suggestion that persons of small means
should restrict their wants

It is difficult to have patience with those who want this
kind of thing, or esteem for those who can bring themselves
to provide it. That there should be a demand for it, that
it should even be endured, points to a condition of taste
(to say nothing of common-sense) among one section at least
of the rising generation, which must very seriously discount
the hopes we may have for the art of the immediate future.

This view, that lowered standards of decorative art resulted from

the stubborn resistance of the lower classes to being led by the taste

of their betters1 was voiced with increasing frequency towards the end

of the century, especially in articles that appeared in the profes-

sional Journals with titles such as 'Is Art Popular?"° and 'Art and

the Common People'. 9' Only if the 'common people' could be convinced

to 'restrict their wants', could high quality decorative art continue

to be produced for those who would appreciate and pay for it. The

'unresticted wants' of the lower classes were too threatening to

contemplate.

These disagreements about the appropriate decoration of the middle-

class home reflected tensions Inherent in liberalism Itself as it
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faced conditions far different from those under which it developed

In the battle against landed wealth and interest, liberal writers had

traditionally asserted the inviolability of private property, free

from the interference of the state But they had not foreseen the

concentrations of wealth that would result from unrestricted free mar-

ket capitalism or the advantages that wealth would secure for succeed-

lug generations While Xiii had envisioned a 'stationary state' in

which 'while no one is poor, no one desires to be richer', classical

liberalism offered no acceptable mechanism for redistributing wealth

that did not impinge upon the freedom of the individual

Was wealth to be exploited for personal enjoyment, as Xrs. Haweis

would have recommended, or did it carry with it obligations to the

community? Like Ni-s. Orrinsmith, who reminded her readers that they

had 'no right to prevent themselves from fulfilling the duties of kin-

ship and kindly charity that they may have panelled rooms and aesthe-

tic curtains', many hoped that greed could be controlled voluntarily.

But as the influence of religion waned, self-discipline and sacrifice

came less and less to be valued for themselves and the power of moral

persuasion dwindled.

Similarly, liberalism provided no immediate solution to the plight

of the poor and underprivileged Indeed, the reforms that many liber-

als had sought were strictly for 'the cultured class,' and liberals

were often uncomprehending, or, at worst, unsympathetic to the depri-

vation that surrounded them Even Xiii made frequent derogatory

references to 'the uncultivated herd' and scorned democracy as 'mere

mob-government'.	 Nor was he alone Following the extension of the

franchise by the Reform Act of 1884 and Gladstone's bill for Home Rule
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in Ireland, most of the intelligentsia left the Liberal Party, united

by their fear of the growing power of the working class 'The old

maxims of government, the old Liberalism have been and are being

utterly given up,' mourned J. F. Stephen, a Liberal )t P who later

became a critic of 1(111, 'and in their place is being erected a tyran-

nical democracy, which will change the whole face of society and des-

troy all that I love or respect in our institutions.' 93 As a conse-

quence of these anxieties, the campaign for 'Art for the People' was

bitterly divisive. Liberalism, as well as the optimism it had gener-

ated, was on the wane.

Within this context of the decline of liberalism as a political

ideology it is not surprising to find that liberal values became im-

portant in the decoration of the home Indeed, the 'interiorisation'

of liberalism was one manifestation of what has been described as

• its. . . fastidious withdrawal from a public world dominated by class

conflicts it neither likes nor understands, into a private world of

individual self-cultivation and personal relationships.* This mood

of withdrawal is apparent in loncure Conway's portrayal of the

artistic homes he knew in the 1870s and '80s:

There was in all this poetry and in the music a certain
melancholy. Those present were persons in good circum-
stances, the ladies refined and fair, most of the gentlemen
distinguished in art or in letters. In these charming
societies - for their were similar circles in several other
houses - I was reminded always of the garden pictured by
incomparable Boccaccio outside Florence, where ladies and
gentlemen found refuge from the plague in the city. Their
refuge was in the realm of the imagination, and the refuge
of these from the coarseness and hardness and despair of
London was also in that realm, but they could not attain the
joyous freedom of the Italian genius.9
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By the end of the century the influence of liberal ideas on the

interior slowly gave way as the political orientation of the middle

class shifted to the right. The battle against aristocratic privilege

was largely over, and the fear of those below began to replace the

envy of those above. Faith in the incremental approach to solving

contemporary problems by reforming the hone diminished. Increasingly,

middle-class people left the cities for the suburbs where they aban-

doned their old radical liberalism and rallied behind conservative

notions of protectionism and imperialism.	 With this change came new

ideas about what the middle-class hone should look like that reflected

a new sense of identification with ancient traditions rather than

modern possibilities. The liberal decorators belonged to the last

generation for whom the future held more promise than the past.

p
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CHAPTER SIX

'A NATION IN XINIATURE'

Through six wonderful decades we have talked, as a nation,
confidently about Progress, only to arrive at Insecurity in
most things of cardinal importance Who can explain why
great periods of intellectual and aesthetic adventure have
generally ended as tragedies?

Walter Shaw Sparrow
Nemories of Life and Art

Through Sixty Years
1925'

The period of English history leading up to the First World War has

been the subject of a great deal of scholarly exploration, much of

which has focused on the evolution of a stronger and more self-

conscious sense of national identity Historians have traced the

growth of nationalistic sentiments in the popular reading material of

the period, in the activities of youth organisations and the armed

forces, in religious instruction, in music hail entertainments and in

the development of a cult of motherhood. 2 Others have analyzed the

'invention of tradition' in which rituals and practices, such as the

pagentry surrounding royal coronations, were newly created to streng-

then a sense of continuity with the national past, even though that

past was largely constructed. 3 Finally, in his book English Culture

and the Decline of the Industrial Spirit, the historian Xartin J.
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Viener has demonstrated how the Victorian ideal of progress, espec-

ially the progress of industrialism, became dissociated from the sense

of national identity The feeling that change had gone too far came

to permeate all aspects of English culture, and 'Englishness' was in-

creasingly defined in terms of history, tradition and the immutable

rhythms of rural life.

In keeping with this general trend, the literature on interior

decoration provides an intimate perspective on this growth of national

consciousness, as it was so closely allied with deep feelings about

'hearth and home'. 'it is that power of making homes, almost peculiar

to our people, [that] is one of the sources of their greatness', said

Stanley Baldwin in 1924, by which time the idea of home as the heart

of English life had long been enshrined in the national mythology.

The process through which this sanctification took place involved a

violent repudiation of liberal values and the evolution of new ideas

about the proper role of the home in the life of the nation. As a

result of this transition the appearance of the interior was trans-

formed

The first sign of a shift of opinion was a growing acknowledgement

that something was seriously wrong with the home. The literature

written in the 1870s and '80s had also started with the premise that

the home was inadequate and needed to be put right, a point of view

expounded most forcefully in the two comparative chapters on 'Houses

as They Are' and 'Houses as They light Be' in Suggestions for House

Decoration by the Garrette But for the liberal decorators the

problem lay in the public's narrow and conventional approach to home
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decoration and In the poor design of household goods For those who

wrote on decoration during the period between 1890 and 1914 the prob-

lem went much deeper, for In their view the inadequacy of the home as

reflected In its furnishing was responsible for a perceived decline In

the quality of the national character

For V Shaw Sparrow, author of Hints on House Furnishing (1909) as

well as other works on the English hone, this causation was self-

evident.

• the rarity of well-made houses in England Is a bad sign,
for the arts test and prove the worth of all civilisatlon.
...to be content with homes which are not creditable is
certain to have a bad effect on wives and children. This
opinion is held by those who are best able to judge the
causes of drunkenness, the frequency of cruelities to
children, the growing discontent among married women, and
the results of that wish to pass evenings away from home
which leads to extravagance among all classes £

For others, the national character had been weakened by stresses of

modern life that were the consequence of industrialism, Including a

growing emphasis on consumption and an Increase in competition. 	 For

example, the less expensive household goods manufactured by new tech-

niques of mass-production were deplored by the author of 'The Vice of

Cheapness', published in The House Beautiful and the Home of 1904.

The writer concluded that '...the real danger and mischief lies deep-

er, and are spreading to the roots of our national life. So great a

part of the cheapness of to-day, and what it provides, appeals to much

the weaker part of our national character: it produces improvidence

and self-indulgence, and ministers to the vanity and weakness of

Individuals. '
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In Nooks and Corners of 1889, Mrs Panton noted 'a limpness, a

passiveness about the boys of the present day that is something dread-

ful' which she attributed to 'these fatal examinations, and the fear-

some higher education ' 	 Sparrow felt that the national character was

imperiled by the pressure of advertising. 'Is the public mind vitiated

by the popular Press ('?3 A fussy pretension certainly rules there.

Quite ordinary events are "startling"; simple good work is "ideal"

work for "ideal" homes, the nation is being trained to think in the

language of advertisements.' 9 In his autobiography, published in

1925, he characterised the nod of the nation at the turn of the

century.

Apathy was descending once more on our country's attitude
towards many vital things, ranging from design and handi-
craft to that political negligence which, fifteen years
later, obliged our Empire to enter a long-threatened war
without even a reserve of rifles 10

How could this deterioration be explained? According to some

writers on decoration, it was the insidious influence of foreigners

that had, over the years, sapped the native vitality of English cul-

ture. In their bock The Apartints of the House the two Birmingham

architects Joseph Crouch and Edmund Butler implied that the sturdiness

of the national physique had been ennervated by the comforts of uphol-

stery, supposedly an importation from the Continent. They also con-

strdcted a history of the chair in which each specimen of bad design

was the result of alien influence, while every example of which they

approved was attributed to solid English workmanship. In this way

chairs described as 'light', 'flimay', 'weak', or 'disproportionately

heavy' showed 'evident signs of foreign influence' (Fig 32), while
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chairs in which the joint pins were evident and the stretchers and

rails were straight exemplified 'a sturdy English type' that displayed

'the good direct methods of the workman of the day' (Fig 33) '

But even more dangerous was the growing threat from Britain's cur-

rent commercial rivals, who were conspiring to infiltrate the English

home with products alien to the British way of life While it was

widely acknowledged that design was supported on the Continent by

well-organised, state-subsidised systeme for technical education al-

lied with manufacturing, European competitors were nevertheless con-

demned for exploiting, rather than resisting, recent advances in tech-

nology and marketing that put them at a competitive advantage.

The Germans were especially feared and disparaged, and a trenchant

chauvinism was typical of the periodical press '...all Germans,'

asserted a review of "German Art Furniture" in The Nagazine of Art,

'possess inborn commercial instincts and are not above exercising

them ''	 In an article entitled 'Has Architecture Gone Mad in Ger-

many?', Teutonic decorative art was scorned as 'an arbitrary caprice,

a discordant melody, a reckless defiance flung in the face of the pub-

lic by men who know how weak the mind of the multitude Is. 	 ''	 Ger-

man designers were more concerned with profits than principles. 'Their

work . . is unrestrained, exuberant; they make short work of styles;

they blend the conventional and the natural apparently without a pang;

.there is what the moral Englishman would call a want of principle

in their proceeding . '" Finally, German manufacturers were seen as

duplicitous, flooding the English market with shoddy goods while keep-

ing their own best designs for themselves 'It is the greatest of

.istakes. . . to think that all things "made in Germany1' are of this
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(hideous] description This "class of goods" is for export only You

will find in alnst every German principality local manufactures of

astounding merit - excellent, if traditional, in design, and equally

excellent in workmanship. ' '

The French came in for their share of criticism, for the extra-

vagances of Art Nouveau were also perceived as a corrupting influence

on British design as well as a reflection of moral decadence These

fears were exacerbated when Mr. George Donaldson, vice-president of

the Jury for Awards for furniture at the Paris Exhibitions of 1889 and

1900, donated a selection of 'Jew Art' furniture by Louis )tajorelle

and Emile Gallé, among others, to the Victoria and Albert Museum in

1901. Donaldson also hoped to arrange a traveling exhibition to

introduce the new style to manufacturers and artisans in the north

This provoked an uproar of protest in the art journals A typical

example is the editorial comment in The Artist, 'Designers' Jottings'

In the 'Architectural Review' for September appear some
very severe strictures on the admission to the South Ken-
sington Museum of a quantity of examples of 'L'Art Nouveau,'
the abominable craze which is afflicting so many young
designers of to-day. Obviously the writer starts with the
assumption that, to persons with healthy bodies and any
degree of natural refinement, 'L'Art Nouveau' is repugnant
and detestable... Myself agreeing with and thoroughly endor-
sing the writer's views, I deeply regret that it cannot be
said that designers support such condemnation with a unani-
mous voice.'

Aymer Vallance reiterated this criticism In a review of the 1903

exhibition of the Society of Arts and Crafts, in which he equated Art

Nouveau with pestilential Illness:

one cannot but feel gravely apprehensive of the future,
lest that disastrous epidemic, so-called the "Jew Art,"
which has already ravaged the length and breadth of the
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continent of Europe, should become accilmatised amongst
ourselves Hitherto our British stolidity and self-
sufficiency have saved us as a nation from this foreign
contagion, notwithstanding, certain signs of its presence
indicate that here and there some unfortunate has become
infected with the insidious disease 17

English household art, and thereby the life of the nation, was

threatened by forces from within and without - what had gone wrong'

In the eyes of the new generation of writers on interior decoration

the liberal values expressed in the interior were clearly responsible

for the nation's decline. Individuality, eclecticism, cosmoplitanism,

the control of the home by women, even science all came to be seen as

having had a destructive, rather than an enriching, effect on the

national psyche and were repudiated with a violence that at times

verged on hysteria. Even the progressive power of art itself to re-

fine and ennoble, the most fundamental article of faith to the earlier

decorators, was not only questioned but spurned with words that con-

veyed an unmistakeable sense of desperation. A typical example is the

following, from The Architectural Review of 1900.

The worship of Art - fine Art, high Art, Art with a
capital A - is one of the grimmest bits of tragi-comedy of
our day. We go about the affair with malice prepense; de-
liberately and self-consciously we propose to coerce her to
come and set up her abiding place beneath our roof We fill
our houses with innumerable objects presumably pleasurable
to her, we spend our wealth in crowding ourselves out of our
own homes, our leisure in the incessant toil of their main-
tenance, our repose in anxiety and comparison Room after
room, heaped up with costly treasures, serve as avenue to
the locked shrine which terminates the vista, behind which
Art herself should be. Is she? We dare not put the key in
the lock.
Open not the door of the shrine! - there is no Art there,

there never was - and the blood will ooze out and make a
mess, and perhaps a stain not to be rubbed out from our
memories - the blood of the patient joyless worker crushed
and torn by the wheels of this inexplicable apparatus
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The principle of individuality came to be seen as an excuse for

seif-aggrandisement and competitive display Its importance dwindled

rapidly, although many writers continued to acknowledge its value in

minor ways When R. Goulburn Lovell listed 'Seven Essentials for suc-

cessful interiors' in his book Home Interiors of 1913, individuality

was the last to be mentioned, following utility, unity, proportion,

principality, repetition and colour Instead of a profound aff Irma-

tion of personal identity on the part of the homeowner, the expression

of Individuality was now a relatively insignificant responsibility of

the designer whose task was to 'endeavour to Impart to the treatment

any known characteristics of the occupiers who must do the rest by

introducing the books, the pictures, the colours and the general

surroundings which appeal to them.'

For others, individuality and personal expression in building and

decoration was simply another manifestation of the current Incompe-

tence of British design, as in a review of 'Architecture at the Royal

Academy' in which the critic fumed 'It Is Just this reiterated

assertion of the "personality of the artist" that arouses the feeling

bow immensely modern architecture would gain in depth and seriousness,

were it far more traditional, pedantic, and dry, and far less ori-

ginal, eclectic, and "up to date."' 2° Aymer Vallance used the concept

of Individuality as an insult to hurl at those who connected Art Nou-

veau with the work of William Morris:

Not only are they not identical in origin and inspiration,
but they are diametrically antagonistic to one another in
principle. The primary aim of William Morris and his school
was to gather up, with the deepest veneration for history,
the threads of tradition where they re broken off, and
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thence, if it might be, in patience and humility to develop
on the old lines whereas the new school has quarrelled
utterly with the past	 It prides itself on its individual-
ity Whatever else it enjoins, novelty is the first essen-
tial of its being, novelty at any cost.2'

In part this rejection of personal expression was a reflection of

the uncertainty that accompanied rapid social change at the turn of

the century. The epithet 'vulgar' had always been feared, but a grow-

ing awareness of social divisions based upon differing class interests

now made it important not to be seen as competing for status too open-

ly by the display of individual tastes and preferences Fear of expo-

sure to social ridicule replaced frustration with the constraints of

convention that had been so characteristic of the literature inspired

by Xiii In a passage from The Apartments of the House, anxiety about

social mobility was projected quite straight-forwardly upon the

furniture.

Of late years furniture has been attempting to run alone; it
has lost its old esprit de corps, and it has become neces-
sary, in order for it to obtain due recognition, constantly
to make its influence felt, like vulgar people who have been
placed in positions which their early training have not I it-
ted them for, and find it necessary constantly to insist on
a due recognition of their importance.

Self-expression had become more hazardous. In its place, the new

writers sought to cultivate an atmosphere of emotional reserve which

they promoted as a necessary reform. In Nodern British Domestic

Architecture and Decoration of 1901, Charles Holme coupled this

reformation of the national character with understatement in

decoration:

Last of all, household furniture is a thing for household
use, not for show, and persons of taste feel instinctively
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that it ought to be in perfect keeping with the quiet dress
of the period, neither profuse in rich ornamentation, nor
yet blatant In the vigour of its plain simplicity

This applies to all people, but it is applicable above all
to Anglo-Saxons, whose delight in reserved ways of life has
long been a distinguishing and admirable trait of their
character

Bolme reinforced his convictions by citing the architect Reginald

Blonifield, who asserted the fundamental 'Englishness' of emotional

detachment.

As a people we rather pride ourselves on the resolute
suppression of any florid display of feeling, but art in
this country Is so completely divorced from every-day
existence, that it never seems to occur to an Englishman to
import some of this fine insular quality Into his daily
surroundings

Itany of the liberal decorators had also tried to suppress excessive

display by encouraging 'studied plainness', but their goal had been to

soften the rough edges of the energetic nouveaux riches and riot to

correct a perceived failing of the nation as a whole

This attitude of reserve and self-effacement was intimately con-

nected with the perceived decline in Britain's pre-eminence as a world

power. If she could no longer be first, she would abandon the fight;

if she were destined to become inconspicuous in comparison with

others, she would embrace inconspicuousness as If it were the superior

choice. This longing for distance from competitive struggle rein-

forced Britain's difficulties in competing successfully in the world

market. A review of 'Artistic Furniture at the Chicago Exhibition' in

The Art Journal of 1893 noted how this change in attitude affected

Britain's performance at International exhibitions.
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When one reaches the centre of the Manufacturers' Building
where the four great nations, Great Britain, the United
States, France, and Germany meet, one is at once struck with
the fact, that, whereas the three last mentioned have each
made a determined effort to create an impression by the
beauty of an Imposing façade, Great Britain, notwithstanding
the undoubted merit of her manufactures exhibited, has neg-
lected to make any attempt to impress the crowds of casual
observers with her claime to greatness, and consequently
these claime will be ignored by nine out of ten of them It
is regrettable that this should be the case, and this
supineness places our exhibitors at a considerable dis-
advantage.

Where the liberal decorators had promoted individuality through

diversity, eclecticism and the free combination of elements, the new

generation of decorators made vigorous attempts to impose restraint.

The object of this restraint was the pernicious materialism of the

liberal interior. The fruits of International trade and Industrialism

were now deplored rather than celebrated and the literature on decora-

tion was no longer redolent with the sensuous pleasures of color, tex-

ture and form as they had been twenty years earlier. The new mater-

ials, such as Imitation tapestry, that had so delighted many of the

earlier decorators were now described as 'artistic outrages' invented

in America, where a boorish taste for competitive display continued to

linger. This point was made by J H. Elder-Duncan, the editor of The

Architectural Review and the author of The House Beautiful and Useful

(1907), in his discussion of wall papers.

It is, perhaps, opportune here to say that America is
responsible for most of the developments in modern wall
coverings, and also for the artistic horrors that from time
to time are let loose upon our market. The American has an
unwholesome craze for novelty at any cost, and he changes
his wall papers frequently in the hope of having something
different to his neighbors.
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The only remedy for such depraved ostentation was 'severe self-

restraint', 'reticence', 'modesty', 'renunciation', 'subordination',

even 'order and repression' - such words echoed again and again

throughout the decorating literature of the pre-Var period 	 'Licence

has been carried far enough' admonished the Architectural Review "

'The most worthy are the most unobtrusive,' observed Xrs Watson, in

The Art of the HOUSe '

Eclectic interiors were not only inherently meterialistic, they

were incoherent as well. Again, it was the excessive individualism of

the British character that was responsible and in need of corrective

restraint.

Perhaps at no period in the world's history has more been
said and attempted in the cause of personal liberty than in
the century in which we live As to whether all these
strenuous efforts have been of the advantage that some would
claim for them is a question that is beyond our power to
answer, but certain it is that as far as the art of the
nineteenth Century is concerned the results up to a definite
point have tended to incoherency and what one might call a
kind of topsy-turvydom in design The spirit of the century
affirms in a voice that will not be silenced the absolute
right of every individual to settle for himself all ques-
tions affecting his own affairs And he has done it with a
vengeance in regard to the decorating and plenishing of his
home.2'

According to Elder-Duncan, the preference for picturesque variety

represented 'an aggressive trait in the English character' that re-

sulted in rooms with 'an unsettled and Nbitty appearance, (where)

there is no general coherence and atmosphere, and each article vies

with its neighbor to attract attention.'° The architect John Cash

described the eclectic approach to decoration as 'the indiscriminate

throwing together of odds and ends without anything in comeon, a
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companionship of incompatibles '' The corrective principle advocated

by these decorators was unity ' 	 the greatest necessity of all is

that every architect should impress upon his client the importance of

having a definite aim in the plan and design of his house', wrote the

architect Charles Spooner 'What he needs and should have is a com-

plete, uniform scheme throughout his home Opposed styles cannot be

made to accord in the same building.' 	 Unity could be achieved

through the use of a linilted range of light colours such as buff or

grey, fewer iten of furniture and the use of fitments and other

built-in arrangements. But above all unity was to be enforced by a

strict adherence to a single style 	 'Now, we are all striving to do

the right thing We are all stirred more or less by the craving for

the correct ' wrote H. 3. Jennings in Our Homes and How to Beautify

Them of 1902, a sentiment reminiscent of the literature written before

the 1870s.

The principle of unity within the home could also be a way of con-

trolling the strange new complexities of modern life. 'We live in an

age of too much crowding, we overload our time-tables, our digestions,

our visiting list, and above everything our houses', wrote Xrs Stal-

lard, author of The House as Home of 1913. 'We should try as best we

can to build, to decorate, to furnish our houses as one whole, never

in a multiplicity of detail losing sight of true proportion. We

should aim at broad effects and restful tones to act as an antidote to

the rushing world outside.'

One reason for the failure of the liberal interior, according to

these writers, was the spurious authority of the earlier generation of

decorators. Even the artist, the ultimate arbiter of elegance for the
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earlier writers on decoration, could now no longer be relied upon to

aid the home decorator in avoiding the pitfalls of materialism

Elder-Duncan, for one, had a low opinion of the sumptuous artists'

houses that had been so lovingly described by Xrs Haweis

One of the cardinal sins in decoration and furnishing is
over-elaboration In this respect even the artist may not
be a safe guide I remember the house of a Royal Academic-
ian which was so full of furniture - and such furniture -
that it was a positive weariness to traverse the rooms, and
the wall-surfaces were so bedizened with ornament that the
eye vainly searched for a piece of plain surface. One could
only marvel at the contrast between the art which had se-
cured the owner a place among the iirimortals, and the art
which he had deliberately chosen f or his home surround-
ings.

But the real villian of the piece was the lady decorator Lewis P

Day's contemptuous article in the Art Journal of 1893, 'Decoration by

Correspondence', heralded a torrent of condemnation of lady decora-

tors in the art press, the favourable view of women that had been so

pervasive in the decorating literature of the 1870s evaporated. Not

only did the amateur status of the lady decorator make her suspect,

but the whole idea of women aspiring to a professional position of

power and influence was rejected Some of the most vituperative

critics were other women In her book The Art of the House of 1897,

Rosamund Watson vilified the artistic judgement of lady decorators to

a degree that no man equalled.

But, nowadays, there is no mistaking the evidences of in-
creased feminine activity the Jejune allurements of the
lady decorator and her pupils assail you both at home and
abroad, from countless shop-windows as well as from your own
domestic hearth 'Art at Home' is the Dweller on the Thres-
hold brought up to date. Nothing is sacred to the amateur
decorator, the more especially if she be a woman. Once she
was content to glut the market with terra-cotta 'plaques,'
vases, flower-pots, and other combinations in the same
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material, with rickety milking-stools and beer-barrel
stands, sticky, uncomely, bsdizened out of knowledge, and
all hand-painted Now she attacks with fury and at large,
never a door-panel or an uncovered wall space that is safe
from her enthusiastic pencil

Vatson continued in this vein for several pages, finally concluding

that the hand-painting habit be recognised as a disease and that a

home be established 'for the restraint and special treatment of its

victime and the general good of the community at large'.

The current writers felt that decoration should be left to

'experts'. ' .the advice of experts is certainly much less costly

than the unguided purchasing of bad furniture', wrote Norman Shaw in

The British Home of Today of 1904. • It is conceit, I fear, that leads

to a downfall in imost projects of house decoration. The expert is

left out of the scheme altogether, simply because every owner of a

house TM knows what he likes, TM and can't be happy until he gets the

bungling that delights his unformed taste

For the most part, these experts were men Often they were archi-

tects, a profession that was very difficult for women to enter

After the turn of the century, very few books on Interior decoration

were written by women Those writers that were women continued to

assert the supremacy of women in the home - 'Wan never was, and never

will be, a home-maker;' wrote Xrs Arthur Stallard, 'that greatest of

all powers, to my mind, is vested solely in woman" - but by this

time they were lonely voices.

Instead, most authors made It clear that the home was to be organ-

ised around the needs of the man of the house, and women were rarely

mentioned For example, the architects Crouch and Butler quoted Sir
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Henry Vooton who described the home as A kind of private prince-

dom' 42 They demoted the drawing-room and the morning-room, once the

headquarters of the women of the family, to 'subsidiary roome . which

the ordinary middle-class man may consider necessary to his comfort

and happiness','3 and in their appendix they include plans for a house

with seven bedroome, 'suitable for the simple tastes of a quiet, home-

loving man'."

For the liberal decorators, the intellectual leadership of women

in the domestic sphere was to be the first step towards equality in

the larger world The new decorators, on the other hand, were firm in

their belief that women should be restricted to a supportive role of

wife and mother within the home In part this development was aided

by the growing crisis in domestic service. As more jobs became avail-

able in shops and offices working-class women opted f or greater inde-

pendence, and, as a consequence, there were fewer servants to help the

middle-class family with its housework. The literature of the Pre-War

period indicated that more women were taking on this work themeelves

In A S. Jennings' book, The Home Beautiful of 1908, advice on kitchen

decoration was tempered by the recognition that the 'good housewife

who does the cooking herself, or at least assists with it, wants a

bright room in which to do her work..

V. Shaw Sparrow was more severe

A woman is a fraud if she marries before she has taught
herself to be a housekeeper: she is the queen of a little
kingdom and should know her duties from the first hour of
her reign, and this responsibility is all the more honour-
able because a home is a nation in miniature "
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These reactionary Ideas were reflected in their views on the kind

of education that was appropriate for women Sparrow felt that all

women and girls should be required to pass a course in Household

Economics,'7 while the architect Edward S Prior suggested that girls

should be taught to work samplers at home and at school ' The Artist

supported these views by welcoming the reappearance of the spinning

wheel in the drawing room and noted that 'The Queen set the fashion

some years ago of spinning wool with her own hands ''

For these writers, the ultimate task of woman was motherhood, and

the men who wrote about the home used lofty language to idealise this

role.

There is only one artist whose achievements make every
type of society from the earliest to the latest; and that
creator is Motherhood lapoleon understood this, but most
men are so blind to it that they put up monuments to glorify
their own sex, instead of raising a cathedral church to the
Mothers of England &O

There was one indication in the literature, however, of the gains

in independence that women had made and that was in regard to the

decoration of flats. By the end of the century the idea of a woman

living alone, outside the family circle, was no longer disreputable

and some of the writers provided practical help with this kind of

accommodation. For example, In Sin11 Homes and How to Furnish Thein

Mrs. Yaldemar Leverton devoted a chapter to the decoration of 'A

Girl's Bed-Sitting Room' and was quite matter-of-fact about the re-

quirements of the 'bachelor-girl':

Since the bachelor-girl has established herself, the neces-
sity for finding a suitable abiding place for her frequently
arises. Furnished apartments, ladies' residential clubs,
and boarding houses are, no doubt, excellent In their way,
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and serve to meet the requirements of many, but there are
amongst us girls who long for a place of their very own, a
kind of sanctum sanctorum, which, apart from its more
economical advantages, gives a certain feeling of rest and
security which no other place can possibly afford "

Xrs Leverton went on to recommend a combined bed-sitting-room that

could be heated by a single fire, and gave advice on transforming the

bed into a couch during the day

As the decorators of the Edwardian period pursued their tenacious

assault on liberal principles in interior decoration even the author-

ity of science became suspect. Science as applied to the home had

once been a liberating force, and the latest application of cleanli-

ness theory bad been the mark of the modern and up-to-date homeowner

But attitudes had changed 'The fact is, science is a good god

enough, but he has been too superstitiously worshipped', wrote Edward

Prior.'2 'Hygiene is an ugly word, and most people would tell you it

is an ugly subject,' added Nrs Stallard;' .we do not introduce the

subject of hygiene into our polite conversation "

Decorative arrangements that would have been anathema to the liber-

al writers - tapestry nailed directly to the wall, fitted carpets,

four-poster beds with canopies - were all recommended, often in the

name of nostalgic association. Particularly notable was the return of

the wooden bedstead, and the metal bed was especially reviled for its

lack of romance.

• . . it stands indubitably and unblushingly convicted of
sanitariness, but it is void both of pertinence and of
comeliness. You have, indeed, but to consider, however
lightly, the ordinary accessories of life as it was, to
realize the latter-day divorce of poetry from our material
environments, of appropriate sentiment from furniture "
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Instead, Mrs Watson invoked quaint images of richly carved Tudor

and Jacobean beds, with panelling 'designed more or less like the

reredoes of an altar''5 Elaborate Venetian and French beds were also

inspiring 'The whole thing has the glamour of a fairy tale La Belle

au Bols Dorniante, or even Gautier's Clarimonde, might have lain her

down to sleep in just such a blue pavilion as this " The journals,

such as the Ngazine of Art, frequently contained illustrations of

ideal bedrooms that now included beds with canopies and some with

partial curtains (Figs. 34 & 35).

Individualism, eclecticism, science, the power of women - all these

liberal principles had caused the decline of the home and had weakened

the moral fibre of the nation But the greatest betrayal of all was

the cosmopolitanism of the liberal interior

According to these revisionist writers, the liberal decorators,

aided by industrialism, had ruptured the long tradition of English

craftsmanship that had brought enduring significance to the furnish-

ing of the home 'There has been a break in the continuity of artis-

tic life,' wrote Crouch and Butler, 'and the unerring stimulus of a

unbroken Tradition has been lost '	 The architect John Cash remin-

isced nostalgically about how he thought this tradition had been

implemented in the past

There was a time, long since passed, when the home furnish-
ing - a serious matter - received careful consideration,
when renewal with each spring cleaning was not thought of,
when household gods had stately dignity, and were made for
the niche Into which they were placed and for no other
More of solid strength than comfort they had doubtlessly,
reflecting the character of the age when squire and yeoman
sought little repose between field and bed.
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As well as destroying the enduring stability of the English home,

this break had also obliterated the sense of relatedness between the

home and the national landscape

Since the English house cannot escape from these traditional
and climate considerations, It is ridiculous for it to turn
cosmopolitan The continental traditions of schloss1
palazzo, and château are not ours. Cosy rather than
palatial must be our roome; 	 it Is for England that the
English house must be designed

The liberal decorators had introduced foreign goods Into the domes-

tic sphere and had distorted the environment which was to foster the

British character Mrs Watson attacked these alien influences with

pungent words and dispensed evenhanded censure to decorators with both

egalitarian and aristocratic ideals

Every now and again (but fortunately seldom) you are brought
to realize fully and newly the great decorative darkness
from which the taste of to-day, for all its faults and ex-
crescences, Is gradually emerging .. You may chance upon a
beautiful old Georgian house infested by latter-day Vandals
who have not hesitated - nay, who have even delighted - to
dishonour its comfortable statliness with the ordinary
trophies of travel, Immoderately disfiguring the walls and
the floors of it with stuffed beasts and hides, with debased
Japanese grotesques, common Chinoiseries, Ill-selected
spoils of all sorts from the East, representative of every-
thing that is tiresome and obvious in Oriental decoration

Some thirty years ago it was that our shores and our homes
were generally Invaded by the horde of enterprising aliens,
who conceived the idea of decorating the English drawing-
room, then stolidly complacent in its white and golden
glories, with sham Renaissance devices - of showing the
British householder how the lilies grow on the banks of
Italy.°

Why need the interior decorator go so far afield, asked the new

generation of writers, when the English decorative tradition was so
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rich' '	 we have so much fine old furniture of our own that the

acquisition of foreign pieces seems incongruous,' averred Elder-

.0P'
Duncan Crouch and Butler emphatically agreed

As we are appealing mainly to English-speaking people, we
shall confine our attention in the main to English forms and
types, for the genius of the Anglo-Saxon race has always
been of a sturdy character, and, though influenced at times
by foreign fashions, has always been strong enough to assert
itself and to work out forms in harmony with the tendency of
its own national life and character. '

The liberal decorators did not give up without a fight, and for a

brief period there was a lively debate in the literature about the

comparative advantages and disadvantages of cosmopolitan and national-

Istic art One article on this subject that transcended mere jingoism

was 'Cosmopolitan Art. A Friendly Dispute between Mr Selwyn Image

and Mr Lewis F. Day', published in The Art Journal of 1902

Selwyn Image - There is no more fundamental fallacy than
to suppose that art should be something cosmopolitan, know-
ing neither age not country.
Lewis F. Day - Why? of course, a man's work will betray

his age and country, but surely the less he thinks about it
the better. Let him say his say. The world may be his
audience. Why not? Art is a language of wider than nation-
al comprehension, and seems, therefore, just the one form of
expression which can and should be cosmopolitan

S. I. - I am sure, when he is full-fledged, a man may as-
similate much that is foreign and still be a Briton. But
seeing that every nation's art Is based on, and differen-
tiated by, certain national characteristics, I would have
students wholly taught and thoroughly grounded In these
first. . . . let a man know his own country before he is off
galavanting abroad. 2

They finally agreed to disagree, an indication that positions on these

emotionally-charged issues were hardening
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The new decorators were unanimous in the opinion that, above all

else, the English home should inspire a sense of national Identity, of

'Englishness', from which foreign influences should be excluded To

this end the style of home decoration should reflect purely native

traditions Many of the liberal decorators had also celebrated the

virtues of old English furnishings, especially those from the Georgian

period. To this earlier generation these objects had appealed because

they were quaint and old-fashioned, not because they were perceived as

necessary to a program of national revitalisation. In the view of the

new decorators, however, the home was to play a more aggressive role

in the formation of national character

In order to foster a more self-conscious sense of identity, the new

authorities on decoration endowed parts of the house with historical

and symbolic significance that the earlier writers had, if not corn-

pletely ignored, then not emphasised excessively The hail was seen

as especially important, and many of the writers lovingly described

the evolution of this room from Saxon times But the feature of the

home that received the most attention was the fireplace

Many writers devoted complete chapters to the fireplace, while

others wrote entire books on the subject, such as Chimney Pieces and

Thgle Nooks by Guy Cadogan Rothery and The English Fireplace by L A.

Shuffrey, both published in 1912 The nationalist decorators repeat-

edly stressed the sacred nature of the hearth and often described it

as a 'shrine' or 'altar', although Rothery conceded that it was a

relatively recent invention. 'So imich romance attaches to the phrase

"hearth and home," so deep is the sentiment connected with it and all

that it conjures up to the Imagination, that it is extremely difficult
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to realize how new are those things known to us as fireplaces and

chimney-pieces

'All our Anglo-Saxon sentiment clings to the chimney corner or its

modern equivalent', affirmed H J Jennings when he compared the Eng-

lish fireplace to the Continental stove 'The open grate, the cheer-

ful glow of a wood or coal fire, the comfortable chimney-piece - they

embody a tradition, and are typical of a deep-rooted home feeling

which few of us would be willing to give up, even for a scientific

system and greater economy " 'The fireplace, as an immortal need,

goes on for ever,' stated Xrs. Watson, 5 while the author of a feature

article in The Cabinet Jiaker of 1910 characterised the English

fireside as the centre of the Empire

'Each men's chimney is his golden milestone; is the central
paint from which he measures every distance In the gateways
of the world around him • That Is the opinion of the
British open fire which Is held by millions of English-
speaking people. Not only in these Islands, but on the
frontiers of India, in South Africa, New Zealand, wherever
the British flag flies, the hearth, as the embodiment of the

home and family life, is venerated '

These affirmations of the sacredness of hearth and home all

stressed the sense of comforting warmth at the heart of a protective

enclosure. By contrast, in the interior inspired by liberal prin-

ciples the chimneypiece had displayed objects representing the outside

world, a sampling of the best of all cultures, for the contemplation

and edification of the family The artistic merit of the fireplace

had been of primary importance In comparison with the rhetoric of

the nationalist decorators, the tone of the Garretts' advice on

chimney-piece decoration had been more prosaic
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Then if the ornaments on the chiumey-piece are really orna-
ments and are tastefully arranged, the fire-place, which in
an English room, is after all the chief point of interest
for nine months out of every twelve, will become more worthy
of the Important position it occupies in the domestic
circle

In practical tern the Inflation of the fireplace as the symbolic

centre of the home was accompanied by its reduction In size and visual

weight as a decorative element By the late 1890s the overmantel,

with its 'gimcrack conceits of ill-planned rails and shelves, of "art"

tiles, of panels showing misbegotten Japanese birds and berries on

gilded backgrounds' according to Mrs Watson,	 had all but disap-

peared. In The New Home of 1898 by Mrs Peel, the Illustrations show

transitional fireplace treatments in which flowers and art pottery

were displayed on much-reduced overmantels which were either left

plain or very simply draped (Figs 36 & 37) 	 By 1912, however, the

reviewer of Rothery's book in The Cabinet Naker Bnd Complete House

Furnisher illustrated two mantelpieces in which woodwork was hardly

used at all, the fireplace surrounds being almost entirely composed of

brick (Figs 38 & 39).

The primary way in which national Identity could find, visual

expression in the home, however, was through the exclusive use of

native styles of decoration. 'Make friends, then, with the English

tradition, be national in your taste and you cannot then be wrong',

exhorted V. Shaw Sparrow. ' 'There is one thing about the English

styles that recommends them,' asserted H J. Jennings, '- they are

expressive of a certain national sentiment which finds its strongest

note in the family circle when gathered round the table at the evening

meal. T0 The styles that were most favoured as the carriers of this
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national sentiment were a combination of Elizabethan and Jacobean, the

Georgian style, the Arts and Crafts style, and the simplified hybrid

style of the 'cottage' interior

-	 The Elizabethan style aroused the greatest patriotic fervour, for

it represented that period of history when England emerged as a clear-

ly defined nation-state. As the historian Bill Schwarz has summar-

ised, 'The construction of the Tudor state and the fierce imprint of

protestantism together moulded for the first time an identifiable

national consciousness.'" The nationalist decorators hoped to revive

this consciousness by recreating the image of the Tudor home

H. J. Jennings introduced the Elizabethan style by noting that it

represented the 'last gasp' of expiring Gothic influence. This was

not the greatest of its virtues, however, for it also called forth all

the most deeply held for associations of hearth and home.

there is yet another, and a still more important, point
in connection with the Elizabethan style which must not be
Ignored It was the outward and visible manifestation of
the idea that is conveyed in the phrase 'English home,' For
'home,' as we now understand it, was then assuming a def in-
able shape The family was beginning to associate itself,
as a detail of the national habit, with a common domicile
Note the vast importance given to the chimney-piece in the
Elizabethan and Jacobean times. The Ingle was the focussing
point of the family life, the hallowed spot where old and
young net in quiet restfulness after the day's labours, and
to which the memories of the children tenderly flew back In
after years. ifence the space devoted to the chimney-piece,
the loving spirit in which it was wrought, the artistic
sincerity that was often put into it

Crouch and Butler were among the most committed advocates of the

Elizabethan interior, and they enthusiastically recommended the ex-

posed beams, moulded plaster ceilings, flagstone floors and sturdy

Joiner-made chests, tables and settles that characterised the period
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They rejoiced in romantic associations and were especially partial to

the dark reflective quality of old oak panelling that could conjure up

a dream world more enticing than reality

In the evening when the fire burns brightly in the grate,
when the lamps are lighted and the curtains drawn 1 it is
seen perhaps to the best advantage The surrounding objects
are reflected in the soft glossy surface of the oak in a dim
uncertain fashion - not as in a mirror but rather as objects
are seen in a deep brown pool in the solemn recesses of the
woods It is that borderland between the real and visible
and the unseen world of romence which has such a nameless
charm for old and young

They also believed that this style had been created by the unbroken

tradition of quality handicraft which was responsible for its unequal-

led artistic success Their description of this reveals the idealisa-

tion typical of the nationalist decorators when discussing this

period

It was a comparatively easy thing for a great noble of
Elizabeth's time to build a house in which every part should
be harmonious and true to style, because everybody who work-
ed for him, from the master builder to the meanest workman,
was imbued with traditionary knowledge, and able to do his
work with spirit and unity '

Furthermore, in their view, it was during this period that the

middle-class first developed a life-style of some ease and luxury

It was in Elizabeth's time that Englishmen first had the
leisure to consider seriously the comforts and conveniences
of life.. . . in the houses of the better-to-do citizens and
menchantmen, as Harrison tells us, one might find 'great
provision of tapestry, Turkey work, pewter, brass, fine
linen, and thereto costly cupboards of plate worth five or

six hundred or a thousand pounds,' and he further tells us
that 'even the inferior artificers and many farmers have for
the most part learned also to garnish their cupboards with
plate, their joined beds with tapestry and silk hangings,
and their tables with carpets and fine napery.'75
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In the Elizabethan interiors they illustrate, however, few of these

accessories are visible	 Instead they pictured as ideal interiors

rooms from period buildings which they peopled with figures in con-

temporary Edwardian dress In one such example, St nary's Hall in

Coventry (FIg. 40), a gentleman sits on a hard bench to read his news-

paper while his wife brings covered dishes with the evening meal to

place on the huge unadorned table, both of them oblivious to the

starkness of the towering stonework and half-timbers that surround

them

Writers such as H. S. Jennings, Crouch and Butler and Sparrow con-

tributed to the popularity of the Elizabethan interior and stimulated

the desire for original pieces. 'Beautiful specimens of this furni-

ture Inlaid in natural woods in perfect condition are to be had In

Shropshire, Cheshire, and the adjoining counties', enthused Crouch and

Butler " The journals of the furniture trade were more cynical, for

in fact very little from this period remained. Articles such as

'Frauds in Oak Furniture' 77 or 'An Artist in Fraud' 7 appeared fre-

quently and provided detailed Instructions for the processing of wood

with nitric acid and hot ammonia to simulate antique oak. They de-

scribed as well the close relationship between manufacturers of faked

antiques and dealers In remote districts who would 'salt' country inns

and cottages with quaint pieces to deceive the week-ending city-

dweller in search of genuine old work Although they were critical of

such practices, the journals also published measured 'how-to' diagrame

such as 'A Yorkshire Jacobean Buffet, 1630', as ' guides to

reproduction. (Fig 41)'
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Despite the hazards of decorating in this style The Cabinet Maker

and Complete House Furnisher of 1912 noted that 'there is a widespread

demand for reproductions of Elizabethan and Jacobean furniture',° and

few people must have worried about strict historical accuracy The

furniture exhibition held at Earl's Court in 1912 was entitled 'Shake-

speare's England' and featured a number of charming roome in the Tudor

style which were nonetheless contemporary in proportion, furniture

arrangement and degree of comfort They included fittings such as

electric lights and washstands unknown in Elizabeth's time but fabri-

cated with an unmistakeably Tudor flair. (Fig 42)

one cannot expect that everyone will be satisfied with roome of

the character we have described', conceded Crouch and Butler. 'To

some natures they would appear crude and archaic and not sufficiently

luxurious. '	 For natures such as these the Georgian style was seen

as traditional enough to promote a sense of national identity 	 ' . in

this age of rush and fast living (1 do not mean in the sense of riot-

ing, but of motor-cars), the medallions, wreaths, urns, and simple

traceries of the brothers Adam are infinitely soothing', sighed Xrs.

Stallard	 Although the nationalist decorators gave high praise to

various features - 'The Georgian grate, from an artistic point of

view, was one of the most beautiful it was possible to have,' wrote

Elder-Duncan - nevertheless the style did not seize their imagina-

tions to nearly the same extent as the Elizabethan, and it was recom-

mended most often for bedroome (Fig. 43)

The trade journals told a somewhat different story, however, for

furniture in the style of Chippendale, 'Adau', Sheraton and Hepple-

white was enduringly popular and in demand An increasing number of
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specialist publications appeared, such as The Chippendale Period in

English Furniture by K Warren Clouston of 1898 and English Furniture

of the Eighteenth Century by Herbert Cescinsky of 1910, that provided

detailed information about measurements and construction Exact re-

productions were made from the nxre costly woods, such as mahogany,

and therefore represented the upper end of the market 'If the shades

of our 18th century forefathers actually returned', began a lead arti-

cle in The Cabinet Maker of 1910, 'present day furnishings would

have few surprises for them . Furniture, wall papers, chintzes,

china, and silver, designed and wrought by 18th century makers, are

being faithfully copied to-day	 During the past year, there has been

little demand for any furniture except either genuine antiques or

reproductions from the antique, and there is no likelihood of a change

in the near future.'' A similar article entitled 'Progres6 or Pla-

giarism " warned that 'by tacitly accepting the work of eighteenth-

century cabinet makers as the highest form of artistic expression in

wood we shut and bolt the door on further developments '

For the homeowner who was not afraid to be innovative or even

avante-garde, many of the nationalist decorators suggested furnishing

in the Arts and Crafts style There was, however, vigorous conflict

between the writers as to the value and appropriateness of work that

was not based upon historical precedent 	 '. the originality that has

been most in evidence in the modern arts and crafts movement has been

a desperate endeavour to clothe old articles in new forme,' warned

Elder-Duncan, 'generally with most distastrous results to their prac-

tical utility, and dubious effect in the matter of abstract beauty

Furthermore, the curvilinear forms favoured by many Arts and Crafts
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designers were perilously close to the horrors of Art Nouveau	 In a

review of 'Officers' Ideal Quarters' at the Earl's Court Military

Exhibition of 1901 that featured interiors in the Arts and Crafts

style (Fig 44), the writer felt it necessary to add a defensive note

'the furniture . is in every way typically English, that is to say it

is designed with a view for comfort and solidity, its beauty lies in

the structural element, and the material is not forced into incorigru-

ous shapes ' He then went on to savage Continental furniture for Its

use of excessively curved forn that he felt were more suitable for

iron than wood

On the other hand, even the most assertively chauvinist writers

such as H. J Jennings and V Shaw Sparrow championed the Arts and

Crafts style, and Crouch and Butler illustrated half-timbered 'Tudor'

roo	 filled with furniture decorated with birds, trees and other

organic motifs (Figs. 45 & 46). Jennings termed the style 'The New

English Renaissance' which he insisted was clearly distinct from the

'delirious phantasies' of 'the Scotto-Continental uNew Art"'	 and

Sparrow urged his readers to patronize the Arts and Crafts cabinet-

makers such as Sidney Barnsley, Ernest Gimeon and C R. Ashbee, or

like-minded architects such as C F A. Voysey or M H Baillie Scott

who would design special furniture or whole interiors for their

clients.

But there were serious difficulties with decorating in the Arts and

Crafts style In a thoughtful article entitled 'Some Notes on Old and

Jew Furniture and on Furnishing at the Present Day' published in The

Artist of 1901, Mrs William Chance compared the three alternatives

open to the would-be furnisher buying 'trade' Iteme from commercial
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firms, purchasing 'what must, for want of a better name, be called

"Arts and Crafts" things', or furnishing with old, or adaptations of

old pieces Concerning the Arts and Crafts" alternative, b-s. Chance

saw major problems	 'First of all, unless one is "in the know," and

has followed very carefully all the movements of the various schools

(and not everybody, even of the artistically-nLinded, has done this)

how is one to find out where to get these things" Secondly, since

everything must be hand-made, it was difficult to obtain what was

needed for a new home within any reasonable amount of time. Finally,

she mentioned the excessive expense of handcrafted items, and ques-

tioned the uneven level of quality of what was produced. 9 In addi-

tion, Arts and Crafts interiors were often designed to be complete

environments (Fig 44) in which a single motif was repeated through-

out They therefore required a commitment to furnishing the room or

even the entire home at one time, individual pieces were difficult to

combine with objects in other styles if decorating was to be done

gradually Indeed, a Punch cartoon of 1903 mocked a meek couple who

seem intimidated by the aggressively artistic 'total environment' of

their Arts and Crafts home. (Fig 47)

For most people, craftsman-produced furniture was prohibitively ex-

pensive, the mass-produced equivalent was the 'Quaint' style in which

decorative carving, cut-outs, inlay, and repoussé metal inserts were

produced by machinery rather than by hand Concerning the 'English-

ness' of this work and its relationship to Continental developments,

the trade journals took a practical view 'What is the difference

existing between the Quaint and the New Art as seen in this country"'

posed the author of a lead article In The Cabinet Maker of 1903
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'Very little, in fact, they are to all intents and purposes the same'

was Ms conclusion, 90 Jevertheless, the overall impression of a

'Quaint' interior was quite different from the carefully thought-out

room schemes of the Arts and Crafts designers (Fig 48) 	 But 'Quaint'

style articles were cheap to produce and the Journals acknowledged

that they appealed to the lower end of the market

Among a certain class of buyers, of course, there is always
a steady demand for reproductions of antique styles, and as
long as the public takes an intelligent interest in the
history of furniture and the history of design in furniture,
such a demand must be maintained The greater part of the
buying public, however, must always consist of those who
have little or no knowledge of the historical associations
connected with certain styles, and buy because the things
are pretty, quaint, 'unique,' as they call them or for some
similar reason '

Elizabethan, Georgian and Arts and Crafts interiors were all recog-

nized by the nationalist decorators as legitimate means with which to

bolster the sense of national Identity, despite the fact that there

were disagreements between them about how these schemes might best be

implemented in their entirety But there was one style of decorating

which they all agreed was optimal, not only for its romantic associa-

tions with the traditions of ages past but also for its practical

flexibility. The 'cottage' interior was not based on any particular

period of furnishing, instead, it represented an enduring ideal of

pastoral tranquillity

'The real heart (of England] is the cottage' wrote the novelist

Ford Xadox Ford in 1906.92 The historian B J Hobsbawm has noted

that it was during this period of pre-Var economic decline that the

'pretence that the Englishman is a thatched-cottager or country squire
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at heart' took root	 The popularity of the cottage interior also

paralleled the tremendous vogue of the period for 'country- writing'

that celebrated the ancient virtues of rural life 	 Indeed, some of it

was written by the same authors V Shaw Sparrow, for example, in

addition to his numerous books on household decoration wrote Old

England Her Story Nirrored in Her Scenes and was the editor of In

Rustic England. 94 The periodicals frequently carried reviews of books

on old cottages and farmhouses and sent artists to remote places to

copy cottage interiors that could serve a models for decorative

schemes (Pig 49)

Cottage furniture was not only indisputably English, it also repre-

sented the ideal combination of use and beauty. Furthermore, it was

affordable Elder-Duncan listed the range of items available for

those of limited means

I anticipate that the majority of readers.. will be satis-
fied to possess good old 'Cottage' furniture, and here we
have a greater choice, and at prices more suitable to the
average man's pocket For his dining-room he can have oak
in long, narrow, or gate-leg tables, settles, old Veish and.
English dressers, chests and coffers 1 Windsor or ladder-back
chairs, the latter with rush seats, and so on; for his
sitting-room, fine old bookcases, bureaux, settees, grand-
father chairs and clocks, console and card tables, all in
mahogany, for his bedroom a four-poster, dressing and tall-
boy chests, washstand, a pier-glass, an old mirror.9

Cottage furniture was also readily obtainable, for, in fantasy at

least, the country was an endless source of supply Crouch and Butler

assured their readers that Windsor chairs 'are to be found in almost

every country farmhouse kitchen in the land, sound and whole as the

day they were made ' 	 Elder-Duncan was not quite so certain: ' Our

country cottages and farmhouses have been denuded of their old tables,
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The gradual disappearance of the drawing-room reflected a greater

informality in family life, not only was the demarcation between

public and private rooms obscured by this development, but also the

distinction between different areas for men, women and children within

the home The Victorian concept of 'separate spheres' was slowly

dying out

The liteiature on interior decoration written between 1890 and 1914

reflected an important change in the idea of what the borne should be

The liberal decorators bad attempted to create a microcosm, not of the

nation, but of an ideal world based upon harmony, balance, and the

reconciliation of disparate elements through the unifying power of

art Elements from the English decorative tradition played a part in

this eclectic medley, although they represented only one voice among

many Later writers underplayed the nationalistic aspect of the work

of their predecessors and in the process they redefined nationalism

itself into something more rigid, more aggressive, and more embedded

in theories of race than the earlier decorators had imagined

The nationalist decorators conceptualised the home not as an inte-

grating symbol of an agreeable world but as a retreat from the com-

petition, materialism and social disruption of a hated present 'The

social life of a nation fluctuates, now in the direction of greater

freedom, now towards seclusion', wrote Charles Spooner 'Just at pre-

sent it would seem that the latter tendency had the greater influ-

ence • ''° For Mrs Watson, the ideal home was 'a refuge that may

be even as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land, an oasis of

infinite peace and suggestion'.'°6
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As a result of this transition a great deal of vitality went out of

the movement for home decoration The assertion of nationalistic sen-

timents involved a repudiation of modernity and a turning backward to

embrace a vision of the past that was intensely idealised, a golden

age of peace and security far removed from the anxieties of current

reality	 'Art was at one time at home in England', began the fantasy

of Crouch and Butler, '...Xen wrought in quaint and beautiful forms as

if by instinct, and it was as difficult then to produce an article bad

in form and colour as it is to produce one good In these respects to-

day I107 In practice, this obsession with the past involved not only

a rejection of the personal creativity of the home decorator but also

a loss of faith in the ability of modern designers to respond posi-

tively to modern conditions 'There appears to be a limited number of

forms, all of which have been discovered long ago', mused Spooner ioe

On the other hand, this evolution of middle-class values towards a

more self-conscious national identity brought about positive changes

as well. Liberalism, and the liberal values expressed in interior

decoration, had appealed to a relatively small group of wealthy,

sophisticated and cosmopolitan middle-class people. In contrast,

nationalism was a much more widespread phenomenon, the elastic

'Tudorbethan' style, for example, accommodated large and small houses

alike. At a time when the collective life of snll-scale comiminitIes

was rapidly disappearing, nationalism provided a sense of belonging

and protection for meny individuals who were only newly aware of the

larger world around them	 The interior decorated with nationalist

overtones therefore had a powerful emotional appeal that reflected a

genuinely populist taste.
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Furthermore, for the first time, the aristocratic ideal in decora-

tion was conspicuously absent There were few references in the

literature to upper-class homes as models to be emulated and even

large country houses, such as those featured in articles in Country

Life, were treated as objects of veneration that were shared artefacts

of the national heritage Apparantly, concern about the representa-

tion of class standing in the interior had diminished Edward Gregory

concluded that 'People in moderate circumstances whose income is de-

rived from work are finding out that it is neither comfortable or

dignified to attempt to reproduce in their own homes the domestic

environment of the leisured wealthy.'''° Perhaps one goal of the

liberal decorators had been realised and the middle class had finally

achieved a greater sense of security and confidence.
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EP I LOGUE

THE HOUSES OF JEANNETTE XARSHALL'

'We are going to trust to Curtiss' and our own taste

In what way did these theories about interior decoration become

practical realities' How did individuals pick their way through the

mass of sometime3 conflicting advice to arrive at solutions for their

own homes' Unfortunately, few unchanged interiors remain to enlighten

us, altered by renovation, replacement and 'improvement', decorations

and furnishings are part of the ephemera of daily life. For this

reason nineteenth-century diaries, when they come to light, can be a

vital source of information, offering clues not only about actual

decorative schemes but about some of the influences and motivations

that went into creating them

One such set of diaries was written by Jeannette Xarshall between

1870 and 1892, during which period she completely redecorated three

different houses with help from her family Included among her daily

notations are thorough descriptions of the colour schemes, materials,

furniture and accessories which she chose or with which she had to

make do Her accounts also provide insights into the financial and

social position of her family, her political leanings, and even the

books on decoration that she read. Finally, a photograph of her

drawing room at the turn of the century shows the result of some of
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her efforts	 In all, this rich documentation provides a remarkably

detailed picture of Jeannette's activity as a decorator

Kiss Marshall was the eldest child of John Marshall, a surgeon and

anatonast who became dean of the Medical School at University College

Hospital in 1872 and president at the Royal College of Surgeons in

1883 As he ascended the professional ladder the expansion of his

income was reflected to a certain extent in the family's patterns of

consumption - when he received the chair of anatomy at the Royal

Academy in 1873, for example, he promptly hired a second horse for the

brougham At the height of his career his salary hovered around 5OOO

a year, a sum which placed the family well within the elite of the

professional upper middle class.

But despite their ample resources, external and Internal con-

straints prevented them from assuming a lifestyle that even approached

the luxurious Marshall had four adults to support, Including two

unmarried daughters and a son who never fulfilled Ms potential and

was frequently unemployed The period of his highest earnings lasted

no more than five or cix years and, as contributory pension schemes

were virtually unknown, Marshall saved two-thirds of his peak income

f or his retirement and for the support of his heirs after his death

But in addition to these expenses, the family found It difficult to

adjust their attitudes and expectations, even In their fattest years

they practiced the same economies that had characterised the time when

Marshall was starting his practice. Indeed, despite the fact that in

religious matters they were broadminded to the extent of indifference,

they nevertheless looked upon extravagance as a major vice Even a

widowed aunt with three or four unmarried daughters and an epileptic
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son to support could be considered to be profligate ' I do not think

she is keeping within her t500 a year'' wrote Jeannette 	 'She has not

a notion of economy ' As a result of all these factors, the family

lived comparatively simply They never kept more than three servants,

plays and concerts were attended primarily when friends or grateful

patients sent free tickets, and Jeanriette spent, on average, over

three hours every day sewing, altering and refurbishing her wardrobe,

a task which she accomplished on less than L30 a year'

Certainly liberal values played a significant part in Jeannette's

world view, although her attitudes were in many ways highly ambiva-

lent	 Her father was an enlightened parent, through his involvement

with liberal causes such as the Ladies Sanitary Association he knew a

number of purposeful women whom he hoped his daughters would emulate,

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson among them Several of the girl's

governesses also held quite progressive views and one of them openly

sympathised with the revolutionaries of the Paris Commune But the

political opinions that Jeannette developed for herself were a curious

mixture of radicalism about events abroad and conservatism on Issues

that touched her more closely She expressed disappointment at the

failure of an attempt on the life of Tsar Alexander III, but when a

clash between police and a group of unemployed workers demonstrating

in Trafalgar Square ended in rioting her response was pure self-

interest. Really, London will be uninhabitable If this goes on

She was a consistent supporter of the women's rights movement, even

though its Implications for her own life were again strictly limited.

Her father not only encouraged but insisted she attend classes for

women at University College, and for a few years Jeannette enjoyed the
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intellectual stimulation they provided as well as the structure they

gave to her time although she drew the line at taking examinations 2

For a brief period she also toyed with the idea of earning her own

pocket money by writing and two of her articles were published in The

Queen, but again her initiative dwindled. She actively ridiculed the

'earnest dawdles' who went in for district visiting or promoted

Rational Dress But she considered herself a feminist nonetheless, if

only as a prop to her precarious self-esteem. In truth, her primary

activity In support of women's rights took the form of flirtatous and

provocative arguments with potential suitors, Including a surgeon she

met at a medical dance who was 'perfectly demented on the Idea of

women entering the profession Be said he was pleased to find anyone

to defend the cause so well, as I stuck to my guns, & several times

rather non-plussed him ,. 	 Notwithstanding our difference of opinion

he seem glad enough to dance with me, begged me to stay longer, and

saw me to the carriage	 I thought it my duty to open his mind a

little.' Feminism had clearly been absorbed into her view of herself.

The liberal outlook of the Marshall family was also reflected in

their love of European travel This was the one luxury the Marshalls

allowed theimseLves, and by the standards of the time Jeannette was

quite cosmopolitan in her exposure to, and appreciation f or, cultures

other than her own. Her reading lists, carefully compiled In her

diaries, indicate that books in French and German made up nearly half

of her literary fare and she made a serious study of Norwegian

language and literature But her attitude towards the foreigners she

met at home was altogether different and bordered on the xenophobic

After a garden party at the home of Mrs Aglaia Coronlo, one of the
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cultured and wealthy lonides family, she wrote 'I like to see these

queer folks nw & then, but I do not like Greeks, and never shd They

are a set of HfurrinersN of doubtful cleanliness ' Others who were

not 'British to the core' were equally suspect, especially Jews and

even members of her own family, Jeannette described an aunt-by-

marriage as 'that nasty Jewy woman ' Certainly Jeannette's elitism

was beyond question	 'I stand in a very haughty attitude with my arms

folded and an expresion of entire nonchalance and contempt of the

world in genera1' she wrote in 1882

In terms of decoration, frugality as well as liberal values seemed

to determine her initial choice of style, it was certainly the keynote

when the family home in Savile Row was refurbished in the late 1870s

by Jeannette, her mother and sister. Jeannette was a slow convert to

the 'artistic' interior, most probably because an up-to-date effect

could be achieved at modest ecpense Her father had close connections

with the circles of Xorris and Burne-Jones, 3 but Jeannette mixed with

them socially only on infrequent occasions As late as 1874 she had

criticised the home of the Ford }tadox Browns as 'peculiar' 'The

drawing room (I suppose) is carpeted with cocoa-nut matting, like our

kitchen, with common gas burners, and the most extraordinary pictures

on the walls, cane-bottomed chairs and a kind of divan in the centre,

wh I dignified by the name of the TMwoolsack".'

But within a year or two all the Marshall women were enthusiasts.

The stripped and stained the floorboards and covered tables, shelves

and corner brackets with coats of black japan varnish enlivened with

thin lines of 8ilt They also reupholstered chairs and sofas for

which they then made loose covers of Liberty chintz or floral cre-
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tonne Jeannette's special interest was in art embroidery, and she

enriched every horizontal surface with Intricate geometric mosaics

worked in silk and bright wools on dark backgrounds She railed the

designs 'oriental' and displayed her work suspended from thin brass

rails on either side of every fireplace 	 In 1889 three of her works

were accepted and displayed In the second Arts and Crafts Exhibition

and received positive notices in the Athenaeum and the Illustrated

London hews

In 1877, the schoolroom at the rear of the first floor was trans-

formed into a third drawing room and repapered with a 'wonderful kind

of Morris pattern, with pale greens, yellows, mauves etc, & little

gold lines'. They opted against the hand-blocked papers designed by

Morris himself and chose an imitation instead Small pieces of blue

and white 'oriental' china were grouped on shelves and. tabletops to

carry out the 'Aesthetic' theme Even the fitted green carpet with

its yellow trellis enclosing roses and buds, new in 1872, was removed

and replaced by Persian and Indian rugs laid on matting or stained

boards The rugs were obtained from Shoolbred's, Liberty's being

regarded as too costly Finally, the mid-Victorian circular table was

banished from the centre of the room to allow for a new informal,

scattered arrangement of furniture An entire change of atmosphere

had been accomplished without any major purchase of furniture A new

bentwood rocking-chair was one of the few exceptions and held pride of

place in. the dining room

Their 'Aesthetic' approach to decoration was explored even further

when the family bought Belle Vue house in Cheyne Walk in 1890, a

Georgian mansion that had been previously owned by the painter William
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Bell Scott	 In a part of town that was only just beginning to become

fashionable, the cost of the lease was a relative bargain, a newly

important consideration since Marshall was entering semi-retirement

and had made cuts in the family budget such as dispensing with the

male domestic and with the livery carriage But after years of neg-

lect the house was in desperate need of refurbishment and Jeannette

was eager to create a showplace Furthermore, she was determined that

the decoration should be an expression of her own, and her family's,

taste and not the ideas of a fashionable decorator. The necessary

renovations were extensive and at least one young architect offered

his services for the conversion But his offer was rejected	 'We are

going to trust to Curtiss' (the builders] & our own taste', declared

Jeannette

Jeannette and her sister were given a free hand by their parents,

and they planned the colour schemes, chose the wallpaper and made the

loose furnishings themselves By this time Jeannette had enriched her

knowledge of decorative art by attending the series of lectures

organized in conjunction with the Arts and Crafts Exhibitions at the

Jew Gallery Here she had heard Walter Crane's two talks on design

and ornamentation, as well as lectures by the bookbinder T. J Cobden-

Sanderson, Henry Holiday, the glass-painter, and by Morris himself,

whose views she described as 'wrongheaded' despite her admiration for

the man e 'His descriptions of the middle ages with their wealth of Art

& Beauty very picturesque & telling, but after all may there not be

something even better than Gothic, & why shd we go back to that, when

he objects to our going back to anything else' The applause was great

& deserved at the end
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She had also read The Art of Beauty by Mrs Hawels, but in the

interiors of Belle Vue she did not attempt to emulate that author's

preference for antiquarian lavishness or her contempt for 'Queen

Anne' £ Instead, she demonstrated her 'Aesthetic' sensibility by

selecting 'Chippendale' heirloome from the estate of a recently-

deceased relative - a small glazed cabinet and a tulip-wood table - as

well as two or three armchairs, an oak writing-table, a bedstead and a

few pictures, these were virtually the only supplements to the

furniture from the Savile Row house.

Again, the desired artistic effect was created largely by paint,

paper and fabric. Four drawing-roollE on the first floor were given

two separate colour schemes The main ones had pale yellow and white

wallpaper with pale chocolate and white woodwork to set off the deli-

cate Adamesque plasterwork of the ceilings, dark-blue velvet chairs

provided a note of contrast to the pastel chintz curtains in fawn and

blue and the light-coloured Indian carpets. The side drawing rooi

were in the soft grey-green favoured by the 'Queen Anne' decorators,

with pink and white wallpapers and light cream curtains The hail,

stairway and landings were all papered in cream with a formal buff

flower and vase design, very highly varnished for cleanliness, while

the balusters, door and window frames and swing doors were painted

black with red accents.

On the ground floor, both the dining room and Narshail's study were

given deep blue-green walls, green curtains and golden brown woodwork,

again highly varnished A new green bronze and brass chandelier was

purchased to hang above the dining-room suite and Turkey carpet

brought from Savile Row. In the large library the woodwork was
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painted Indian red, set off by wallpaper with a design in terracotta

on a cream ground The red curtains and the carpet with a black

ground came from relatives The three south-facing bedrooms on the

second floor were papered in blue and white with soft furnishings and

woodwork also in blue Jeannette even took pride in the decorations

of the servant& bedroom, with its pale brown paintwork and yellow and

white floral paper Little attention was paid to the kitchen or the

service areas of the house beyond the purchase of a set of kitchen

chairs from Harrod's and a new range Despite the family's frequent

excursions abroad, no foreign or exotic objects highlighted their

decorative schemes, all the materials used were commercially available

products from stores such as Oetzmann's and Tully's in the Fulham

Road The total cost of the refurbishments was £980.

Jeannette's final decorative campaign took place in 1891 when she

married and moved into The Limes, a Georgian house on the north side

of Clapham Common Her new husband was a physician with a speclali-

sation in public health who had recently been appointed Xethcal

Officer of Health for Surrey, and Jeanette iy have felt that it was

important for their home look up-to-date and 'scientific'. As a

wedding gift, she received R V. Edis' Decoration and Furniture of

Town Houses, and she set to work to create an environment that would

be aesthetically pleasing as well as modern in appearance Curtiss'

was again employed to do the heavy work of papering and painting

(Jeannette designated herself as 'clerk of works') and £150 was

allocated for the decorations.

The resouces of the couple were to be less than Jeannette was used

to, about £1100 a year of which £300 went into savings, and from their
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combined savings of about £250 at the time of their marriage the new

house had to be furnished completely Only the beds and bedding were

purchased new The rest of the furniture Jeannette bought second-hand

in the Fuiham Road, bargains acquired after much patient searching

just as many of the writers on decoration had recommended A 'real

old' rosewood side-table was purchased for £3 5s, the 'delightfully

pretty' inlaid 'Sheraton' drawing room suite Jeannette bought for £16

lOs., the dining room set in carved walnut cost only £14 lOs

As at Belle Vue, her major colour scheme was based upon blue The

hail and stairway, again highly varnished, were given blue carpeting

and buff walls In the dining room, the blue and red Turkey carpet,

blue Utrecht velvet upholstery, Middle Eastern saddle-back carpeting

and other blue accents set off the carved walnut of the furniture. A

wall paper with a pattern of white feathers on a greenish-blue back-

ground was used in all four bedrooms, along with deep cream paintwork

and cream and pink curtains The pink Axinlnster carpet in her hus-

band's study, a wedding present, set the tone for an arrangement of

warmer hues, picked up by the red and cream cretonne cover for the

sofa, the crimson curtains from her husband's previous home and other

pink and red and gold highlights As earlier, Jeannette ignored the

kitchen but took care to decorate the servants' rooms in an attractive

manner 'very quaint & Japanese looking with pale brown paint and

peacock and cream paper with a daisy pattern'.

The warmer colour scheme also prevailed in the drawing room, for

which there is a photograph taken around the turn of the century,

several years after its decorations were complete (Fig 50>	 Here the

floral wallpaper was in tones of apricot and Ivory, with old gold
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upholstery and a light-coloured Indian carpet The picture reveals

other features that indicate the influence of science on decoration -

the wide border of varnished floorboards around the rug, the short

curtains, the lack of upholstered furniture or a dust-catching dado

The Sheraton-style suite, with the addition of the bentwood armchair,

even has the light, spindly quality - the 'little emasculated legs' -

that Mrs Haweis ridiculed But other elements Indicate the

'Aesthetic' side of Jeannette's taste, such as the several displays of

pottery and art glass, the four Japanese fans, the elaborate fire

screen and the sdnEwhat incongruous Rococo Revival mirror over the

fireplace	 Clearly, some 'dust catchers' were tolerated

The decorations do not appear to be completely successful The

geometric pattern of the rug and the floral design of the wallpaper

coexist uneasily, although the dissonance of pattern may have been

softened by colour, But as a document of one woman's taste, guided at

least In part by the literature on decoration, the photograph and the

diaries of Jeannette Marshall are Invaluable
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EPILOGUE

1
	

The material in this chapter is derived from Zuzanna Schonfield,
The Precariously Privileged A Professional Family in Victorian
London, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1987, and from inter-
views with the author The diaries themselves belong to the
granddaughter of Jeannette Xarshall and Lady Schonfield is pre-
paring further publications of the contents, there is also a com-
plete set of photographs from The Limes

2
	

)Eany physicians felt that the stress of examinations could be
damaging to a young woman's health and reproductive capability.
As Marshall repeatedly encouraged his daughters to take the exam-
inations, he may have been Involved in the professional debate on
the subject	 See Burstyn, p. 91.

3. Marshall had been D G Rossetti's medical adviser.
4. Jeannette may have read it primarily for its advice on fashion
5. The approximate equivalent in today's terms is £35,000 The cost

of the twelve-year lease on the house itself was £850.
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HOW TO FURNISH A HOUSE COMPLETELY IN AN
ARTISTIC AND SUBSTANTIAL MANNER

FOR £101 : 15 : 0 AND ALSO FOR £300,
By Mrs. J. E. PANTON,

The eminent authority on Home Decoration,

May now be had Gratis and Post Free by sending private card to

WM. WALLACE & CO.
Fig.16

Mrs. PANTON has also arranged for the above, Special
Schemes of Decoration for each Room. Wall papers, friezes,
dados with suitable moulding., colour of paint, &c., to har-
monize, which, for the guidance of those who require Mrs
PANTON'S advice, have been arranged in complete sets,

and can be inspe.ted without charge by applying to

WM. WALLACE & CO.
rt ecora(or6 anb 'un%i4rs+

151, 152, 153, 154, 155 CURTAIN ROAD, LONDON.

SEXD AT ONCE FOR

MRSI PANTON'S NEW BOOK OF DESIGNS.
Mrs. PANTON says:—

'I should strongly advise, before buying Furniture anywhere, to
send to WM. WALLACE & CO., of CURTAIN ROAD, for
Sketches of their NEW FURNITURE CATALOGUE. All Goods
are Carriage Paid anywhere in the United Kingdom, and, if you

Fig. 17 :equire Really Good Furniture, go to WM. WALLACE & CO.,
the wood being properly seasoned, and the Workmanship seems to
me to be as gocd as it posnbly can be.'
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BEDROOM FURNISHED IN COLONIAL ADAM • STYLE. Cost depending on room decoration.
(X
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SIMPLE COTTAGE FURNITURE IN OAK.

It. -eItee, (3 55.	 V!ndsor chair, 6s . armchair. 145. gate-leg iable, ft. 9 in. by 3 ft. 6 in. open, 3 ft. 6 in by

ft 3 in. closed. (2 i' . bookcase, with glazei doors, 3 ft. 6 in. high by ft. 6 in. wide, (4 155. brass candle-
.ticks,	 i	 s. pair.

Fig. 50
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17. The drawing room at The limes at the turn of the century, its furniture presagrng
Edwardian fashion.

Fig. 51
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